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Sub Theme: Role of Periodic Table in expanding the knowledge of Science and Technology. 

 

Title of the Topic: Periodic Table in Science and Engineering  

 

Introduction: 

The moment has come to recollect the knowledge and information imparting into the 

domain of science and technology by the periodic table upon completion of 150 years of its 

tenure. The United Nations has designated 2019 as the ‘International Year of the Periodic 

Table’ to celebrate "one of the most significant achievements in science".  It has gone through 

many changes since D.Mendeleev drew up his original table in 1869. Even now the first table 

and  the modern periodic table are important because “the periodic table organizes elements 

according to similar properties so you can tell the characteristics of an element just by looking at 

its location on the table”.                                                                                                                                               

It has become an everyday tool of a chemist and can be used to predict chemical and 

physical properties of elements yet to be discovered and also useful for modern students and 

scientists in predicting the types of chemical reactions that a particular element is likely to 

participate in. Instead of routine practices such as memorize facts and figures for each element, 

students and scientists need only glance at the table to learn much about the reactivity of an 

element, whether it is likely to conduct electricity, whether it is hard or soft, and many other 

characteristics. 

The additional feature of the periodic table is to provide stoichiometric balance of 

chemical reactions at a glance. Periodic table is an organized tool to provide a great deal of 

information about elements and how they relate to one another by simply following the trends or 

Periodicity. 
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Objective:  

 
To make the students understand the very philosophy of using elements in our daily life 

 

Description: 

 
To describe briefly about the periodic table it’s a chart of all the chemical building blocks 

i.e., elements of matter. To date, humans have observed 118, which includes both natural and 

artificial. 

The amazing advantage offered by it is to find one element in the periodic table in so 

many different kinds of stuff in our world. 

For the engineering fields, the periodic table is the ultimate canvas for innovation. The 

semiconductor industry has used the periodic table to go beyond standard silicon-based devices. 

Semiconductor engineers have used different combinations of elements from the III and V 

columns of the periodic table to create new semiconductor alloys, such as gallium nitride (GaN) 

and indium nitride (InN), each having different advantages. For example, gallium nitride can 

produce light over a large number of wavelengths, including the blue light used in smartphone 

screens. Indium nitride can absorb light over a narrower range of wavelengths, making it a great 

candidate for solar cells, as it absorbs the specific wavelengths of light most common from the 

sun. 

In material science, the engineers like to combine the lightweight metal titanium with 

other elements such as aluminum to create alloys for aircraft and other vehicles. Alloys of 

magnesium and other elements such as gold are finding use in medical implants for bone repair 

and they are biodegradable too. Hence, they disappear after serving as scaffolding for new bone 

growth. 

The periodic table fascinates those who love number games and is included with the work 

done by scientists involved in state-of-the-art mathematics. A mathematician can describe how 

the energy levels of electrons determine and influences chemical reactions with critical 

evaluation of data. This is the area where physicists developed the quantum theory in a highly 

precise manner. Any atomic structure calculation relies heavily on computational science along 

with mathematics. So, periodic table intimately entwined chemistry, modern physics, 

mathematics and computational science. 

The Iconic table? 

Yes, it is the iconic periodic table of elements. It was devised by the Russian chemist 

Dmitri Mendeleev in rudimentary form and has since evolved into a two-dimensional array of 

the chemical elements ordered by atomic number (Z) and typically arranged in 18 columns. It 

presents a schema of patterns and trends that enables scientists to predict elemental properties, 
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relativities, and even new elements. It has been called “nature’s Rosetta Stone,” “the chemist’s 

map” and “probably the most compact and meaningful compilation of knowledge yet devised.” 

To communicate with an alien race, put up a periodic table, because that arrangement is 

universal no matter where you are.” 

 

How it is organized? 

The periodic table is a tabular display of chemical elements which are arranged by atomic 

number (after Mosley), electron configuration and recurring chemical properties. The structure 

of the table shows periodic trends. The seven rows of the table (called periods), generally have 

metals on the left and non metals on the right. The columns (called groups), contain elements 

with similar chemical behaviours. Six groups have accepted names as well as assigned numbers: 

For example, group 17 elements are the halogens, and group18 are the noble gases. Also 

displayed are four simple rectangular areas (or blocks) associated with the filling of different 

atomic orbital’s. 

What elements have recently been added? How were these new elements discovered? 

The most recent ones have been Nihonium, Moscovium, Tennessine and Oganesson - 

numbers 113, 115, 117 and 118. Nihonium is the first modern element to be discovered in an 

Asian country. These came from particle accelerators and are being produced. So, essentially you 

have a target - something to hit - and you’ve got to have a particle that’s hitting it. Then you’re 

looking at what comes out; it’s done very fast. These new elements are the result of chemists and 

physicists working together. So, there’s design, technology and resources that go into making 

elements like this. 

What is the objective of this kind of research? 

It provides a better understanding of our universe and it furthers technology. What can 

we do, and what can we learn? 

Salient features of periodic table: 

 

Highest possible 
elements 

130 

First Chemical 

Element 

Phosphorus 

Number of groups 18 

Number of periods 7 

Smallest period First(2elements) 

Rare earth elements 
Period 

6 
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Radioactive Element 7 

Number of Blocks 4 

Interesting Facts of Periodic Table: 

Most Expensive element Lutetium(1gm=$100), Francium 

Lightest Element Hydrogen 

Heaviest Element Uranium 

Rarest Element Astatine 

Precious Metal Palladium, ruthenium, Platinum, Iridium, 
Gold 

Artificial Elements (after 1952) 20 elements( copernicium, Roentgenium, 
Dubnium,Ununseptium, Lawrencium) 

Most abundant element in Universe Hydrogen (75%) 

Number of radioactive elements 37 

Most radioactive element Polonium 

Most dense element Osmium 

Least dense element Hydrogen 

Conclusions and Implications: 

 

Teach Science & Engineering with Periodic table: 

It imparts knowledge to students on elements of our daily lives. Upon going through the 

trends of periodic table for 20 elements, they are able to perceive and play with bliss in finding 

the other elements. They also become aware that engineers incorporate these elements into the 

design of new products. 

It helps engineers of all disciplines. It creates awareness of materials and their 

characteristics so that they can design innovative materials with increased applications. They 

apply this to develop new materials in building new structures (bridges, flyovers, towers), lighter 

air craft’s, non-corrosive materials, biomedical implants and devices, in the field of agriculture 

and irrigation, food industry, for potable water management and in pharmaceutical industry. 

They also initiate and develop the materials of miniature devices right from micro scale to nano 

scale. 

References: 

  The Internet, TV Channels, News Papers and Intermediate to PG Text Books. 
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Title of the paper 

Human bondage with periodic table   

Introduction 

It graces the walls of lecture halls and laboratories of all types, from universities to 

industry. It is one of the most powerful icons of science. It captures the essence of chemistry in 

one elegant pattern. The periodic table provides a concise way of understanding how all known 

chemical elements react with one another and enter into chemical bonding, and it helps to 

explain the properties of each element that make it react in such a fashion. But the periodic 

system is so fundamental, pervasive and familiar in the study of chemistry that it is often taken 

for granted. A century after the death of the leading discoverer of the periodic system, the 

Russian chemist Dimitri Mendeleev, it seems time to revisit the origins and modern status of this 

now standard chemical classification. There were a number of historic precursors to Mendeleev’s 

periodic system. But there are also current ongoing debates regarding the best way to display the 

periodic system, and whether there is really a “best way” of doing so. The periodic system of 

elements gets its moniker because it graphs how certain properties of chemicals repeat after 

regular intervals. In the modern table of 118 elements, each is placed across rows in order of 
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increasing atomic number—the number of protons in the nucleus of one atom of each element. 

There are seven rows, each making up one period. The lengths of periods vary: The first has two 

elements, the next two eight each, then 18 and 32, respectively, for the next pairs of periods. 

Vertical columns make up groups, of which there are 18, based on similar chemical properties, 

related to the number of electrons in the outer shell of the atoms, also called the valence shell. 

For instance, group 17, the halogens, all lack one electron to fill their valence shells, all tend to 

acquire electrons during reactions, and all form acids with hydrogen. 

There have been many changes to the table since Mendeleev’s first, which showed eight groups, 

12 rows and 66 elements, was published in 1869. But neither did Mendeleev’s table spring from 

a vacuum. Historians of chemistry have long recognized two ideas that contributed to the 

evolution of the periodic system: the notion of triads of elements and Prout’s hypothesis, 

whereby the atomic weights of the elements are integral multiples of the atomic weight of 

hydrogen, the lightest of all the elements. In 1817 the German chemist Johann Döbereiner 

noticed that several groups of three elements formed triads with two interesting features. Not 

only was the middle element of a triad of intermediate chemical reactivity, but it also had an 

intermediate atomic weight. Differing from atomic number, a value that had not yet been 

ascertained, atomic weight had been measured since the start of the 1800s. The idea was to 

determine the weight of each indivisible unit of matter relative to hydrogen, whose weight was 

taken as 1.00. Because formulas for many compounds were unknown, atomic weights remained 

imprecisely measured for some time. But in triads of elements, Döbereiner found that the weight 

of the middle element—such as selenium in the triad formed by sulfur, selenium and tellurium—

had an atomic weight that was the approximate average of the weights of the other two elements.  

Sulfur’s atomic weight, in Döbereiner’s time, was 32.239, whereas tellurium’s was 

129.243, the average of which is 80.741, or close to the then measured value for selenium, 

79.264. The importance of this discovery lay in the marrying of qualitative chemical properties, 

such as degree of reactivity, with numerical data on the elements. It suggested that there might be 

some underlying numerical order that could serve to relate the elements to one another in a 

systematic way. 
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OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this paper is to make the student learn the importance of periodic table in 
various aspects of life. 

# State different historical classifications of elements in brief; 

# To discuss various uses of elements in our day to day life. 

 

Description of the presentation  

In early 18th century, Sodium and Potassium where discovered and was found to have very 
similar chemical and physical properties. Both elements were light weighted, float and react 
vigorously with water. This was the base for all chemists to think for a pattern and sequencing 
the known elements. 

The periodic table has gone through many changes since Mendeleev drew out his Periodic Table 
in 1869. Yet all the periodic table were important for the same reason that they organize the 
elements according to the similar properties so that one can tell the characteristic of an element 
just by looking at the table. 

The modern periodic table has (vertical column) groups, where the elements are with similar 

properties. And (horizontal rows) periods, one whose elements have same valence shell 
configuration, followed by different periodic trends. 

Before all of the naturally occurring elements were discovered, the periodic table was used to 
predict the chemical and physical properties of elements in the gaps on the table. From the 
discovery of eka-silicon and eka-boron to newest element Temassine, periodic table has proven 
its prediction techniques. 

Gold is the first known soft, shining metal which attracts the humankind from Millenniums ago. 
To make its ornaments, Copper was used as an alloying with it due to its similar looking 
metallurgy. Till last century Silver and Cadmium were also being used for soldering. But 
Government banned the use of Cadmium due to its toxicity. Thus Periodic Table helps them to 
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prescribe the use of neighboring elements like Zinc, Indium and Gallium in replacement of 
Cadmium. In today’s fashionable world, Periodic Table contribute us by providing various 

compositions of Nickel, Palladium, Copper, Silver and Rhodium to introduce White gold, Rose 
gold even Green gold and so on… 

This is the Hindenburg tragedy where a rigid aircraft filled with Hydrogen gas for buoyancy had 
accidentally caught fire. 35 lives were killed and many were seriously injured. Periodic table 
serves the alternate of Hydrogen as light inflammable gas, Helium. But this disaster had a bad 
impact on the human mind and thus Hindenburg became the last passenger aircraft of world’s 
first airline. 

With the help of Periodic Table, the theory of nuclear fission of heavy elements was discovered 

in 1938 by a German scientist Otto Hans which opens the door of nuclear energy generation 
from heavy elements like Uranium, Plutonium & Tritium. 

Copper has also been the replacement of costly silver in this new electronic era where electric 
wires are playing a key role in connection and communication. Whereas silver would just empty 

our pocket in no time if used in things like common cables. 

There are countless such major contributions of periodic table. 

Conclusions and implications 

Here I am going to conclude my presentation by making some strong points on several elements 
that human beings are dealing with and let’s brief them all … 

The 1st group of Alkali metals is highly reactive and widely used in chemical industries. 

They are used in soap & salt industries, LED's and fire works for giving various color 

compositions. Rubidium is exceptionally used in sensitive photomultipliers and brain scanning. 

We have the 2nd group of Alkali earth metals where Ca and Mg are significant compounds in 
metabolism of living organism. Whereas barium would detect what’s going on in our stomach 
and intestine. 

Comment able contribution of periodic table is the way of choosing these transition metals, 
Groups from 3rd to 12th for alloy formation. Like stainless steel is formed by neighboring 
elements chromium, iron and nickel. Transition metals have numerous uses from a humble iron 
nail to the gigantic spacecraft and pacemakers. 

Boron family is useful mainly with their oxides. 

14th group of tetragens is one with Carbon, the building block of organic life. 

Remarkable 15th group of Pnictogens is farmers friendly group used mainly in fertilizers and are 
fundamentals of our DNA. 
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Chalcogens are life sustaining elements of Group 16 used commonly in Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical industries, photoelectric cells, anti dandruff shampoos and semiconductor 

appliances. 

Our favorite Halogens of Group 17 are reactive elements that exist in diatomic form. All are 
oxidizing agents used in whitening the teeth and laundry bleaching. Chlorine among this is the 
best element for missals formation. Iodine is used in detecting the thyroid and bone cancer. 

Noble gases from 18th Group are widely use in fluorescent lightning. Electrified Xenon & 
Krypton are uses as an exhaust from spacecrafts. 

This is not the end, Green chemistry is immersing more elements are going to come and the 
periodic table would surely change but, it will always remain the best companion of chemist 

while solving this vast mystery of chemistry. 

 

References:  

1. Quora.com 

2. www.periodictable.com 

3. Researchgate 

4. NIST 
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II) SUB THEME :“ \|qs©±s= ª«sVLji¸R¶VV

II) TITLE OF THE TOPIC  : ""Aª

III) INTRODUCTION: 

      ª«sV©«s ËØxtsQ,ryz¤¦¦¦»R½ùª«sVV úxmsNRPÉÓÁL
@ÍØlgi[ úxmsNRPX¼½ LRi¿RÁ©«s Â¿Á[̧ R¶V²y¬sNTP 
@ORPQLSÌÁV©yõLiVV. xqsXztísQ @®©s[ ËØxtsQN
   C @ORPLRiª«sWÌÁ©«sV @LóRiLi Â¿Á[xqsVN][²
xmsÉíÓÁNRPÍÜ[ N]¬sõ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ µ³R¶LSøÌÁV
@LiµR¶Vª«sÌÁ©«s®©s[ µk¶¬s¬s Aª«sLRiò©«sxmsÉíÓÁNRP 
   Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRP LRiWxmsNRPÌÁö©«s, ª«sVW
úxms¹¸¶WgSÌÁV, xmsLjia][µ³R¶©«sÌÁV Â¿Á[aSLRiV. 
ª«sVVÅÁùQ\®ªsV©«sªyLRiV.  
       ª«sV©«sLi aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[¬s @ª«s¸R¶Vªy
@¸R¶VryäLi»R½ ZOP[QQú»R½Li ª«sÌÁ©«s aRPLkiLRiLiÍ
@ßáVª«so , ËØx¤¦¦¦ù @¸R¶VryäLi»R½ ZOP[QQ
»R½ª«sV µj¶gji*©yùry¬sõ »y»yäÖÁNRPLigS
Â¿Á[ryòLiVV.@ÍØlgi[ ¬dsLRiV ªy¸R¶VV, ÇÁÌÁ
      ª«sV©«sNRPV ¾»½ÖÁzqs©«s 118 ª«sVWÌÁNS
ª«sV©«sLi ÒÁ−sLi¿RÁ²y¬sNTP ANTP=ÇÁ©±s, \|¤¦¦
N]¬sõ Dxms¹¸¶WgRi xms²R¶V»R½V©yõLiVV. a
xms²R¶V»R½V©yõLiVV.ªyÉÓÁÍÜ[¬s N]¬sõ ª«sV

IV) OBJECTIVE / OBJECTIV

� Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRPÍÜ[¬s ª«sVWÌÁNS
xmsLji¿RÁ¸R¶VLi gRiÌÁ ª«sxqsVòª«soÌÁV, 

ji¸R¶VV ÛÉÁNSõÌÁÒÁ xmsLjiÇìØ©«sLi −sxqsòLRißáÍÜ[ Aª«sLRiò©«s xm

""Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRPÍÜ[ @©«sLi»R½ ÇìØ©«sLi'' 

NRPÉÓÁLi¿RÁ²y¬sNTP, xmsLi¿RÁVN][ª«s²y¬sNTP ª«sV©«sNRPV ª«sV©«s\®µ¶
¬sNTP úxmsNRPX¼½NTP »R½©«s\®µ¶©«s r~Li»R½ ÖÁzms DLiµj¶. ¾»½ÌÁVgRi
ØxtsQNRPV 118 @ORPQLSÌÁV D©«sõÈíÁV NRP©«sVg]©«sÊÁ²ïyLiV
sVN][²y¬sNTP ª«sV©«sNRPV D©«sõ ryµ³R¶©«sLi Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRP
øÌÁV @LiÛÉÁ[ ¬sLójiQxtísQ\®ªsV©«s µ³R¶LSøÌÁV xmso©«sLSª«sX»R½Li
ÉíÓÁNRP @¬s @LiÈÁV©yõLRiV. 
ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ©«sV xmsÉíÓÁNRPÍÜ[ @ª«sVLjiNRP ªyÉÓÁ µ³R¶LSøÌÁ
LRiV. ªyLjiÍÜ[ ²yÊÁLji¬dsL`i, ©«sWùÍØLi²̀¶=, ®ªsVLi²R¶ÖdÁ

R¶VªyÌÁ xms¬s¼d½LRiV©«sV ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVNRPV®©s[ Aµ³R¶V¬sNRP xmsµôðR¶¼½
kiLRiLiÍÜ[¬s úxms¼½ NRPßáLiÍÜ[ D©«sõ ¬dsÉÓÁ¬s @LiµR¶VÍÜ[¬s
R½ ZOP[QQú»R½ úxmsË³Øª«sLi ª«sÌÁ©«s \|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ©±s xmsLRiª«sWßáVª«so
NRPLigS ª«sWLRiVèN]¬s lLi[²T¶¹¸¶W »R½LRiLigSÌÁ LRiWxmsLiÍÜ
 ÇÁÌÁ LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[ xmsLi¿RÁË³ÏÁW»yÌÁVgS NRP¬szmsxqsVòLiµj¶
ÌÁNSÌÁÍÜ[ ª«sV©«s aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[ ¿yÍØ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁV D©y
\|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ©±s, B©«sVª«sVV, r¡²T¶¸R¶VLi, NSLRi÷©±s, \®©súÉÜ

VV. aSxqsòQû, ÛÉÁNSõÌÁÑÁ LRiLigRiLiÍÜ[ xmsoL][Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶NTP ª«s
õ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVNRPVLiµyLi. 

 

CTIVES: 

ÌÁNSÌÁ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ −sµyùLóRiVÌÁV D»y=x¤¦¦¦ xmsLjiÂ¿Á[  −s
ÌÁV, xmsµyLóSÌÁ µy*LS ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVNRPVLiÉØLRiV. 

Riò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRP ¹¸¶VVNRPä Fyú»R½” 

\®µ¶©«s ÖÁzms @ª«sxqsLRiLi. 
ÌÁVgRiV @®©s[ ËØxtsQNRPV 56 
ïyLiVV. @®ªs ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁV.      
sÉíÓÁNRP. ª«sV©«s ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ 
X»R½Li @ª«so»y¸R¶V¬s 

øÌÁ\|ms @®©s[NRP aSxqsòQû®ªs[»R½òÌÁV 
i²R¶ÖdÁ£mns, ®ªsW}qýs ÌÁV 

sµôðR¶¼½(MRI). ÊÁÌÁ\®ªsV©«s 
ÍÜ[¬s \|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ©±s  
ßáVª«soÍÜ[¬s FsÌÁNíSQû©«sVÌÁV 
xmsLiÍÜ[ xmnsÖÁ»y¬sõ ¾»½ÖÁ¸R¶V 
òLiµj¶. 
ÁV D©yõLiVV. ªyÉÓÁÍÜ[ 
\®©súÉÜ[ÇÁ©±s...ÍØLiÉÓÁ−s 
ôðj¶NTP ª«sVLjiN]¬sõ Dxms¹¸¶WgRi 

Á[  −sÇìØ©«s −sxtsQ¸R¶WÌÁ©«sV 
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� ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ Dxms¹¸¶WgRiLi, ª«sV
A−sxtsQäLRißá @®©s[ @µR¶V÷é»R½ −s

� LRiry¸R¶V©«s aSxqsòQû @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶ ú
N]»R½ò ®ªsVÎÏÁ§NRPVª«sÌÁV GLRiö²R¶»y

� N]»R½ò ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ A−sxtsQäLRißá,
µy*LS −sµyùLóRiVÌÁÍÜ[ aS{qsòQû

� ª«sW»R½XËØxtsQ / úFyLi¼d½¸R¶V ËØx
¾»½ÖÁ¸R¶VÛÇÁ[̧ R¶V²R¶Li, \|qs©±s= xmsoxq

     V) DESCRIPTION OF  PRESE

    Time: 1 Hour  

 Class:– 9
th

  and  10
th 

 

Aª«sLRiò©«s
−sÇìØ©«s aSxqsòQûLi ¹¸¶VVNRPä xmsLRi
xmsLjixqsLSÌÁ ª«sWLRiVöÌÁVNRPV @©«s
»R½ª«sV D¬sNTP¬s ¬sÌÁÛËÁÈíÁVN]¬s @
ÍÜ[x¤¦¦¦¸R¶VVgRiLi, FyLjiúaS−sVNRP ¸R
¸R¶VVgRiLi........ BÍØ Fs©¯[õ ª«sW
 
¬dsLRiV ª«sV©«sÖÁõ úÊÁ¼½NTP}qsò, ¬dsÉÓÁ
−sµR¶Vù»̀½,@ Ŗ¶VryäLi»R½»R½*Li 
−sµR¶Vù»̀½©«sV BLiÉÓÁ µk¶xmsLigS ª«s
ª«sVLji¸R¶VV  ÇÁ²R¶ªy¸R¶VVª«sVWÌÁ
@Liµj¶LiÀÁLiµj¶ 

 

, ª«sV©«s ÒÁ−s»R½LiÍÜ[ ªyÉÓÁ xms¬s¼d½LRiV ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN]¬s A
é»R½ −sxtsQ¸R¶VLi gRiVLjiLiÀÁ @ª«sgSx¤¦¦¦©«s GLRiöLRi¿RÁ²R¶Li

Xµôðj¶ úNRPª«sVLi, aSxqsòQû®ªs[»R½òÌÁ @−sLRiÎÏÁ NRPXztsQ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ 
²R¶»yLiVV 

äLRißá, ªyÉÓÁ ©y−dsVNRPLRißá, xmsÉíÓÁNRPÍÜ[ ªyÉÓÁ róy©«sLi @
{qsòQû¸R¶V µR¶XN`P xmsµ³y¬sõ GLRiöLRiV¿RÁVÈÁ 

¸R¶V ËØxtsQÍÜ[ NRPW²y −sÇìØ©«sLi |msLi¿RÁVN][ª«s²y¬sNTP @
 xmsoxqsòNRP xmshRi©«sLi gRiVLjiLiÀÁ D»y=x¤¦¦¦xmsLRi¿RÁ²R¶Li 

RESENTATION: 

«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRP»][ ryLiZNP[¼½NRP A−sxtsQäLRißá c @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶
 xmsLRiª«sWLóRiLi ª«sW©«sª«s ÇØ¼½ ¹¸¶VVNRPä xqsLRi*»][ª«sVVÆØÕ
 @©«sVgRiVßáLigS NSÍØLi»R½LRiLiÍÜ[ ª«sWLRiVö Â¿ÁLi®µ¶[ Ò
]¬s @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶Â¿ÁLiµj¶ Aµj¶xms»R½ùLi F~LiµR¶gRiÌÁª«so. 
sVNRP ¸R¶VVgRiLi, FsÌÁNíSQû¬sN`P ¸R¶VVgRiLi, @Li»R½LjiORPQ¸R¶V
[õ ª«sWLRiVöÌÁV @©«sWx¤¦¦¦ùQ\®ªsV©«s xqsLixmnsVÈÁ©«sÌÁ»][ G

 ¬dsÉÓÁ A−sLji BLiÇÁ©±s ª«sV©«sÖÁõ xmsLRiVgRiVÌÁV |msÉíÓÁLiÀÁ
R½*Li ª«sV©«sNRPV ryLiZNP[¼½NRP»R½©«sV xmsLji¿RÁ¸R¶VLi Â¿Á[aSLiVV.
gS ª«sWLRiè²R¶LiÍÜ[ ÈÁLig̀ixxqís©±s @®©s[ ª«sVWÌÁNRPLi»][ Â¿Á
VWÌÁNRPLic ¬s¸R¶W©±s ÊÁÌÁV÷ ÍÜ[ DLi²T¶ LSú¼½ xqsWLki

    

¬s Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRP 
²R¶Li 

LiÀÁ ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN]¬s ªyLjiÍÜ[ 

«sLi @®©s[ −sxtsQ¸R¶WÌÁ 

sNTP @ª«sNSaSÌÁ©«sV 

ª«sXµôðj¶ 
«sVVÆØÕ³Áª«sXµôðj¶           
i®µ¶[ ÒÁª«soÌÁV ª«sWú»R½®ªs[V 
 

RPQ¸R¶VVgRiLi, @Li»R½LêSÌÁ 
][ GLRiö²ïyLiVV. 

íÓÁLiÀÁLiµj¶. 
LiVV. 

][ Â¿Á[zqs©«s zmnsÌÁ®ªsVLiÉÞ  
sWLki²R¶VgS }qsª«sÌÁ©«sV 
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gRiLiµ³R¶NRPLi, F~ÉØztsQ¸R¶VLi, Ný][L
F¢²R¶L`i c »R½VFyNTP ª«sVLiµR¶VgS
\lLiÈÁV r¡µR¶LRiÌÁ −sª«sW©«s ¬sLSøß
FsLi¿RÁVNRPV©yõLRiV NRPµy! µk¶¬sNTP 
F~LiµR¶NRP F¡ª«s²R¶Li ª«sVLji¸R¶VV xq

 
ryLiZNP[¼½NRP»R½ úFy´R¶−sVNRP A−sxts
µ][xtsQ xmsLjiuyäLRi NRPÈÁNRPLigS,
@Liµj¶xqsVò©«sõ, @Liµj¶Li¿RÁËÜ[»R½V
@¼½xmsoLS»R½©«s AL][gRiù xqsª«sVxq
®ªsVgkiõztsQ¸R¶VLi ª«sLiÉÓÁ ª«sVWÌÁNS
@»R½ùLi»R½ Aµ³R¶V¬sNRP @Li»R½LjiORPQ

               
FsNS zqsÖÁNS©±s gS ®ªsVLi²R¶ÖdÁ£mns
@LóRiªyx¤¦¦¦NRP»R½*Li @®©s[ −sµR¶Vù»
ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁV @LiVV©«s ËÜ[LS©±s
ªyx¤¦¦¦NRPLigS xms¬sÂ¿Á[xqsVò©«sõµj¶.
FnyxqsöLRi£qs, ALji=¬sN`P, ALiÉÓÁ®ª
p-type, n-type @LóRiªyx¤¦¦¦NSÌ
Micro Chip gS ª«sWLji úxmsxmsLi
úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ ¿RÁLjiú»R½©«sV ª«sWlLi[èzqs
FsÌÁNíSQû¬sN`P LRiLigRiLiÍÜ[ @®©s[NRP 
xmspLjiò Â¿Á[̧ R¶V²R¶LiÍÜ[ FsLi»R½gS©¯

, Ný][Lji©±s, NRPLRi÷©«sLi ª«sLiÉÓÁ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ xqsLi¹¸¶WgRi L
VgS, A¸R¶VVµ³R¶LigS úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ ¸R¶VVµôðR¶ ¿RÁLjiú»R½©«sV ¼½Lji
¬sLSøßáLi Â¿Á[̧ R¶VVÈÁÍÜ[ @ÌÁWù−sV¬s¸R¶VLi ª«sVWÌÁN
k¶¬sNTP NSLRißáLi @µj¶ ¾»½[ÖÁ\ZNP©«s ÍÜ[x¤¦¦¦Li ª«sVLji¸R¶VV »R½*

¸R¶VV xqsVÌÁVª«sogS lLi[NRPVÌÁVgS Â¿Á[̧ R¶VgRiÌÁgRi²R¶®ªs[V. 

     

−sxtsQäLRißáÍÜ[ zqsÖÁNS©±s @®©s[ ª«sVWÌÁNRPLi gSÇÁÙ @®
, @Li»R½LjiORPQ ®©s[ú»R½LiÍØ Dxms¹¸¶WgRi xms²T¶Liµj¶. ÛÉÁÖÁr

Ü[»R½V©«sõ −sÇìØ©«s ryLiZNP[¼½NRP xqs¥¦¦¦¸R¶V x¤¦¦¦xqsòLi @©«s©«
sª«sVxqsùÌÁÍÜ[ Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLiÀÁ©«s −sVÍÞä A£mns ®ªsVgkiõzt
WÌÁNSÌÁV, ª«sV©«s A©«sLiµR¶ µk¶Fyª«s×Á ÈÁFyNS¸R¶VÌÁ 
R½LjiORPQ ryLiZNP[¼½NRP»R½ÍÜ[ ËØgS xms¬sÂ¿Á[xqsVòLiµj¶. 

                           
R¶ÖdÁ£mns»][ Ez¤¦¦¦Li¿RÁÊÁ²T¶ ÛÇÁLkiø¬s¸R¶VLigS A−sxtsQäLjiL
µR¶Vù»̀½ µ³R¶LRiøLi µy*LS D©«sõµj¶. Bµj¶ @¼½ xqsLixmsp
LS©±s, gSÖÁ¸R¶VLi, BLi²T¶¸R¶VLi ª«sLiÉÓÁ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ»]
µj¶. 
LiÉÓÁ®ªsW¬s ª«sLiÉÓÁ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ»][ n-type @LóRiªyNRPLi
¦¦¦NSÌÁ µy*LS GLRiö²T¶©«s Diode, Transistor, Inte

sxmsLi¿RÁ ryLiZNP[¼½NRP −s¬s¹¸¶WgRiLiÍÜ[ INRP |msµôR¶ NRPVµR¶V
i[èzqsLiµj¶. 
®©s[NRP ª«sVLiµj¶NTP ÒÁª«s©¯[Fyµ³j¶ NRPÖÁöLi¿RÁÈÁLiÍÜ[, NRPxtísQ
R½gS© [̄ Dxms¹¸¶WgRi xms²R¶V»R½V©«sõµj¶. 

gRi LRiWxmsLi ®ªsVVµR¶ÉÓÁ gRi©±s 
V ¼½Ljigji LSzqsLiµj¶. 
WÌÁNS¬sõ 
V »R½*LRigS ÍÜ[x¤¦¦¦ ORPQ¸R¶VLi 

 

Ù @®©s[ xmsµyLóRiLigS NRPLiÉÓÁ 
ÛÉÁÖÁr¡äxmsoÌÁV 
@©«s©«sù ryª«sW©«sùLi. 
VgkiõztsQ¸R¶VLiÍÜ[ 
R¶VÌÁ »R½¸R¶WLkiÍÜ[ ª«sVLji¸R¶VV 

 
QäLjiLixmsÊÁ²T¶ »R½©«s 
ixmspLñRi zqós¼½ÍÜ[ B»R½LRi 

NSÌÁ»][ NRPÌÁzqs p-type @LóRi 

yNRPLi GLRiö²T¶Liµj¶ 
or, Integrated Circuits, 

NRPVµR¶Vxmso GLRiöLjiÀÁ 

RPxtísQ\®ªsV©«s xms©«sVÌÁV »R½*LRigS 
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        úxmsxmsLi¿y¬sõ aSbPLiÂ¿Á[ Aµ³R¶V¬s
        ®µ¶[aRPLiÍÜ[¬s INRP Ë³ØgRiLi }msLRiV©«
        ""zqsÖÁNS©±s ªyùÖÁ'' gS zmsÌÁª«s

          Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRPÍÜ[¬s −s−sµ³R¶ 
         µ][x¤¦¦¦µR¶Li Â¿Á[aSLiVV, Ë³ÏÁ−sxtsQù
         ¿RÁW²R¶ª«s¿RÁVè.BµR¶Li»y ª«sVWÌ
 

Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRP
        ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ xmsLjiÇìØ©«sLi \|qs©±s=
        @®©s[µj¶ xmspLjiògS ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ g
        @LRiV\®µ¶©«s,@LiµR¶\®ªsV©«s ª«sVWÌÁNR
        LRiry¸R¶V©«s aSxqsòQûLi DµR¶÷é−sLi
        N]¬sõ N]»R½ò N]»R½ò ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ

\®ªsÇìØ¬sNRP,aS{qsòQû¸R¶V LRiLigRiLiÍÜ
¾»½ÌÁVxqsVNRPVLiµyLi. 
B©«sVª«sVV (Fe)   
ª«sV©«s @LiµR¶LjiNUP @ª«sxqsLRi\®ªsV©«s 
LRiNRPòLiÍÜ[¬s FsúLRi LRiNRPòNRPßØÌÁV.
Ë³ØgSÌÁV 
z¤¦¦¦®ªsWgý][ÕÁ©±s LRiNRPò ¿RÁLiµR¶WLRiL
ANTP=ÇÁ©±s (O2 ) »][ gRiÉíÓÁ ÊÁLiµ
LRiNRPòLiÍÜ[¬s Fe  úxms¾»½[ùNRPLigS
FsLRiöLRiV¿RÁVNRPVLiÈÁVLiµj¶. Fe

+2

úxmsª«sLjiòxqsVòLiµj¶ 

  
µ³R¶V¬sNRP FsÌÁNíSQû¬sNP̀ A−sxtsQäLRißáÍÜ[ xmsoLjiÉÓÁ gRi²ïR¶ @
sLRiV©«sV zqsÖÁNS©±s @®©s[ ª«sVWÌÁNRPLi }msLRiV»][       
sÌÁª«sÊÁ²R¶V»R½V©«sõµj¶. 

 
−sµ³R¶ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁV ÛÉÁNSõÌÁÑÁ LRiLigRiLiÍÜ[ @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶N
sxtsQù»R½VòÍÜ[ NRPW²y ª«sV©«sLi Fs© [̄õ ÛÉÁNSõÌÁÑÁÍÜ[ ª«sW
«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ ª«sÌýÁ®©s[ ryµ³R¶ùLi. 

íÓÁNRP»][ \®ªsÇìØ¬sNRP,aS{qsòQû¸R¶V LRiLigRiLiÍÜ[ ÇÁLjigji©«s xmsoL]
qs©±s= @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶NTP Â¿Á[zqs©«s }qsª«s @©«s©«sù ryª«sW©«sùL

NSÌÁ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ ¾»½ÖÁ¸R¶VÛÇÁ[}qs aSxqsòQûLi. @»R½ùLi»R½ −sÌÁ
WÌÁNRPLi ÊÁLigSLRiLi µy¬sN][xqsLi LRixqsªyµR¶aSxqsòQûLi µy
÷é−sLi¿yLiVV. C úxms¸R¶WßáLiÍÜ[ N]¬sõ ®ªs[ÌÁ LRiry¸
NSÌÁV A−sxtsQäLjiLi¿RÁÊÁ²ïyLiVV. 
RiLiÍÜ[ ÒÁª«sLSbPNTP »][²R¶ö²R¶V»R½V©«sõ N]¬sõ ª«sVWÌÁNS

©«s ÒÁª«s©«s úµR¶ª«sLi LRiNRPòLi, LRiNRPòLi LRiLigRiV FsLRiVxmso. @
ÁV. z¤¦¦¦®ªsWgý][ÕÁ©±s. BLiµR¶VÍÜ[ z¤¦¦¦®ªsW(LRiNRPò ¿RÁLiµR¶W

LRiLi Ë³ØgRiLi FsLRiVxmsoµR¶©y¬sNTP NSLRißáLi @LiµR¶VÍÜ[¬
ÊÁLiµ³R¶Li FsLRiöLRi¿RÁgRiÖÁlgi[ gRiVßáLi DLiÈÁVLiµj¶ 
gS Meta Himoglobin Reducta xqsª«sVORPQLiÍÜ[ O2

+2 c |mnsúLRi£qs, Fe
+3 c |mnsúLjiN`P LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[NTP ª«sWLRiV»

 
²ïR¶ @LiVV©«s @®ªsVLjiNS  

 

«sXµôðj¶NTP FsLi»R½gS© [̄    
[ ª«sWLRiVöÌÁ©«sV  

 xmsoL][Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶ 
©«sùLi. LRiry¸R¶V©«s aSxqsòQûLi    

R½ −sÌÁV\®ªs©«s,  
Li µy¬s ©«sVLi²T¶  
Riry¸R¶V©«s xmsµyLóSÌÁV,  

ÌÁNSÌÁ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ 

o. @LiµR¶VNRPV NSLRißáLi 
iµR¶WLRiLi), gý][ÕÁ©±s c @®©s[ 

VÍÜ[¬s  Fe ª«sVWÌÁNRPLi©«sNRPV 

2 »][ ÊÁÌÁ{¤¦¦¦©«s ÊÁLiµ³R¶Li 
LRiV»R½W µj¶*gRi»R½LigS 
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Fe
+2 LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[ EzmsLji¼½»R½VòÌ

ª«sµj¶ÛÍÁ[zqs Fe
+3 LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[NTP ª«s

LRiNRPòLi aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[¬s zqsLRiÌÁÍÜ[ D©«
ª«sÀÁè©«sxmso²R¶V ®ªsLiÈÁ®©s[ gSÖÁÍÜ

LRiry¸R¶V©«s µ³y»R½V −sÇìØ©«sLi©«sNR
xqósLiË³ÏÁLi. xqs*¿RÁèé \®ªsV©«s DNRPVä
Â¿Á[zqs©«s aSxqsòQûxmsLjiÇìØ©«sLi ®©s[ÉÓÁNT

ANTP=ÇÁ©±s(Aª«sýVÇÁ¬s) (O2 ): 
aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[ úxms¼½NRPßáLi úÊÁ»R½NRP²y
Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLiÂ¿Á[ Ë³ØgRiLi ª«sV©«s ®ª
O2 gSÖÁ ©«sVLi²T¶  EzmsLji¼½»R½VòÌ
z¤¦¦¦®ªsWgý][ÕÁ©±s µy*LS aRPLkiLRiLi
úFyßáªy¸R¶VVª«so ª«sVWÌÁNRPLi ÒÁ
ª«sW©«sª«s ®µ¶[x¤¦¦¦LiÍÜ[ NRP©«sVõ ª«sW
gýRiWN][ÇÞ ANTP=ÇÁ©±s xqsª«sVORPQLiÍÜ
Â¿Á[xqsVòLi µj¶. C aRPNTPò ÒÁª«s \Â¿Á»R½©«
ANTP=ÇÁ©±s, NSLRi÷©±s, \|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ
ÇÁLi»R½V úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ aRPNTPò ª«s©«sLRiVÌÁ
ANTP=ÇÁ©±s, NSLRi÷©±s ÌÁ»][ GLRiö
ªy¸R¶VVª«so NSLRi÷©±s ®ªsW©y\ZNPQ

½»R½VòÌÁ µR¶gæRiLRi ANTP=ÇÁ©±s ©«sV ¼d½xqsVN]¬s, NRPßØÌÁ µR¶gæRiL
[NTP ª«sWLRiV»R½VLiµj¶. 
ÍÜ[ D©«sõxmsöV²R¶V ÛÍÁ[»R½ ANRPVxms¿RÁè LRiLigRiVÍÜ[ DLiÈÁ
ÖÁÍÜ[¬s ANTP=ÇÁ©±s »][ NRPÌÁzqs FsúLRigS ª«sWLRiV»R½VLiµj¶

 
sLi©«sNRPV @ÛÇÁ[̧ R¶V xms»yNRPLi ²T¶ÖdýÁ ÍÜ[¬s NRPV»R½VËÞ −dsV©y

DNRPVäÍÜ[ 20 Ë³ØgSÌÁ©«sV @¼½NTPLiÀÁ Â¿Á[zqs©«s xqósLiË³ÏÁLi,
®©s[ÉÓÁNTP @Li»R½VÊÁÈíÁ¬s LRix¤¦¦¦xqsùLi. 

 
 

: aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[ 65 aS»R½Li DLiÈÁVLiµj¶, ª«sV©«sLi úÊÁ»R½
R½NRP²y¬sNTP @ª«sxqsLRi\®ªsV©«s ª«sVWÌÁNRPLi. aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[ µk¶¬s
V©«s ®ªsVµR¶²R¶V. 
½»R½VòÌÁ µy*LS LRiNRPòLiÍÜ[NTP Â¿Á[Lji @LiµR¶VÍÜ[LRiNRPòLi aRPVúË
LkiLRiLiÍÜ[¬s @¬sõ NRPßØÌÁNRPV Â¿Á[LRiV»R½VLiµj¶. @LiµR¶Vª«sÌ
RPLi ÒÁ−s ª«sV©«sVgRi²R¶NRPV @»R½ùLi»R½ @ª«sxqsLRi\®ªsV©«sµj¶. 
 ª«sWú»R½®ªs[V gSÖÁÍÜ[¬s ANTP=ÇÁ©±s ©«sV úxms»R½ùQORPQLigS 
RPQLiÍÜ[ NSLRi÷©±s \®²¶ A\ZNPQQ=²`¶ gS, ¬dsLRiVgS ª«sWLji aRPNTP
Â¿Á»R½©«sùLi. 
²][ÇÁ©±sÌÁ©«sV NRPÖÁzms DLi¿RÁ²R¶Li µy*LS GLRiö²T¶©«s NS
LRiVÌÁV. 
[ GLRiö®²¶[ NSLRi÷©±s \®²¶ A\ZNPQQ=²`¶ NRPßá LRiry¸R¶V©«s ¿RÁLRi

\ZNPQQ=²`¶.Bµj¶ NSÌÁVxtsQù NSLRiNRPLi ª«sVLji¸R¶VV −sxtsQúxmsª

 

 µR¶gæRiLRi ANTP=ÇÁ©±s ©«sV 

DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. ÊÁ¸R¶VÈÁNRPV 
VLiµj¶. 

−dsV©yL`i ª«sµôR¶ gRiÌÁ DNRPVä 
Ë³ÏÁLi, Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLiÀÁ 

úÊÁ»R½NRP²y¬sNTP @LiÛÉÁ[ 
[ µk¶¬s¬s FsNRPVäª«sgS 

aRPVúË³ÏÁxmsLRi¿RÁÊÁ²T¶ 
R¶Vª«sÌÁ©«s C 
 

LigS úgRiz¤¦¦¦Li¿RÁgRiÌÁµR¶V. 
Lji aRPNTPò¬s −s²R¶VµR¶ÌÁ   

©«s NSL][÷Q\|¤¦¦¦ú®²¶[ÈýÁV 

 ¿RÁLRiùÍÜ[ GLRiö²ïR¶ 
sQúxmsª«sWßáLi. 
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DµR¶ÇÁ¬s(\|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ©±s) (H)iM ª«s
ANTP=ÇÁ©±sÌÁ NRPÌÁLiVVNRPÌÁ LRiry¸R
¬dsÉÓÁ LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[ DµR¶ÇÁ¬s ª«sV©«
\|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ©±s, ANTP=ÇÁ©±s @®©s[ ª«s
BLiµ³R¶©yÌÁV 
xqsWLRiVù²T¶ ÍÜ[ DxtñsQ aRPNTPò GLRiö
@ª«sxqsLSÌÁ©«sV ¼d½lLi[è INRP »R½LRi
\|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ©±s, NSLRi÷©±s, ANTP=ÇÁ
ª«sV©«s aRPLkiLRi ÒÁª«s©y¬sNTP @ª«sxqs

 
r¡²T¶¸R¶VLi(Na)iM ª«sV©«s aRPLkiLRiL
xmsµyLóRiLi r¡²T¶¸R¶VLiNý][Q\lLi²`¶ 
¿RÁVLRiV\ZNP©«s−s ª«sVLji¸R¶VV úxmsª«sW
DxmsögS®©s[ DLiÈÁVLiµj¶ NRPµy!
r¡²T¶¸R¶VLi,F~ÉØztsQ¸R¶VLiÌÁV a
DLiÉØLiVV.B−s ©«sLSÌÁ ®ªsLiÊÁ
aRPLkiLS¬sõ ¬s¸R¶VLiú¼½Lixms Â¿Á[ry
r¡²T¶¸R¶VLiNý][Q\lLi²`¶ µy*LS ª«sW
ª«sV©«s |msµôR¶ÌÁV Fsª«sLji DxmsöV ¼
ª«sV©«s aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[ LRiNRPòLi úxmsªyx¤
aSNS¥¦¦¦LRiVÌÁÍÜ[ |msµôR¶ ÇÁLi»R½V
ª«sVÉíÓÁ¬s ¼d½xqsVNRPVLiÉØLiVV. 

iM ª«sV©«sNRPV @»R½ùLi»R½ @ª«sxqsLSÌÁÍÜ[ ¬dsLRiV INRPÉÓÁ.B
Riry¸R¶V©«s LRiWxmsLi. 
 ª«sV©«s aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[ 10 aS»R½Li DLiÈÁVLiµj¶ 
®©s[ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ xqsLi¹¸¶WgRiLi \|¤¦¦¦ú²][NSLRi÷©±s ÌÁV B

GLRiö²R¶²y¬sNTP ª«sVVÅÁù NSLRißáLi DµR¶ÇÁ¬s ª«sVWÌÁ
»R½LRigRi¬s aRPNTPòª«s©«sLRiV. 

NTP=ÇÁ©±s @®©s[ ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ úxms¾»½[ùNRP xqs®ªs[VùÎÏÁ©yÌÁV NS
ª«sxqsLRiLi 

  

RPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[NTP úxms»R½ùQORPQLigS  xmsLjiaRPVµôðR¶ LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[ ¼d½xqs
 (NaCl). ª«sVWÌÁNRP LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[ r¡²T¶¸R¶VLi(Na)., 

sª«sWµR¶NRPLRi\®ªsV©«s−s.LRiVÀÁ DxmsögS DLiÈÁVLiµj¶ ª«sV©«s 
µy! 
ÌÁV aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[¬s NRPßØÌÁV ÒÁ−sLiÀÁ D©«sõLi»R½ª«sLRiNRPW
sLiÊÁ²T¶ @ÌÁö −sµR¶Vù»`½ úxmsªy¥¦¦¦ÌÁ©«sV GLRiöLRiVxqsW
Â¿Á[ryòLiVV. 
 ª«sWú»R½®ªs[V ª«sV©«s aRPLkiLRiLi ®©s[LRiVgS r¡²T¶¸R¶VLi©«sV F~L

söV ¼½©yõ ªyLjiNTP NRPX»R½ÇìÁ»R½gS DLi²yÖÁ @©yõLRiV
ªyx¤¦¦¦ {ms²R¶©y¬sõ r¡²T¶¸R¶VLi ¬s¸R¶VLiú¼½xqsWò DLiÈÁ
Li»R½V\®ªs©«s G©«sVgRiV LS¼½ DxmsöV µ]LjiZNP[ úFyLi»yÌÁNRP

        
 

RPÉÓÁ.Bµj¶ \|¤¦¦¦ú²][ÇÁ©±s, 

ÁV B−s ª«sVLiÀÁ 

NRPLi A DxtñsQaRPNTPò ª«sV©«s 

ÌÁV NSL][÷Q\|¤¦¦¦ú®²¶[ÈýÁV. B−s 

 

[ ¼d½xqsVN][gRiÖÁlgi[ @NRPLRi÷©«s 
., Ný][Lji©±s(Cl) 

«sV©«s LRiNRPòLi NRPW²y 

LRiNRPW xqsª«sV»R½WNRPLiÍÜ[ 
VxqsWò ®ªsVµR¶²R¶V Â¿Á[»R½ 

©«sV F~LiµR¶gRiÌÁµR¶V. @LiµR¶VZNP[ 
õLRiV. 

DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. 
ÌÁNRPV ®ªs×Áþ @NRPä²T¶ 
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Hr¡ÉÜ[xmso ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁVM LRiry
FsLi»R½gS© [̄ Dxms¹¸¶WgRi xms²R¶V»
¸R¶VVlLi[¬s¸R¶VLi, \®´¶LSLiVV²`¶ ªy
ªyùµ³j¶ ÀÁNTP»R½=ÍÜ[ N][ËØÌíÁV  

 
 

 VI) CONCLUTION AND IMPLICATION

 1)−sµyùLóRiVÌÁNRPV LRiryª«sV©«s ª«sVWÌÁNS
    GLRiö²R¶V»R½VLiµj¶. 
 2) ª«sV©«s \®µ¶¬sLiµj¶©«s ÒÁ−s»R½Li©«sVLi²T¶ F
    xmsLjiuyäLRiLi, NRPXú¼½ª«sV ª«sxqsVòª«soÌÁ 
 3) −sµyùLóRiVÌÁV ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ A−sxtsQä
    Â¿Á[̧ R¶V²R¶LiÍÜ[ NRPXztsQ Â¿Á[zqs©«s ²yÊÁL
    NRPXztsQ¬s @Õ³Á©«sLiµj¶ÀÁLiÀÁ ªyLjiÍÜ[ 
 4) Aµ³R¶V¬sNRP úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ µ³][LRißáVÌÁ, xqsª
    @ª«sgSx¤¦¦¦©«s©«sNRPV, úFy´R¶−sVNRP ª«sVW
 5) úxms¼½ xmsµyLóRiLiÍÜ[¬s ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ D¬
    FsÍØ µ][x¤¦¦¦µR¶xms²R¶V»R½VLiµ][ ¾»½ÌÁVxq
6)  @ORPQLSÌÁ úFy´R¶−sVNRP ÇìØ©«sLi ª«sV©«s
ª«sVWÌÁNSÌÁ úFy´R¶−sVNRP xmsLjiÇìØ©«sLi −sÇ
µy*LRiLi @ª«so»R½VLiµj¶. 
 

VII) REFERENCES: 1) ""ÒÁª«s©«sµj¶
2) ""Aµ³R¶V¬sNRP úxmsxmsLi¿y¬sõ ©«s²T¶zmsxqsV
xmsÕýÁxtsQL`i= 
3) 9ª«s ,10 ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½ }qísÉÞ zqsÌÁÊÁ£qs

 

LRiry¸R¶V©«s, \®ªsµR¶ù LRix¤¦¦¦ryùÌÁ xqsª«sW¿yLS¬sõ ¾»½Ì
s²R¶V»R½V©yõLiVV. ©«sWNýTP¸R¶VL̀i Lji¸R¶WNíRPL`i ÌÁÍÜ[ BLiµ³R¶
²`¶ ªyùµ³j¶ ÀÁNTP»R½=ÍÜ[ @¹¸¶W²T¶©±s, ª«sVx¤¦¦¦ª«sVøLjigS Â¿

  Hr¡ÉÜ[xmsoÌÁV Dxms¹¸¶WgRixms²R¶V»R½V©yõLiVV. 

 

TIONS: 

ÌÁNSÌÁV ªyÉÓÁ ª«sVµ³R¶ù xqsLiÊÁLiµ³R¶Li,Dxms¹¸¶WgSÌÁV 

i²T¶ FyLjiúaS−sVNRP @ª«sxqsLSÌÁ ª«sLRiNRPV gRiÌÁ xqsLiNýTPQxtísQ xq
«soÌÁ LRiWxmsNRPÌÁö©«sNRPV Aª«sLRiò©«sxmsÉíÓÁNRP Aª«saRPùNRP»R½©«sV @
−sxtsQäLRißá ªyÉÓÁ @ª«sVLjiNRP Ë³Ý¼½NRP LRiry¸R¶V©«s µ³R¶LSøÌ
yÊÁL`i ¬dsL`i, ©«sWùÍØLi²`¶=, ®ªsVLi²R¶ÖdÁ£mns, ®ªsW}qýs ÍØL
LjiÍÜ[ aS{qsòQû¸R¶V µR¶XN`P xmsµy¬sõ GLRiöLRiV¿RÁVNRPVLiÉØL
Á, xqsª«sVxqsùÌÁ xmsLjiuyäLS¬sNTP ª«sV©«sLi ryµ³j¶Li¿RÁª«sÌÁzq
ª«sVWÌÁNRP ÌÁORPQßØÌÁ −s¬sª«sV¸R¶W¬sõ @LóRiLi Â¿Á[xqsVN]

NSÌÁ D¬sNTP¬s gRiVLjiòLi¿RÁ²R¶Li µy*LS Aª«sLRiò©«s xmsÉíÓÁNRP ¬
½ÌÁVxqsVN][gRiÌÁLRiV. 
ª«sV©«s @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶NTP G−sµ³R¶LigS @©«s*¸R¶V®ªsW @ÍØlg
Li −sÇìØ©«s aSxqsòQû Ë³ÏÁ−sxtsQù»R½VòNRPV, ryLiZNP[¼½NRP»R½ LRiª«sVù

©«sµj¶'' c ²y.®ªs[ª«sVWLji ®ªsLiNRPÛÉÁ[aRP*LRi LSª«so,NSÖÁFn¡Lji
zmsxqsVò©«sõ úFyÀdÁ©«s Ë³ØLRi¼d½¸R¶V aSxqsòQû®ªs[»R½òÌÁV'' c $ 

ÁÊÁ£qs FyhRiùxmsoxqsòNSÌÁV 

********* 

õ ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN][²y¬sNTP 
BLiµ³R¶©«sLigS 
jigS Â¿ÁxmsöVN]®©s[ NSù©«s=L`i 

 

ÌÁV gRiVLjiLiÀÁ @ª«sgSx¤¦¦¦©«s 

NýTPQxtísQ xqsª«sVxqsùÌÁ  
R½©«sV @LóRiLi Â¿Á[xqsVN]©«sVÈÁ 
³R¶LSøÌÁ©«sV @µ³R¶ù¸R¶V©«sLi   
ýs ÍØLiÉÓÁ aSxqsòQû ®ªs[»R½òÌÁ  
LiÉØLRiV. 
ª«sÌÁzqs©«s xmsµyLóRi  
sVN]©«sª«s¿RÁVè. 
íÓÁNRP ¬sÇÁ µR¶LRi+©«sLi −sµyùLóji  

ÍØlgi[ Aª«sLRiò©«sxmsÉíÓÁNRP 
LRiª«sVù Ë³ÏÁª«sLi¼½NTP ®ªsVVµR¶ÉÓÁ 

Fn¡Ljiõ Ŗ¶W. 
 $ ªyxqsª«sù, úNTPxtñsQ ®ªs[ßÓá 
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 ONE DAY STATE LEVEL SEMINAR ON  

 

“Emerging Trends in Science Education” 

PERSONAL DETAILS   

Name  : NEELADRI KANUGULA 

Address : Telangana Model School & Jr. College Gavicherla 

(Village), Sangem(Mondal), WarangalRural,            

Pin: 506 310. 

Phone No. : 9966940698 

Email I d     : kneeladri7@gmail.com 

Qualifications: M.Sc.(Chemistry), B.Ed. 

Theme  : EMERGING TRENDS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION 

Sub Theme     : Role of periodic table in expanding the knowledge of science and technology 

 

Title of the Topic : Functions of Elements on Human Life. 

INTRODUCTION: 

I’m here to talk about that this famous chart isn’t just about physics, chemistry and the 

other sciences,it’s also about Mathematics, Engineering and even non-scientific areas of 

knowledge including History, Geography and the origins of words.The periodic table of 

chemical elements is one of the most significant achievements in science, capturing the 

essence not only of chemistry, but also of physics, medicine, earth sciences and biology.First 

a quick review of what the periodic 

table is. It’s a chart of all the 

chemical building blocks of matter. 

To date, humans have observed 

118, both natural and artificially 

made. Each of these building 
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blocks, known as atomic elements, contains a positively charged core (known as the nucleus) 

that is (usually) surrounded by a cloud of negatively charged particles called electrons. 

Zooming in on the nucleus a little more, we find positively charged particles known as 

protons and neutral particles known as neutrons. 

The scientists proposed different models but the most popular is Mendeleev periodic 

table created by a Russian chemistDmitri Mendeleevin 1869, by arranging the atomic 

elements into columns and rows. Atomic elements in the same columns and rows have 

certain properties in common. For example, atoms in the rightmost column, known as the 

noble gases, may differ greatly in mass from light (helium) to heavy (such as radon), but what 

they have in common is that they don’t ordinarily participate in chemical reactions.  The 

periodic table is the ultimate canvas for innovation.. 

OBJECTIVE: 

The main objective of the writing, this famous chart how important of student 

knowledge based on the most significant achievements and involved in advanced discoveries 

for human life,via chemistry,engineering and the other sciences, earth. 

DISCUSSION: 

Electronic configuration and electro negativity are important for understanding how 

atoms react withone another to form different new materials never before seen compounds 

with unique properties,such materials can inspire researchers to try other methods for creating 

them under normal conditions and give us new insight into how our world works.for example 

many semi conductors as well as other materials (now- a- days some metals and metal ions 

has been used in lithium ion batteries,sensors,aircrafts,touch screens for mobiles,laptops ,tabs 

etc… )have been made based on the clues from the periodic table. 

Semiconductor engineers have used different combinations of elements from the III 

and V columns of the periodic table to create new semiconductor alloys, such as gallium 
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nitride (GaN) and indium nitride (InN), each having different advantages.gallium nitride can 

produce light over a large number of wavelengths, including the blue light used in 

smartphone screens. Indium nitride can absorb light over a narrower range of wavelengths, 

making it a great candidate for solar cells, as it absorbs the specific wavelengths of light most 

common from the sun. 

 

The deuterium isotope helps create heavier elements inside stars, makes certain drugs 

more effective, and could be the key ingredient for making clean fusion energy. So, we can 

see this one isotope’s importance in astronomy, pharmaceuticals and energy. And, yet, 

despite its importance, it’s a rarity compared with ordinary hydrogen, the most abundant 

ingredient in water, most stars and the universe in general. Its amazing how one element in 

the periodic table is found in so many kinds of stuff in our world. 

Atomic clocks allow us to precisely divide the second into billionths of parts and 

beyond. Precise time measurements are useful for time-stamping financial transactions, 

synchronizing communications and data, and navigating using the Global Positioning System 

(GPS). More recently, NIST researchers are making clocks with other atoms such as 

strontium, ytterbium, mercury and aluminum. “Optical Clocks” enable the second to be split 
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into even smaller intervals that could be useful for things such as detecting underground 

geologic deposits and even dark matter. 

Lithium-ion battery give us all the convenience of electricity in a handy,portable from 

which is made of one or more power generating components called cells. Each cell has 

essentially three components namely positive electrode(LiCoO2),negative 

electrode(Carbon(Graphite)) and electrolyte. Lithium ion ones have built in electronic 

controllers that regulate charging and discharging. Current Input Device (CID), to stop 

overheating invented by Jhon Goodenough and his colleagues (at oxford university)and 

turned into commercial technology by Sony in the early 1990s.There are other classes of 

batteries, viz, Silver-Zinc, Lead-acid and Ni-Cd batteries mostly used for the airborne 

platforms,fuel cells and reduce CO2 to fuels. 

 Nitrogen –doped carbon nanomaterials as non-metal electrocatalysts for oxidation by 

either electrochemical or photo electrochemical reactions is a practical and environmentally 

friendly approach to generate hydrogen for powering fuel cells and reduce CO2 to 

fuels.However need expensive noble metal catalysts(Iridium and Ruthenium catalysts). 

Most touch screens (mobiles,Laptops,Tabs,Display purpose screens) today are based 

on Indium,Tin and Oxygen(ITO).But some companies want to make flexible displays to ITO 

substitutes include carbon nanotubes,grapheme and metal nanowire filaments. 

 Elements also plays an important role in the field of life processes that is 99% of the 

mass of our body consists of mainly six elements (oxygen,carbon,hydrogen,nitrogen,calcium 

and phosporus) another  elements(potassium,sulfur,sodium,chlorine,magnesium and iron) 

make up most of the last percentage point. 

CONCLUSION: 

The United Nations declared 2019 as the International year of the periodic table and 

the principles that drove Dmitri Mendeleev to construct his table are still influencing todays 
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research advances.So, if you love history, literature and words, the periodic table is for you 

and If you like engineering, the periodic table is the ultimate canvas for innovation.Once 

scientists developed the fundamentals, however, there was still a lot of work to do in 

understanding the properties of each of the elements. 

REFERENCES: 

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/periodictable/educational-

resources.html  

  

https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/periodic-table-its-more-just-chemistry-and-

physics  

 

https://www.labmate-online.com/news/laboratory-products/3/breaking-news/why-is-the-

periodic-table-important/50468 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/02/190207131059.htm   
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ONE DAY STATE LEVEL SEMINAR ON 

“EMERGING TRENDS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION” 

 

I) PERSONAL DETAILS 

             Name of the Teacher  : M.BALA CHANDAR 

Qualifications    : Academic: M.Sc. (Organic Chemistry) 

a) Professional: B.Ed. (Physical Science & 

Mathematics) 

Present Designation   : School Assistant (Physical Science) 

Name of the School  : Govt. Boys’ High School,  

Sultan bazar, Koti, Hyderabad-500095. 

Residential Address  : H.No.1-8-E.W.S./52,  Bagh lingam pally, 

Hyderabad-500044. 

Phone No   : 9959067656 

Email. Id   : mbaluu143@gmail.com 

 

II) SUB THEME 

              Role of periodic table in expanding the knowledge of Science & Technology 

III) TITLE OF THE TOPIC 

 

Morden Periodic Table in Science & Technology  

 

IV) OBJECTIVES 

 Students are able to predict the properties of elements 

 Students are able to correlates the properties of elements in group & periods 

 Students able to predict and they can give names of new element which are not yet discovered  

 To attract the students by attractive teaching learning material to learn science by joyful  

 Building the scientific concept among the students 

 To develop Scientific temper among the students. 

 Encourage the student to apply the scientific concepts in real life situations and concerned to the 

environmental issues  

 To reduce dropouts and irregular students 

 To construct the game based teaching and learning  

V) INTRODUCTION 

Morden Periodic table is the systematic arrangement of elements presently which are 118.after great 

efforts of scientists like Dobereiner, Newland, Mendeleev and Mosley we got the present structure of long 
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form of Morden periodic table. And we are celebrated 2019 as International year of Periodic Table on behalf 

of 150th anniversary of the Mendeleev periodic table.  

VI) DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENTATION 

Morden Periodic table law states that Physical and Chemical properties of an elements are periodic 

functions of their Electronic configuration. The law of periodic table itself stating that all the physical and 

chemical properties of elements depends on electronic configuration. All the elements are classified in to 8 

periods (horizontal columns) and 18 groups (vertical rows).  

In periods as we go left to right the electronic configuration changes so properties of elements also 

change. In groups as we go top to bottom the electronic configuration outer shell remain same thus 

properties will not change remain same. 

Trends or Periodicity 

The periodic table is organized according to trends in element properties.As you move from left to 

right across a row of elements, the atomic radius (the size of an element's atoms) decreases, ionization 

energy (the energy required to remove an electron from an atom) increases, electron affinity (the amount of 

energy released when an atom forms a negative ion) generally increases, and electronegativity (an atom's 

tendency to attract a pair of electrons) increases. As you move from top to bottom down a column of 

elements, the atomic radius increases, ionization energy decreases, electron affinity usually decreases, and 

electronegativity decreases. 

Today, the periodic table can be used to predict properties of elements yet to be discovered, although 

these new elements are all highly radioactive and break down into more familiar elements almost instantly.  

All have to accept that we all come/made out of Periodic table elements. That means our body is made up of 

Hydrogen, Carbon, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Phosphorous, Sulphur, Iron and elements. our surrounding air is all 

so mixture of gases.so our world is full of elements which are in periodic table. 

 So now we discuss about various field where someelements are playing major role.Here some fields 

 HUMAN BODY 

                        Almost 99% of the mass of the human body is made up 

of six elements: oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, calcium, 

and phosphorus. Only about 0.85% is composed of another five 

elements: potassium, sulphur, sodium, chlorine, and magnesium. All 

11 are necessary for life. 

 MODERN TECHNOLOGY 

                     All of these technological building blocks are constructed using a palette of component 

materials that span the periodic table. Whereas 50 years ago, our society built most of its material goods out 

of wood, iron, copper, gold, silver, and a handful of types of plastics, today we require a lot more. A 

computer chip alone can be made up of more than 60 different elements. 

1. Gallium (Ga) Nearly all gallium used in industry today goes towards building computer 

chips and electronics. Gallium is used in doping semiconductors and in blue-light LEDs. 

2. Indium (In) is used in making LCD screens, computer chips, LEDs and solar panels. 
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3. Tellurium (Te) in the compound cadmium telluride, is a major component of high-

efficiency solar panels. In addition, it’s used in making semiconductors and rewritable optical 

media (CDs, DVDs, and Blu-Ray). 

4. Praseodymium (Pr) is mostly used as an alloying agent with magnesium to craft parts for 

aircraft engines. It can also be combined with neodymium, another rare earth element, to 

form high-power magnets. 

5. Samarium(Sm) When combined with cobalt, samarium forms into a high quality magnet 

that’s used in headphones, motors, and musical instruments and equipment. 

6. Dysprosium(Dy) is used in making lasers, in nuclear energy plants, and in magnetic 

applications like computer hard drives. 

7. Lanthanum(La) is a major component of nickel-metal hydride batteries used in hybrid cars. 

It’s also used in smaller amounts in carbon arc lamps, used by the television and movie 

industry, and batteries, arc welding equipment, and as an additive to steel to improve 

malleability. 

8. Neodymium(Nd) is most used in combination with praseodymium, another element on our 

list, to create powerful magnets used in things like headphones, magnets, wind turbines, 

hybrid cars, computer hard drives, and electric motors and generators. It's also used to colour 

glass and to make lighter flints and welder's goggles. 

 FOOD 

There are 6 elements found in almost all foods. These elements are carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorus, 

and sulphur. There are also 5 elements found as salts (dissolved). They are sodium, magnesium, 

chlorine, potassium, and calcium. 

 

 AGRICULTURE 

The use of manure and composts as fertilizers is probably almost as old as agriculture. Modern chemical 

fertilizers include one or more of the three elements that are most important 

in plant nutrition: nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. Of secondary importance are the 

elements sulphur, magnesium, and calcium. 

 

 INDUSTRIES 

 The most abundant rare earth elements are cerium, yttrium, lanthanum and neodymium [2]. They 

have average crustal abundances that are similar to commonly used industrial metals such as chromium, 

nickel, zinc, molybdenum, tin, tungsten, and lead [1].Metallurgy & Alloys: 10%Chemical 

Catalysts: 55%Ceramics and Glass Making: 15%Glass Polishing: 5% 

 MEDICINE 

Most metals are used as cofactors or prosthetics in enzymes, catalysing specific reactions and serving 

essential roles. The essential metals for humans are: Sodium, Potassium, Magnesium, Copper, Vanadium, 

Chromium, Manganese, Iron, Cobalt, Nickel, Zinc, Molybdenum, and Cadmium. 

 METALLOIDS 

Some daily used metalloids are given bellow: 

1. Antimony(Sb) It is used in several car batteries. 

2. Bismuth (Bi)Bismuth is used in Fire sprinklers. 
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3. Germanium(Ge)It is known for its semiconductor property but it is also a metalloid. It is used 

semiconductor electronics. 

4. Tellurium (Te) used in thermoelectric coolers. 

5. Arsenic(As) It is one of the popularly known non-metal and is used to make poisons for different 

purposes. 

 

 TOXIC ELEMENTS 

                    A number of elements that are toxic to the human body, interfere with its functioning and 

undermine health—such as mercury, lead, cadmium, aluminium, and arsenic. These toxic metals have no 

known physiological functions. They can be toxic to organ systems and may disrupt the balance of essential 

nutrients. 

SOME TEACHING METHODS/STRATERGIES I USED TO DEVOLOP KNOWLEDGE OF 

ELEMENTS IN PERIODIC TABLE(PT) 

 BY USING AGUMANTED REALITY CHART: 

Where we can see the 3D Bohr’s planetary atomic model electron distribution in varies shells 

 PERIODIC TABLE PAINTED ON SCHOOL 

Periodic table painted in school premises  

 CONDUCTING QUIZ ON PT 

Conducting quiz on varies topic and also on periodic table  

 SOME VIDEOS OF STUDENT BEST PRACTICES ARE UPLODED IN YOUTUBE  

I made videos of students best practice and uploaded in YouTube 

 CODUCTING SCIENCE FAIR IN SCHOOL 

Every year 28th Feb we are celebrating National Science day and Science fair too. 

 USING ICT IN SCIENCE TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS 

              I created the H5P interactive video  

https://balachandra.h5p.com/content/1290924598011946978 

 118 ELEM ENTS BY STUDENTS LESS THAN 1 M INUTE  

https:/ / www.youtube.com/ watch?v=t lhWxXdCeDA 

 Students part icipated in Hyderabad dist rict  science seminar 

https:/ / www.youtube.com/ watch?v=wfmqvuyVxLk&t=556s 

ht tps:/ / www.youtube.com/ watch?v=66bT1PZOhVQ&t=30s 

 ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION LEARNED BY PLAY WAY METHOD (I MADE A CHART) 

https:/ / www.youtube.com/ watch?v=3EFmhb_eqOw 
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 ELEMENT SONG IN TELUGU 

https:/ / www.youtube.com/ watch?v=JAxDvj4UNGY 

VII) CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Now, the table is useful for modern students and scientists because it helps predict the types of chemical 

reactions that a particular element is likely to participate in. Rather than memorizing facts and figures for 

each element, students and scientists need only glance at the table to learn much about the reactivity of an 

element, whether it is likely to conduct electricity, whether it is hard or soft, and many other characteristics. 

VIII) REFERENCES 

o 10
th

 class Telangana physical science text book 

o SCERT manuals 

 

o https:/ / fios.verizon.com/ beacon/ periodic-tech-table/  

o https:/ / en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ M etalloid 
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Introduction 

 Science is a blend of logic and imagination. Most school science laboratories have a print 

of periodic table to a wall somewhere. Scientists are constantly working on discovering new 

materials and further investigating the properties of existing elements. Periodic table organizes 

the whole of chemistry and simplifies the chemistry of all the known elements.  The International 

Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) verify the additions of new elements and at the 
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end of 2015 the 7
th

 period of the periodic table of elements was completed. The periodic 

chemical elements is one of the most important and influential achievements in modern science 

reflecting the essence the not only of chemistry, but also physics, biology and other disciplines. 

     2019 is the International Year of the Periodic Tablemarks the 150th anniversary of the Dmitri 

Mendeleev a Russian chemist of his periodic table and to date humans have observed 118 

elements both natural and artificially made. In 1869, Dmitri Mendeleev a Russian chemist 

created the first periodic table by arranging the atomic elements into columns and rows.Atomic 

elements in the same columns and rows have certain properties in common. 

 In general at secondary and higher –secondary level students will study the classification of 

Elements, Periodicity in properties and chemistry in everyday life. 

Now a day we use elements in all types of fields like Biology and Medicine, Science and 

Technology. 

 

Applications of elements: 

1. Essential elements for Human body: 1.Four organic basic elements: H , C, N, O  2. Quantity 

elements : Na, Mg, K, Ca, P, S, Cl  3. Essential trace elements: Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, Se, I 

 

 

Hemoglobin in blood bind the oxygen molecule, O2, from inhaled air.Carbon in carbon dioxide 

is expelled as a waste product when you breathe. Most of the hydrogen in the body is bound with 

oxygen to form water, H2O. Hydrogen, like carbon, is found in every single organic molecule in 

the body.Nitrogen is also an essential component of the nucleic acids DNA and RNA and all of 

the other molecules derived from the nitrogenous bases.Most of the calcium is in bones and 

teeth, this is not the mineral’s most important function.All cells in the body require potassium in 
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order to function.Sodium, like potassium, is an essential cation. This element is important for 

nerve transmission and muscle function. 

2. Science and Technology: 

 Hydrogen and Helium are the most common elements in the Universe. Stars are made 

entirely of these elements. The effective capture and use of sunlight is an inexhaustible globally 

accessible and pollution free energy source. The absorption of light is the transfer of electrons, 

similar to what plants do in photosynthesis. Ruthenium and Iridium which are widely employed 

in Chromophore. The most common elements in the Earth crust’s are Oxygen and Silicon. 

 Rare earth elements (REE) include the lanthanide series elements (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, 

Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, and Lu) plus Sc and Y. Present these metals have become 

very critical to several modern technologies ranging from cell phones and televisions to LED 

light bulbs and wind turbines. 

3. Engineering :  

 In engineering the periodic table is the ultimate canvas for innovation. The 

semiconductor industry has used the periodic table to go beyond standard silicon –based devices. 

Semi-conductor engineers have used different combinations of elements from the III and V 

columns of the periodic table to create new semiconductor alloys such as Gallium Nitride (GaN) 

and Indium Nitride( InN)each having different advantages. 

4. Agricultural Science: 

 The periodic table has allowed scientists to identify and understand the earth’s elements, 

classify them by type and predict their properties and appearance .Therefore Biologist’s have 

also been able to find 17 elements that are essential to plants.N, P, K, Mg, S, Ca, B, Cl, Mn, Fe, 

Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, H, C, O These elements known as nutrientsare the building blocks of a plant 

life. 

5. Nano technology : 

The most in demand and useful nanotechnological elements are concentrated in the s- and p-

blocks. nanomaterials are formed for B, C, and N, including fullerenes, graphene- or BN-

mimicking analogues, nanotubes, C3N4, nanodiamonds, etc. 
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Isotopes and Radioactive Elements: 

 Isotopes, being a feature of the periodic table of elements, become increasingly important 

as isotopic separation becomes more commonly used. Two isotopes of H (H and 2H) are used in 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) investigations of nanomaterials. All the actinide f-elements 

are radioactive, and some of them are used for nuclear energy production (U, Pu) and in 

medicine. The diversity of elements in the periodic table will enable further innovative 

developments in science and technology. 

IV) Conclusion:The 150 year-old periodic table of the elements helps us appreciate the chemical 

diversity of elements in the search for effective elemental combinations to produce new materials 

in fields. 

References: 

1. Intermediate second year Chemistry Telugu Akademi book. 

2. Science notes by Anne Helmenstine 

3. The Periodic Table of Chemical Elements: a window on the universe 
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INTRODUCTION:  

How we teach science is changing, and it’s changing fast. In the face of all of this change, it’s 

vital to consider what teachers and students, the end users of digital science classroom resources, 

actually want and need. The question is no longer whether or not to use digital classroom tools to 

support teaching andlearning but how to choose the best ones in an ever changing digital 

environment. Less thantwo years ago, in a Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation study, very less 

numbers of teachers said they “regularly use some form of digital tool to guide instruction,” and 

they were confident in the potential for digital resources to “be effective across all instructional 

purposes.” That number is only climbing, as states adopt new standards and as schools adopt 

more technology resources. Let’s take a moment to look at what teachers are using digital 

science classroom resources for, what science teachers are specifically seeking out and what they 

are challenged by, and what you should consider when purchasing digital science resources. 

The conventional ways of instruction have always left a huge gap in teaching-learning 

experience isolating the teacher from the students. A typical student may not properly 

comprehend and visualize what the teacher delivers in the classroom using words and static 

pictures without realizing individual abilities in visualizing and the pace of learning. In this 

scenario, a weak student can be left behind and feel neglected.ICT and Digital teaching 

material supports self-learning and self-paced learning in the students. It enhances the 

interest levels and the retention power of the students. Critical concepts are also being 

developed and packaged using multimedia based digital solutions. 

OBJECTIVES: 
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 Delivering content directly to students. Teachers are seeking out resources that support 

their teaching of core material. 

 Promoting engagement through multimedia instruction. As students learn about macro 

and micro concepts in science, teachers are looking for resources that give visuals and 

create relationships, making concepts more tangible. 

 Personalizing learning. Teachers want easier ways to adapt their lessons to the needs of 

individual students. 

 Empowering student-led inquiry by enabling student choice. 

DESCRIPTION OF PRESENTATION: 

Types of Digital content: 

1. E-texts: Textbooks viewable on mobile devices or computers with material either 

provided by commercial publishers, created by instructors, found online or a mixture 

of all three resources are examples of e-texts. E-texts can include information about a 

topic a full lesson or a complete textbook. 

2. Learning objects: Pictures, videos, audio clips and other multimedia elements, 

graphs, charts and info graphics, quizzes and tests, exercise and activities are all 

examples of learnig objects. 

3. Interactive multimedia learning objects available at SIET. 

4. PHET simulations are available online (Windows OS) and offline with Ubuntu OS 

for science concepts. 

5. Mathematical applications are available for demonstrating mathematical concepts 

online. 

6. Stllarium, Kgeography applications are used for better understanding of social 

science concept. 

7. Kalzium application is used for comprehensive periodic table learning.  

8. Many more such as applications available in web. 

 

 

An Example for ICT Integrated Activities: 

Subject: Physical Science 
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Class: VIII 

Topic: Stars and Solar system 

Key concepts: Celestial objects, phases of moon, types of eclipse, artificial satellites. 

For teaching this lesson I have scanned the QR code in the physical science text book and I 

downloaded the related video content from DISHKA app and I explained with digital class. I 

explained all other topics in this method by using K – YAN projector. 

 

 

Learning outcomes:  

 Explain the differences between formation of solar and lunar eclipse. 

 Make hypothesis if there happens to be earth like atmosphere on any other  planet. 

 Prepare a report by observing the way the moon appears daily after new moon day. 

 Make a project work collecting the information from newspapers and internet about 

different planets in the solar system. 

 Draw the picture of solar system and identifies planets. 

 Appreciates the beauty of the organized arrangement of the universe. 

Teaching learning method: Images, Video content presentation. 
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CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS: 

 ICT digital class helps teachers to interact with students.  

 It helps them in preparation their teaching, provide feedback.  

 It also helps in effective use of ICT software and hardware for teaching –learning 

process.  

 It helps in improve Teaching skill, helps in innovative Teaching.  

 It helps in effectiveness of classroom.  

 It is now replacing the ancient technology. As we know now-a day’s students are always 

have competitive mind. So teacher must have the knowledge of the subject. This can be 

done through ICT. 

  ICT prepares teacher for the use of their skills in the real classroom situation and also 

make students for their future occupation and social life.  

 ICT used as an assisting toolfor example while making assignments, communicating, 

collecting data & documentation, and conducting research. Typically, ICT is used 

independently from the subject matter.  

 Teachers must provide technological support to learn using motion picture, animation, 

simulation training which helped student teachers to give model presentation. If the 

teacher is highly equipped with technology, the student will also be equipped with 

technology.  

 It removes the traditional method of teaching and prepare teacher to apply modern 

method of teaching.  
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“Pedagogy must drive technology” 

“The mindset that fuels digital learning is good teaching trumps good tools” 

 

                                                         ** Thank you ** 
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Introduction : Indian Schools are witnessing a dramatic change at a large scale, as traditional approach 

to teach and learn is fast turning obsolete. As a rising number of schools are embracing ICT, students are 

being driven to exponentially adapt modern learning methodologies. 

Indian Education System at a glance 

The country’s formal education system is multilayered. A whooping number of 260 million students, 
larger than many countries’ total population, is enrolled in this system, with over 1.5 million primary and 
secondary schools being governed by either the State or Central education bodies. Widening the reach of 

education and opening new vistas for students, the usage of Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) is growing rapidly in India. On one hand, the Central Government is promoting ICT through its 

various initiatives, on the other hand schools are also introducing several innovative ideas for making 

optimum usage of technology in preparing the students for a better future.  
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Education Going the e-Way 

The market of online education is acquiring  a lot of popularity and according to various reports it is here 

to stay. According to a report published by professional service company and leading audit firm KPMG 

(May 2017), Indian online education sector is currently worth $247 million and it is anticipated to grow to 

1.96 billion in 2021. 

Factors responsible for growth of online education 

Online education in India is expected to grow but there are several factors responsible for its development 

in the country. Growth of e- learning depends upon various factors like availability of quality education, 

employment for students, digital initiatives by Government, Smartphone users, Internet availability, 

disposable income and Young Population.  

These factor often emerge as challenges for online education.  

Objectives :  
Grooming the  students towards Technology. 

1) To explore into emerging trends in Science Education.  

 

2) To implement new practices in learning Science.  

3) To enable the Information &Communication Technology (ICT) which include both hardware and 

software’s necessary for delivering of voice, audio, video, data.  

4) To make technology more relevant  to contemporary needs and challenges of individuals as well as 

society. 

5) To make a school as a hub for science related activities.  

6) ICT is a diverse set of technological tools and resources used to communicate, and manage 

information. 

Using Technology by students can be divided into four major areas  

1. Connecting with the world 

2. Connecting with each other 

3. Creating with Technology 

4. Interacting with Technology 

The scope of these strands remains the same as that for teachers. In terms of activities however, the 
syllabus articulates content differently, taking into consideration the age profile of students, their unique 

needs and the objective of preparing them for their future.  
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Use of Technology is a great challenge for the students and teachers 

• We should keep in mind that the use of Technology tools is not an easy task for the students and 

many teachers. 

• Training is essential to the teachers  for using various Technology hardware and software tools.  

• The extremely fast development of  IT in the recent years can be seen as an additional d ifficulty.  

• Therefore, it is a great challenge for the educators to create ICT courses that prepare teachers for 

complex, reasonable and effective usage of modern didactic tools  in their courses. 

Major Issues : 

• The current level of use of  Technology at schools is not satisfactory.  

• Funding constraints. 

• The great challenge for educators is to prepare teachers for casual, conscious and free use of the 
latest technology in their classes.  

• The need to prepare science teachers for general computer and smart mobiles, Internet usage, 
especially in the aspect of lifelong learning. 

What type of progress needed in teachers to groom the students towards technology : 

 A teacher tends to use ICT largely to support, enhances and complement existing classroom 

practice rather than re-shaping subject contents, goals and pedagogy.  

 However, teacher’s motivation and commitment are high and practice is gradually changing.  

 Training teachers in using ICT in the classroom appears to have  more success in science than in 

other subjects.  

 Teachers are now beginning to develop and trial new strategies which successfully  overcomes 

the distractions of the technology and focus attention instead o f their intended learning objectives. 

 

Important aspects in Grooming students towards  Emerging Technologies.  

 Promoting students intellectual qualities through higher order thinking, problem solving, improved 

communication skills and deep understanding of the learning tools and concepts to be taught.  

 Promoting a supportive, interactive teaching and learning environment by creating broader 

learning communication and therefore provide learning tools for students especially those with 

special needs. 

 Using computer generated graphics to illustrate relationships of all kinds especially dynamics 

processes that cannot be illustrated by individual pictures.  

 Improving school attendance levels and enabling the creation of a new and more effective 

curriculum. 

 Ensuring that more effective interactive learning environment is created through the use of a 

learner centred and activity oriented teaching/learning approach.  
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 Empowering learners with ICT awareness and skills which are essential for success in 

contemporary knowledge economy. 

 Improving the quality of instruction. 

 Transforming the school by improving school management 

 Enhancing the tools and environment for learning because materials can be presented by using 

multimedia. 

 Increasing the quality of student learning through the access to the content through ICT facilities.  

 Encouraging collaborative learning.  

 

Advantages of  Emerging Technologies 

1. Technology removes problems concerning space and time 

 The students can communicate anywhere anytime. 

 The students can contact the teacher anywhere, anytime. 

 The student can collect and exchange information anywhere, anytime. 
2. Technology gives access to knowledge  

• In principles, the students can draw on a global pool of knowledge 

3. Technology makes serving and sharing knowledge easier. 

 The students can individually and /or together create records notes and presentation and thus, 

register their progress and use it and examinations 

 This way they are also trained for future participation global research communication.  

The following are the benefits of Technology based Education. 

 Global access to knowledge 

 Instant sharing of experience and best practice 

 Self paced and self based learning 

 Learning become interactive and joyful through multimedia tools.  

 Stimulations of experiential learning.  

 Opening windows for new thinking, an atmosphere of innovation 

 Bringing excitement and motivation, prove and owing technology, feeling of  in – a –way 

being ahead of time. 

  Hardware Equipments to groom the student towards Technology 

Smart mobile apps ,PC / Laptop with Speakers, Mic,iPads, Tablets, Smart Phones,Multimedia 

Projector with USB, Wireless,Flat LCD/LED Screen (32” / 42”),Portable Sound Systems (Small , 
Medium, Large), Wireless Mic,Visualizer / Document Projector,Cameras (Video and Still), 
WEB  Cameras,  Scanners, Printers,Interactive Pad,Interactive Board,Virtual Reality gadgets, Slide 

presenter,Overhead Projector,Voice Recorders / MP3 players / DVD players / Head phones  
Portable storage devices ( HDDs, Pen drives, card readers),K-Yan projector. 
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 Software tools to groom the student towards Technology 

Geo-Gebra , Robotic compass, MS Office suite / Open office Suite,Adobe suite, Animation (flash) 
players,Java software, Internet Browsers, Audio / Video players, conversion packages,Movie maker 

tools, You-tube videos download,diffrent apps.  

Media types to groom the student towards Technology 

Documents ( pdf / WORD etc.,) ,Power Point Presentations,Audio clips,Images / Graphics 

Videos / Movies,Spread sheets (Work sheets / Tables),Flash animations  

Animations to groom the student towards Technology 

Types of animations 

• There are a number of types of animations that can be played on any web browser (such as 

Internet Explorer or Firefox or Safari) and are therefore platform independent. (i.e. PC or Mac)  

• Simple animated GIFs (essentially a succession of diagrams in GIF format)  

• Javascript - a scripting language incorporated in web pages.  
• JavaApplets –requires Java support to be loaded on your computer –usually preinstalled.  

• Shockwave or Flash - self contained animations that can play in any browser that has the 

appropriate “plug- ins” installed (available free from http://www.adobe.com/downloads).  

• Both of the latter types allow more interactivity  

• Note: You will need to download both the Adobe Flash and Shockwave players – if you don’t 
already have it take the time to download Adobe Acrobat Reader also.  

Animating your science classes 

• http://ict- in-science-education.wikispaces.com/Animations  

• http://science.uniserve.edu.au/school/curric/stage6/phys/physapplets.html  

• http://www.walter- fendt.de/html5/phen/acceleration_en.htm  

• https://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/GeneralInterest/Harrison/Flash/  

• http://www.scienceshareware.com/indexSub.htm  

General Science Animations 

Powersof10  

http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceopticsu/powersof10/index.html  

42 Scales of the Universe  

http://www.chem.ox.ac.uk/vrchemistry/Universe/page01.htm  

BrainPop Animated Movies  

http://www.brainpop.com/science  

Interactive electron microscope  

http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/electronmicroscopy/magnify1/index.html  
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A Photomicrograph Gallery  

http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/virtual/galleria/photogallery.html  

Collection of Science Animations and Movies  

http://science.nhmccd.edu/biol/animatio.htm#general  

Collections of Physics Animations 

• http://www.colorado.edu/physics/2000/index.pl?Page=applets  

• http://nzip.rsnz.org/es/applets13/index.htm  

• http://nzip.rsnz.org/es/applets/index.htm  

• http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava  

• http://physics.designerz.com/physics-education-java-applets.php  

• http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/lightandcolor/java.html  

• http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava  

• http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Hall/6645  

• http://www.physicsweb.org/resources//Education/Interactive_experiments  

  Biology animations 
http://www.stolaf.edu/people/giannini/biological%20anamations.html  
Foodchain   
http://www.sciencelessons.co.uk/flash/chain.swf  

Breathing  
http://www.sciencelessons.co.uk/flash/gaseous.swf  

Simple Breathing  
http://www.digitalbrain.com/premium/accounts/actis/web/demo/samples/breathing.swf  
Human Evolution  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aso/tryit/evolution/#  
DNA Synthesis  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aso/tryit/dna/#  
Mitosis  
http://www.cellsalive.com/mitosis.htm  

Mendelian Genetics  
http://www.execulink.com/~ekimmel/mendel1a.htm  

Cell to DNA Zoom  
http://www.schoolscience.co.uk/flash/dna.htm  
Medical Time Line  

http://www.schoolscience.co.uk/content/4/biology/abpi/history/timeline.html  

Mathematics Animations 
• http://www.walter- fendt.de/html5/men/ , http://animated-mathematics.net/ 
• www.science-animations.com/MathsAnimations.html 
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Chemistry animations 

http://www.shsu.edu/~chm_tgc/sounds/sound.html  
Dissolving.swf  
http://programs.northlandcollege.edu/biology/Biology1111/animations/dissolve.swf  
Elementsong.swf  

http://www.privatehand.com/flash/elements.html  
Davids Whizzy Periodic table  
http://www.colorado.edu/physics/2000/applets/a2.html  

Ionic Compound Formulas.dcr  
http://colossus.chem.umass.edu/bvining/downloads/chemland2/IonicCompoundFormulas.htm  

Aluminium.swf  
http://www.sciencelessons.co.uk/flash/aluminium.swf  
Chemicalequations.swf  

http://carbon.indstate.edu/equations/  
Balance2.dcr  

http://www.wfu.edu/%7Eylwong/balanceeq/balanceq.html  

• Some pH titration curve examples  

• http://ist-socrates.berkeley.edu/~kubinec/Prelabs/WorkingVersions/lab9/lab9.swf  

• http://science.csustan.edu/chem/titrate/titrate1b.swf  
 

QR codes to groom the students towards Technology: 
 

 

QR stands for Quick Response.  It’s basically a quick, scannable 

barcode-like image that takes you to a specific digital destination..The 

one to the right,for example, will take you to a QR code generator.  

There you will be able to create all sorts of QR codes.(Feel free to 

search the web for them.) Before that, however, you will need an app 

that reads the QR codes.There are plenty of free QR code apps to 

download for Android and Apple Products. Just search. To read them. 

All you need is a phone with a camera .Free makes teachers happy, and 

of course makes the implementation of these practices easier. QR 

codes can send you to a link, mobile number, email, SMS, bookmark, 

link and more. 
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My Class Room Experiences in Using Technology 

 An educational approach to teaching and learning that involves groups of students working 

together to solve a problem, complete a task, or create a product i.e  ICT tools increased 

‘Collaborative learning’ among students. 

 In the  students increased using computer generated graphics to illustrate relationships of all kinds 

especially dynamics processes that cannot be illustrated by individual pictures.  

 

 When the children learn the concepts by using multimedia tools, 2D planes and 3D spinning 

objects, they understand better and learning level of concepts, attention on concept learning 

increased compared with the traditional class room(block-board) teaching. 

 Through this ICT I now feel confident with using Technology with students, as I am building an 

array of skills and resources which can be used in class room to enhance learning through the field 

of ICT. 

Recommendations to groom the students towards Technology : 

 Serving science education teachers should be given the opportunity to be ICT literate through in 
service education. 

 Government should ensure provision of Technology facilities in schools. 

 Every school should have an Technical instructor. 

 Modern computer laboratories should be provided in schools. 

 Government should ensure the provision of Internet connectivity to every school.  

Conclusion: The role of Technology in education is not homogeneous ; Technology currently 

provides growing range of tools manipulate digital data as well as vast range and variety of content 

which underpins the information age , only some of which is designed to support learning.  

Implication : Technology provides creating, sharing, and curating resources for teacher and student 

communities 
       Practice safe, legal and ethical means of using Technology. 

References : 

 Wikipedia 

 Google search for images and education technology tools.  

 Websites of science and technology 

 Youtube videos 

 My class room practices 

Thank you 

Manchikatla Srinivas   msreeneevas123@gmail.com 
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Abstract: 

 This study is focused in terms of research on impact of digital classes aiming for 

betterment of learning outcomes of science in secondary schools. The study revealed that a 

digital class followed with interaction with subject teacher had allowed students to actively 

explore science ideas from a abstract knowledge and helped further to handle experiments 

and personal projects that are guided by the teacher. The research was carried on 

participants who were in a ninth standard T S Model School Munagala, Dist: Suryapet,. 

The majority of students’ grades drastically increased between the pre and post test after 

completing a topic in a digital class.  The results indicated that students’ enjoyed learning 

through the digital method of teaching and developed science process skills instead digital 

class is a abstract, which one could not handle by own as performing lab activities by 

students. Most of the learning outcomes of science were achieved by the majority of the 

students. 

Key words: Digital class, abstract knowledge, science process skills, learning outcomes.  

 

Introduction 

  Science has been criticized to be full of abstract ideas which were felt by majority 

of the students at all stages of education. (Barber M. and Mourshed M. 2007). The old 

pedagogy was criticized for presenting content in lecture format to be memorized. Our 

school pedagogic practices, learning tasks and the texts we create for learners tend to focus 

on receptive feature of children (NCERT, 2005). Most important problems in teaching 
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science in secondary school level are students lack basic knowledge, schools’ laboratories 

are not well equipped, and subject matters are hard to understand (Unchana Klentiena  and 

Wannachai Wannasawadeb, 2016). A survey of teacher opinions also highlighted problems 

of students not paying attention to the subject, schools lacking standard tools and equipment 

for teaching, students not understanding science, and schools lacking laboratories (Niparat 

Witee, 2010).  

  Students experiencing and understanding scientific principles by themselves helps 

for better learning and analytical thinking skills of the students which will create interest in 

science. (The Virtual Campus, 1998; Tanormporn Loahacharussang, 2002; Boonker 

Kuanhavech, 2010). Analytical thinking is an important skill students should keep 

practicing until it becomes habit in order to enhance their knowledge, experience, and 

thinking skill thoroughly (Niramon Satawut, 2005). Analytical thinking happens when we 

try to find a causal explanation of a situation or phenomenon, to assess and make a suitable 

choice, and to see a big picture of something (Amparat Nualtong, 2011). Science helps 

humans advance their thinking process, i.e. causal thinking, creative thinking, and analytical 

thinking; knowledge seeking skills; systematic problem solving; and decision making basing 

on a variety of information and verifiable empirical evidences. An objective of the 

Department of Science is to provide students with science education that focuses on 

connecting knowledge with process, developing students’ research skill, knowledge 

construction skill, and problem solving skill, and encouraging their participation in class 

with suitable activities for each age group (Unchana Klentiena  and Wannachai 

Wannasawadeb, 2016). 

  Over the years, efforts have been made to improve the teaching and learning of 

biological science. Despite these diverse efforts, NCF-2005 revealed that Science education 

in India is still in a deplorable state at all levels of Indian education and NAS analysis -2017 

report also revealed the same. Effort was made to find solution to the ugly situation of poor 

performance in science process skills and identified teaching techniques as one of the 

contributory factors (Sirohi.V., 2006). Instructional approaches adopted by the teacher 

makes learning more quantitative and qualitative which affects the cognitive, affective and 

psychomotor outcomes of the learner (Weimer, M. E., 2002).  

  We can consider digital learning as an educational formation that integrates learning 

techniques where it has a wide scope for extending immense opportunity for children to ask 

questions, describe objects and events, acquire knowledge, construct explanations of natural 

phenomena, test those explanations in many different ways, and communicate their ideas to 

others which are critical elements of learning science. Hence finding its effect on enhancing 

learning science including science process skills and science achievement at secondary 

school level, the present study was planned. 
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Objectives of the Study 

 To find the effect of digital class on  

1. Developing Science Process Skills in secondary school students. 

2. Achievement of the Learning outcomes in science at secondary level. 

 

Research Hypotheses 

1. Digital class has no effect on development of science process skills. 

2. Digital class has no significant effect on achieving learning outcomes of science 

 

Sample selection 

  This study employed parallel group design which consists of two samples; the control 

group and the experimental group. The samples were selected from ninth class, a co-

educational institution belong to T S Model School Munagala, Dist: Suryapet,. Enrolment in 

the ninth class was 40. So I took 20 in each sample.  

Table 1: Details of the samples selected 

S.No Type of the sample boys girls Total no of students 

1 Control group 11 09 20 

2 Experimental group 10 10 20 

  

 

 

 

 

Testing tools 

 Testing tools selected were a Science Process Skill test and Science Achievement 

(Learning outcomes test) test were developed and validated by the investigator and the reliability 

coefficient for the tests were found to be 0.868 and 0.871 respectively. This implies that the testing 

tool is reliable. The above two testing tools Science Process Skill test and Science Achievement 

(Learning outcomes test) test were used to conduct pre-test and post – test for both the control 

group and experimental group to assess the evaluation of science process skills and achievement of 

learning out comes.  
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Methodology 

  The study is of quasi-experimental in nature wherein a pre test-post test non-

equivalent groups design was employed. Pre tests were conducted to both the experimental 

and control groups to assess Science Process Skill and Science Achievement (Learning 

outcomes).  

  The intervention was carried out for 5 periods of 45 minutes each, extending about 

a week days. The control group was taught the topic ‘Sensory organ-Eye’ with the 

conventional lesson method which included lecture, demonstration and discussion  method. 

Whereas, the experimental group was taught the same lesson with the help of digital class 

along with lecture, discussion method. Out of the 5 periods of transaction for experimental 

group, 1 period was allotted for digital class. 4 days were asked to discuss facilitated by the 

subject teacher about the topic among the students. On the last day students attended digital 

class on the same topic. 

   The digital class is used to teach the experimental group while the control group 

was taught with the conventional lesson method. Then post tests were conducted to both the 

groups and compared with the results of the pretest. The data collected was analyzed using 

the t-test statistical tool. 

Analysis and Interpretation of Data 

Research Hypotheses 1 

Table 2:  Summary of analysis of scores for the experimental and control group to compare 
Science Process Skill test using t-test. 

Groups Mean SD N Df 95% 
confidence 
(Critical t 
value) 

T(p<0.05) 
tabulated 

t- 
calculated 

Experimental  Group 
 
 
Control Group 

8.26 
 
 
6.34 

0.56 
 
 
0.89 

20 
 
 
20 
 

 
 
38 

 
 
0.623 

 
 
0.623 

 
 
2.222 

 

From table 2 above, the values of 8.26 and 6.34 are the calculated means for 
experimental and control groups respectively. Standard deviations of 0.56 and 0.89 were 
also obtained for the experimental and control groups respectively. The calculated t-value 
was 2.222 while the critical t-value 0.623. 

The calculated t-value, 2.222 was observed to be higher than the critical t-value 
0.623, at 38 degree of freedom 0.05 level of significance. From the results obtained, 
hypothesis 1 which states that Digital class has no effect on development of science process 
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skills is rejected. Therefore, digital class has significant effect on student’s performance in 
science process skills.  

Research Hypotheses 2 

Table 3:  Summary of analysis of scores for the experimental and control group to compare 

Science Achievement test using t-test. 

Groups Mean SD N Df 95% 
confidence 
(Critical t 
value) 

T(p<0.05) 
tabulated 

t- 
calculated 

Experimental  Group 
 
 
Control Group 

12.55 
 
 
9.67 

0.98 
 
 
1.26 

20 
 
 
20 
 

 
 
38 

 
 
1.988 

 
 
1.988 

 
 
4.783 

 

From table 3 above, the values of 12.55 and 9.67are the calculated means for experimental 

and control groups respectively. Standard deviations of 0.98 and 1.26 were also obtained 

for the experimental and control groups respectively. The calculated t-value was 4.783 

while the critical t-value 1.988. 

The calculated t-value, 4.783 was observed to be higher than the critical t-value 1.988, at 

38 degree of freedom 0.05 level of significance. From the results obtained, hypothesis 1 

which states that Digital class has no significant effect on achieving learning outcomes of 

science is rejected. Therefore, digital class has significant effect on student’s performance 

in achieving learning outcomes of science.  

Discussion 

There is a significantly positive effect of digital class on the performance of students used 

for this study. The higher mean scores of the experimental group in the table 2 and 3 

indicated the positive effect of digital in developing science process skills and science 

achievement i.e., learning outcomes of the students. No doubt the performance of students 

using activity based learning had enhanced high learning outcomes to gain good grades in 

science (Bonwell,C AND Eison,J , 1991; Anandalakshmi. S. 2007 and Prema and etal., 

2009), but the students in the remote areas where there is no perfect laboratory with full 

pledged material or sufficient staff cannot attribute through activity based learning. Here in 

such places digital classes can help out the students to develop science process skills, which 

would mould the students toward scientific attitude and enhance the grades of learning 

outcomes in science. 
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Conclusion 

The present study integrated conventional and information technologies to maximize 

effectiveness of a topic. It is at most useful for the topics in biological science where there 
is a need for dissection of different organisms to understand the anatomy and physiology of 

different organs and organ systems. Meanwhile, activity based and project-based learning 
was also found to encourage group learning and develop students’ analytical thinking skill. 

Digital class may not allow students to do a research and conduct an experiment directly on 
a topic of their interest, but can raise concentration and interest watching the digital which 
were discussed earlier in classes which were abstract would find them easy. Yet, this 
learning method is not popular among schools because teachers do not usually have special 
time or enough equipment to show digital class. Another strategy deployed was active 
learning, which provides a number of learning activities and science process skills needed 
to encourage students to participate in class in order to improve their thinking skills like 
analysis, communication skills like listening, speaking, reading, and writing; and social 
skills like interaction with friends and teacher. Active learning through digital class can 
also increase students’ interest and attention to a lesson. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations have been made: 

 Training and workshops aimed at equipping the teachers with the basic skills of 

digitalization needed in lesson delivery should be organized on a regular basis. 

 Perfect digital lessons have to be framed keeping in view to be used in regular 

teaching where abstract topics come in teaching learning process  

 Digital lessons should be made a compulsory part of the curriculum for secondary 

level students.  

 Science teachers should also keep encourage children towards innovations and new 

trends in science education through showing different digitalized classes. 

 Science teachers should be dragged out from a mis-concept that Digital class is just 

not watching a lesson but it should be revealed to them that it is media to 

development different science processing skills and enhance learning outcomes 
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II. ఉప చర య అంశం :- 
“ జ న ా ా  ప గ ప ర కం ా అభ ించడం వల అ వృ  ెం ే జ న 
ాస ౖప ణ ల ” 

III. క ర  : సృజ త కత ప ాల   
IV. ఉ తమ :  

  జ న ాసoల  జ న ా ణం జర ాలంట ర ల  జ న ాస షయ ల  
ా ణ త కం ా తమక మ ా ెల సు వ  డ ే బ ధ  వ హం  

ప ాల  ేయడం, ర లల  ఆ ం న అభ సన ఫ ల  ా ంచ  
ప గ ప క ాల  ల  ప స ాలల  అందుబ ట ల  ఉన  ామ ౖ  
స యం ా ప ం , ఫ లను న దు ేయట , ాఖ ంచ  

జ న ాస బ ధ  వ హంల  ప ాల ాత అ మ ఖ న .  

“ప స ాలల  అందుబ ట ల  ఉన  ామ  ల  ప గ ప క ాల  
ర ల స యం ా ే ి, ప ం , ా ంచ  ప గం” 
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ప గం అంట ప ంచడం. అంట అవసర న వసువ ల స యం  
పత ం ా ప ంచడం ాఠ ాల ా ల  షయ ారణ ల  

ెల సు వ  పత ం ా ప ం  ెల సుక  ల ణం ిలలల  
అల ా ేల  ేయడం అ  ల  మ ఖ ం. అప ే ిలలల  గ ా 
న తత ం నుం  దూర  చ ణ  ప త ౖఖ  అ వృ  ెందుత ం .  

ప ాల వల ిలల  ప ల శ  లవడం, ల డం, ప ంచడం వంట 
ప య ౖప ణ ల  ౖతం అ వృ  ెందు . ాసవం ా ిలలల   “ ను 
కనుక ను” అ  ఒక ఆత  ా సం క ంచడం ప ాల ా 

ాధ ం.    

V. ప ాల ర హణ: 

 ప గ ఫ ల  మ ం ే పకటంచవదు.  
 లౖన౦త వరక  ర ల స యం ా ే టట  చూ .  

 ౖయ క ప ాలక  ా న త ా .  

 వసువ ల కరణల  ిలలక  గ ా మ ం  క ం .  

 ప ా  మ ందు, ప గం జర గ త న ప డ , ప గం ప ర న 
తర ాత ిలలను ఆల చనల  ం ే పశ ల  అడ ా . 

 ప గం ర ం ేటప డ  ప ం న అం ాలగ ర ం  ె య 
జయ .  

 ప ం న అం ాల  న దు ే  పద  ెల ా .  

 ఎం ిక ేసుక  సమస లను ప oచుటక  ావల ిన ప క ాలను 
క ంచు ా .  

 ప గ ర హణ పణ క ర ం ంచు ా .  

 సు వల ిన జ గతల  ె యజయ .  

 ే  త ా త ే  ర ంచల , తగ  ళక వల ా ెల ా .  

 ప గ ఫ లను గ ర ం  ిలలను ఊ ంచమ . 

 ప గ అం ాలల  ధ మ ర ల వల ఏ  ఫ ల  వ ? ఎందుక  
వ ? గమ ం  ారణ ల  ెల పమ .  
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 ప ం న అం ాల గ ర ం  చ ం , న దు ేయ .  

 మ ందు ా ర ంచుక న  ప కల నల  జ న , ా  
ా ంచు ా .  

 ప గ ఫ ల  జ తల  ఎల  అన ంచు ాల  వ ం .  

 ప మ య  ప క ాల  ప ాల  ర ంప జయ . 

 ప గం ప ర న త ా త ర ల  గ ప ల  చ ం  ాన కమoల  
కల  ాయ . ౖయ క కల  ా ిన స .  

 ాస అధ య  ప ాత కం ా మలచడం వలన 
న న జ న ాస ి మహ డ ా తం ాస జ  నూతన 
ప౦ న న ి అ క ఆ ష రణలక  ప ం ా ారక డయ డ . అంట 
వలం  ఎంచుక న  “పద ” ా యీ ప ా   ిం . 

అందు  జ న ాస ధనక  ఉ ా య డ . ధ  వ హం ా 
ప ాలక  అ క ా న త ఇ ా . 

VI. ప గ ల ల : 

 జ న ాసం పట ఆస  క ం ేందుక .  

 వనల  సులభ అవ ాహన రక . 

 ప లన, ప ధన ౖప ణ ల  ం ేందుక .  

 ా యీ ౖఖర ల  ం ం ంచుటక .  

 ప య ౖప ణ ల  ం ం ంచుటక . 

 ిలలల  సహ ారం, సమన యం, సర బ ట  వంట ల వల  
ం ం ంచుటక . 

 సృజ త కత ం ం ంచుటక  

 ఆల చన ప  సృత ప ేందుక .  

 ఆ దకర న ా వరణంల  ిలల  సం షం ా ర నుటక .  

 ిలలల  ఆత ా సం ం ం oచుటక . 

 నుత ఆ ష రణల  ఏర రచట .  

 చ  వ కరణక , ప ౦ ేత  ం ం ంచుటక  
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 ీ య అభ సనక  అవ ాశం క ం ేందుక . 

 ీ య కమ ణక    
 

VII. పదర న 

జ న ాస బ ధన అభ సన ార కమ ల  జయవంతం ా ర ంచ  
ఉ ా య సం ిదత ల  మ ఖ న . అందు రక  ను 6 వ తరగ  
నుం  10వ తరగ  వరక  గల ాఠ ప స ాలల  అ  కృ లక , 

ప ాలక  అవసరమగ  ప ాల , ప క ాల  ఒక స  ల  న దు 
ే ాను.   స  ల  పటక అం ాల  1. కమ సంఖ  2. కృత ం/ప గం 3. 

 సంఖ  4. ావల ిన ప క ాల  5. ావల ిన ప ాల .  

ఈ స  ల  అం ాల  ఒక  మ ం ే ర లక  ెలపడం ా 
మర సట క  ావల ిన ప క ాల , ప ాల  మ య  ప మ య 
ప క ాల  ప ాల  క ం  ిదం ా ఉండడం వలన ప ాల  స ాల౦ల  

ర ంచగల గ త న మ . ఈ ామ  స   తరగ  ా ా 
ాఠ పణ కల  ాయ చున ప డ  క  ఎం  ఉప గపడ చున .  

ాఠ పణ కల  ఉ ా య ల  ాలంల  ఆల చన ం ే పశ ల  
మ ందు ా ాసు వడ౦, వలన ిలల  ప గం ే  మ ందు ప గం 

ే టప డ  మ య  ప గం ప  అ న తర ాత పశ ల  అడగట   
సులభమగ చున .  

ఉ ా య ప స ందనల  ప ాల  ేసున ప డ  క  అనుభ ాలను 
న దు ేయడం వలన మ ందు మ ందు ర ం ే ప ాల  

జయవంతం ావ  డ డ చున .  

7వ తరగ  ప ాల  ;  
i. ఆ రల  రల  అ  వన ిలల  అరం ేసు వ  క డ , 

ర, మ నగ మ య  ఆక  క రల  ిలల ే వ గతం ా క ంపజ ి, 
ాటల  రల  క ం ార కటక౦ల  ప ంప ేయడం వలన 
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ాళ  సులభం ా ఆ రంల  రలను అవ ాహన ేసుక ర . 

ఆ రంల  రల ామ ఖ  గ o ర .  

ii. ఆమం ల ల  చర  జర ి ే ోజ  ాయ వ  ల వడ త ం . ఈ 
ధర ం అవ ాహన ేసు వ  ప మ య ప క ాల . (ఖ  
బ దం  ా  ీస)   ప మ య ప రం ో  ఆమం 
బదుల ా ట  ల  య ి  ను ఉప ం  ప గం 

ర ంచడం ా అవ ాహన ేసుక ర . ఈ ప గ 
అవ ాహన  ల హప  ాతలల  పచ ళ   ల  ేయక డద  

త త ా  అవ ాహన ేసుక ర .  

iii. ఆమం, రం క  లవణం ఏర డ త ంద  సజల ో  ఆమం, 

యం  కలపడం ా తట కీరణ చర ను ఆమ, ర 
సూ కల ా అవ ాహన ేసుక ర . తట కీరణ చర ను 

త త౦ల  సంద ా ను ారం ా ంచగలర .  

iv. ిలలందర  వ గతం ా ంత ా ఘటం తయ ర  ేయ నప డ  
ావల ిన ఖ  ిరం  బ డ , ంక , ా  క ల , ా  గల  

మ య  ఎ . ఈ.  బల ల  దలగ  ామ  పరస రం 
ఇచు ప చు వడం ా ా ల  సహ ారం, సర బ ట  దలగ  

ల వల , ౖప ణ ల  అ వృ  ెందు .   

v. ఘటం పగల ట ాల  ప ంచునప డ  , దు  వలయ  ణ, 

సమ ంతర పదత లల  సం నం ేయ నప డ  ిలలల  సం షం 
మ య  ఆ ధకర న ా వరణం ఏర  వనల  సులభం ా 
అవ ాహన ేసుక ర . 

vi. ాం  ప ావరన యమ ల  అవ ాహన ేసు వ  ార  లంబం 
ౖ ిన ణ ల ,  తయ ర  ేయ నప డ  డబ  ఇర ౖప ల 

క ాలల  అమ న అ ల  దలగ న . ిలలల  లతల  అ  
ప య ౖప ణ ం ఆ వృ  ెం o . 
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vii. ప ట ార, క ం ార మ య  సమతల ధర ణ ల  ే ిన ప ాల  
ాట ల ణ ల  ెల సు వ  ల ం . త ా త తంల  
ాట  సంద ంతం ా  ఉప ంచగలర . 

 

8వ. తరగ : ఈ తరగ ల  ర ల  దట ా ా సు ద  ఉప ార . 

ాబట  ార  సమరవంతం ా ేద ల   ిదం ే ి  ల  స షం ా 
చూడగ టట  ౖప ణ  ర ా . 

a) ఉ ర, పత అవ ిన మ య  ాండం అడ త ేద ల , 

దలగ న  ిన ంట  ా  ా  ల  టల  య . ల  
ేదనమ లల  ర  ఆ  ావడం వలన ఆ ేద ల   ిదం 
ేయ నప డ  ేదనమ ల  ట  ీల  ల  ేద ల  

అస షం ా క ి ా . ఈ జ గతను ిలల  ర ా . 

b)   ల  అ కటకం ా చూసునప డ  ( వసుకటకం ంద ిదం 
ే ిన  లనప డ ) ెల  ప ేశo కనబ ేటట  కట ాల , దర ణ , 

డయ ఫ  ను  స ేయ . వసు, అ  కట ాల  మ య  దర ణ  
భం ే   ిలల  ర ా . 

c) ిదం ే ిన  ల  ేదనమ  అ  పల చ ా ఉన ప డ   ల  
స షం ా క ించదు. స షం ా క ించ  డయ ప  ను ఎల  
ఉప ం ల  ర ల  ర ా .  

d)  ేద ల   ను ిదం ేయ నప డ  ఆ  స షం ా కనబడ  
ఉప ం ే రంజ ల  ( ాఫ , థ , బ  , స  ౖల  , జ న   

 దలగ న )  ఏఏ సంద ా లల   ర ల  ఉప ం ల  
ర ా . 

1. ర గ ల  ల బ ిల  బ య ను ప ంచడం. 

 ఈ ప గం ేయడంల  ల  మం  ఉ ా య ల  ర ల  ఇబ ం  
పడ చు ర . ఈ ప లన జయవంతం ావ  తరగ ల  ిలలంద ేత 
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 ా ర గ  క ంపజ ి ఒక క  ల  క ి మ గ తయ ర  ేయ . 

ప  ఆ ే ర గ  అవ పమ  అడ గ క  ేర త ం  . 
 కర  ౖన ఉన  మ గ నుం  ఒకట ండ  చుక ల   ౖన ి స  ౖల  
రంజనం  ి ష  ట  ా  ిదం ే ి  ల    చూ  
ల బ ిల  ల  స షం ా క ి ా . 

2. లత గ  ఆక ల  కణ ల  ప ంచడం  
గ  ేదనంల  కణ లను   ా చూడటంల  క  ా కషం ా 
ఉంట ం , ఎందుకంట లత గ  క ం   ను ిదం ే   ల  గ  
కణ ల  స షం ా క ించవ . స షం ా క ించ  మ  ర లల  ందర  
గ  క  మధ  గంల  చుటల  చుట  ఉన  లత ఆక  నుం  ేదనం ి 

 ిదం ే ి  ల  చూ  గ  కణ ల  స షం ా క ిం .    

3. బ గ కణ ల  ప ంచుట  
బ గ కణ ల   ల  స షం ా చూ లంట బగల  ఉపకళ కణ లను ౖ ౖన 

 (దుమ  ల ా ఉం ే ) వ ే  కణ ల   ిదం ే ి  ల  చూ  
స షం ా క ి ా . 

9వ  తరగ  ప ాల  : 
 ఉ గడ రల  జ కణజ ల  సూ ద  ా ప ంచుట   

మ ందు ా ఉ గడల  ర  ఉత  ేయ . ఇ  ా కషం ా ఉంట ం . 

ఉ గడ నుం  ర  సులభం ా ఉత  ావ  ాండం చుట  గల 
మృత ర , కణజ లం బడ  జ గత ా  ర  ఉన  ట కప ల  ఉ గడ 
ాండం మ త  మ నుగ నట  ఉం న  3 లద 4 లల  ర  వ ా . 

ఈ ర  నలను క ం   ిదం ే ి,  ల  చూ ిన రల  
ఆగ జ  కణజ ల  స షం ా చూడవచు . అం ే ాక  లల  
ఉ గడను అల  ట కప ల  ఉం ే ప ల  డవ ా ర గ  ాట 

నల  క ం  ాటల  అగ జ  కణజ ల   ల  
చూడవచు . 
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 ఆక ల  ఎక వ సంఖ ల  పతరం ల  చూడట  ఎక వ ట ఆ రం ా 
 ేమక ర వంట క ల క  ఆక ల నుం  ిన అవ ి  

 ిదం  ే ి సూ ద   చూ  ఎక వ సంఖ ల  పతరం ల  
క ి ా . ఈ ౖప ణ  ర ల  ర ా . 

 

10వ  తరగ  ప గల  

 రణ జన  సం గ య ల  ఆ జ  ల వడ త ంద  ి  క  గంట 
జ  ప గంల  ఆ జ  ఉత  సం ఉం ే ప  క ను 10-15 

ల  ఉం నప డ  ఈ ప గం జయవంతమవ త ం . ఈ ప గం 
ా సహనం అ  ౖక  అ వృ  ెందుత ం . 

 ఆక  అడ తను  ా ప ంచ  కన ాంబరం క  
ఆక  ేద  ఉప ం  ిదం ే ిన   ా స షం ా 
చూడవచు . 

 ఈసును గ   వణం  క ి అ ాయ  ా స యను ప ంచు 
సందర ంల  క  జ న    రంజకం కల ా ా  గ  వణం 
గ ల రంగ ల  మ రదు. సుమ ర ా 3 నుం  4 గంటల   ఉం . 

అప డ  మ త  గ  గ ల  రంగ ల  మ  ఆ జ  ఉ  ఉన ో  
ల ో  ెల సు వచు . ఈ ధం ా అ  తరగత లక  సంబం ం న 

ప ాల  ే ి కల  ా  స ంత ా ా  ిలల  ాం త ౖఖర ల  
అ వృ  ెందు . 

మ ంప :  

 జ య ాఠ  పణ క చటం – 2005 అ ల ిసున  “ రం ల  ద ”ను 
అమల ేయ  మ య  జ న ాస ాథ క ల ణం ా యీ రణ , అ షణల  
ాబట జ న ాస బ ధనక  ప ాల  ాజక ల  ఆ రం ా ా . 

 జ న ాస తరగ  గ  పశ లక , ప ధనల , ేసూ ర వ  
క ా ఉం . అంట ౖ  స ా , ిలల  స ా  ,  ల ణ లను 

దృ ిల  ఉంచు  ద భ సన ప యల ర హణ జర ా . ఉ ా య ల  ా ా ంశం 
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గ ం  ిలలక  క  సం ే ల  చ ా వ క ం ేల  ప ం ేల  త ం . 

తమ అనుభ ాలను వ ంచ  ల ా చర ల ం . అంట తరగ  గ ల , గ  
బయట ఆ దకర న ా వరణం ఉం .  

 ాఠ ప సకంల  సూ ం న ప ాల  ర ం . ప ా  

ర ంచడమ  వలం ఒక పదర న  మ ా ాక ం  ిలల   ేసూ 
ర , ఫ ల ఆ రం ా చ ంచ , ారణక  ావ  ల ా ఉం . 

జ న ాస తరగ ల  పద ంచడం, చ ంచడం, వ గత, జట , త౦ తరగ  కృ ల  
ర ంచడం, ాజ  పనుల  ేయడం, ఇంటర ల  ర ంచడం, , 

ిం యమ   ర ంచడం, సమ రం క ంచడం, కల  ాయడం, 

ించడం, బ మ ల  యడం, నమ ల  ేయడం,  ర ంచడం, లఖల , 

ా ాల , ల  ాయడం, ప మ య ప క ాల  తయ ర  ేయడం, ాట  
ఉప ం  ప ాల  ర ంచడం తపర టనల  ేయడం దలౖన బ ధ  
వ లను అవస ా  త నట ా ర ం .  

VIII. అధ యన ప స ాల :  

 జ న ాస – ఆ ర పతం  
   ఎ . ి ఇ. ఆ . ట. 

 జ న ాస బ ధ  వ ల  

                              సర  అ య   
 ాథ న త ద  క, మ న ిక ఆ ాల  

     సర  అ య  

 ఉ త ర ంద ద క  బ లల హక  చటం – 2009 ణ త అం ాల .  

     ఎ . ి ఇ. ఆ . ట. 

 ఉ ా య కర ిక – ఉన త ా  – వ ాసం  
      ఎ . ి ఇ. ఆ . ట. 

 7వ తరగ  జ న ాసం, 8,9, మ య  10 వ తరగత ల వ ాస  
ాఠ ప స ాల .  

*** 
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“Emerging Trends in Science Education” 

Personal Details   

Name of the Teacher   : SK.ASIF ALI 

Qualifications 

a) Academic   : M.Com,M.A (Eng) 
b) Professional   : M.Ed 

Present Designation   : Post Graduate Teacher 

Name of the School   : TS Model school, & 

Govt.Junior College, Pegadapally 

      Jagtial (Dist) 

Residential address   : H.No 6-6-445,Saheth Nagar, Karimnagar 

Mobile Number   : 9491976962 

E-mail Id    : labsasif@gmail.com  

 

SUB THEME: 

Grooming Students towards Emerging technologies 

TITLE OF THE TOPIC 

 Technology as a medium of Teaching Learning Process for High school students 

Introduction: 

Technology is the skills, methods, and processes used to achieve goals. People can 

use technology to: Produce goods or services. Carry out goals, such as scientific investigation or 

sending a spaceship to the moon. Solve problems, such as disease or famine. 

The following are common types of technology. 

 Information Technology. A broad class of technology based on machines that process data and 
performs calculations at high speed known as computers , Networks. , Sensors, Robotics. ... 

Artificial Intelligence e.t.c 
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Objectives: 

To know how Technology is useful for Teachers. 

To know how  Technology can be useful  for  Students. 

To know about the various assessment applications. 

 

Technology for Teachers: 

 

 Technology provides various tools that Teachers can use in and out of the classroom to 
enhance student learning. 

 Technology enables the teacher to achieve the desired objectives of the lesson. 
 Teacher can bring the society to school with the help of technology. 
 Teachers can provide the direct experiences to the students with the help of technology. 
 Technology enables the Teachers to provide learning experiences based on the students 

ability and performance. 
 Teachers normally use the tools like Microsoft Power point presentations to give direct 

experiences to students. 
 Teachers can use  all these software/ Applications for effective classroom teaching 

 
 

GeoGebra - Mathematics   

 

GeoGebra is: a transformative tool in mathematics because it allows learners to visualize 
and manipulate. an open source application with a very active developer community. 
available to all learners using any type of computer. 
 

KHangman – English 

 

KHangMan is the classical hangman game. HangMan is an educational computer game 
designed for young children based on the classic Hangman game. It is part of the 
KDE Software Compilation, ... 
 

Kalzium – Chemistry 

 

Kalzium is an application which allows an exploration of elements and properties, their 
classification and is based on the Periodic Table of Elements. It is possible to group and 
visualize elements based on various physical and chemical properties. 
 

GIMP (/ɡɪmp/ GHIMP; GNU Image Manipulation Program) 
 is a free and open-source raster graphics editor used for image retouching and editing, 
free-form drawing, converting between different image formats, and more specialized 
tasks. 
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Anatomy 4D  
is a software application that uses the Android operating system. It uses AR technology 
and features to allow learners to freely interact with the anatomical fea- tures of the 
human body. 
 
PhET 

 is a suite of research-based interactive computer simulations for teaching and learning 
physics, chemistry, math, and other sciences. ... They emphasize the connections between 
real-life phenomena and the underlying science, and help make the visual and conceptual 
models of expert scientists accessible to students. 
 

Kahoot! 
 is a game-based learning platform, used as educational technology in schools and The 
results did not show any statically significant reductions in students' ... International 
Conference on Software Engineering and Application 

 

Classkick  

 

is a free digital formative assessment tool that allows teachers to create lessons and 
assignments that students work through on their devices at their own pace.  Teachers can 
observe student progress in real time and provide immediate feedback.  In addition to 
receiving help and feedback from the teacher, Classkick allows students to anonymously 
request help from their peers 

 
Technology for Students 

 In Science it is difficult tosee the process of explosions, functions of celestial bodies, but 

by the  use of technology we can observe the process of the above in practical way rather 

than theoretical way.. 

 Earlier we learnt theoretically about heart beat, blood cells, but today by the advancement 

of technology we are able to see the live structure of heart bold cells and structure of the 

body. 

 Students can gain the experiences by using various types of student centered applications, 

which are discussed below. 

 

Udemy. 

 Udemy is an online service that offers a vast array of courses on everything from web 

development to personal development. ... 
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Khan Academy: 

Students practice at their own pace, first filling in gaps in their understanding and then accelerating 

their learning.. With Khan Academy, teachers can identify gaps in their students’ understanding, 

tailor instruction, and meet the needs of every student. 

 TED 

Touting itself as a repository of, “Knowledge in dangerously addictive short ideas,” TED is 
another non-profit organization dedicated to the spread of intriguing or inspirational thoughts, 
usually in videos of 18 minutes or less. These videos, dubbed “TED Talks” can be on a diverse 
range of subjects, from art, to science, to global issues. The TED mobile app gathers the entire 
TED video library into one place for your education and enjoyment, and all content is free to 
view. 

LUMOSITY 

If you want to build muscle, you go to the gym and hit the weights. But, what do you do if you 
want to work out your brain? The Lumosity app provides one solution by offering several series 
of brain-training “games” designed with the help of scientific experts and game developers. 
Lumosity’s brain exercises focus on improving your mental faculties, helping you learn new 
things, sharpen your focus, increase your retention, and solve problems faster and more 
efficiently. 

Technology for Assessment 

Technology can be used to support assessment in many different ways; such as to track student 

progress over time. However even more compelling. The following are the applications to do the 

assessment. 

Nearpod 

 is a presentation software tool that provides access to students on their individual 

computers and devices. As you build your Nearpod presentation with content, you can 

embed open-ended and multiple-choice questions throughout the presentation to check for 

understanding along the way. The teacher can control the pace of the presentation, or set 

it up in homework mode to allow students to work through it at their own pace. The 

teacher dashboard is easy to access and provides all of the analytics and reports you will 

need. 

Padlet  

is an electronic bulletin board where you and your students can upload documents, text, 

videos, images, and so much more. Padlet has colorful background options and layouts to 

help organize content. There are so many ways to use a Padlet wall—it’s the perfect way 
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to allow students a choice in how they demonstrate their knowledge, all collected in one 

easily accessible place. 

Classkick 

 is a great whiteboard-type app that allows the teacher to monitor students’ work in real 

time. You can create a lesson using any subject area content and simply screen clip right 

onto the slide, add links, a recording, video, and any needed additional text—then it’s 

ready for your students! As students work though the lesson on their device, you can see 

thumbnails of their work, which can be expanded to full screen 

Socrative 

 is a quick and easy formative assessment tool. The teacher can use Quick Questions for 
on-the-fly checking for understanding or create polls, questions (multiple-choice, 
true/false, and short-answer), exit tickets, and even a fun space race. Results are available 
in real time through a live results table. Quizzes can also easily be shared with colleagues 
for use in their classroom. 

Recap 

 is a new and different way to not only monitor student learning, but also to build toward 
it through questioning that taps into student curiosity. It is a Q&A platform where 
students demonstrate their understanding with a video response. Recap has recently 
released Recap 2.0, which builds in a process for teachers and students to ask and 
respond to questions though the “Queue,” engage and learn through the teacher-created 
“Journey,” and demonstrate their understanding with a video response. Well worth 
checking out! 

Conclusion. 

Technology  plays a vitol role in teaching learning process. The teacher can render services in 

effective manner with the help of technology. Technology can be used for all over development 

of the students. 

References: 

ICT for students published by NCERT. 
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Theme 

 

 EMERGING TRENDS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION 
 
Sub-Theme 

 

 ICT-SCIENCE TEACHING 
 
Title of the Topic 

 
 A Comparative Study on Impact of NISHTHA TRAINING on Teaching Learning Process 

among 7th Class Students in ICT based learning of  ZPHS Addagudur, Addagudur Mandal, Yadadri-

Bhongir  District.  

 

Objectives 

 
  To study whether NISHTHA training and ICT based learning improves students learning 

 or not. 
  To study whether ICT based learning applicable to General Science subjects. 

 
Design of the innovation 

 
I wish to know the impact of NISHTHA training on Teaching learning process, specially in General 

Science Subject. 
 

So, I selected 7th Class Students in my school (ZPHS Addagudur). the strength of 7th class Students in 

my school is 24. From them, I have selected 16 students in stratified sampling method. Students 
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consisted group A, and Group B. in both groups A grade, B grade and C-grade D grade and E 

Grade Students are present. And same number of Girls and Boys (Boys -16 and Girls - 16 ) 

 

I have recorded F.A.3 grades as they are conducted before NISHTHA TRAINING. In NISHTHA  
TRAINING, Learned ICT based Learning for Upper Primary level and After NISHTHA training  I have  
used ICT in my teaching learning processes. Later I have conducted F.A4 and compared the grades with  
F.A3. 
 

Same Students of 7th Class are in Control group I.e up to F.A-3.  and In Experimental Group I.e up to  

F.A-4.  Means 16 students are exposed to ICT Based Learning along with Regular Classes in the period  

of F.A-4. 

Description of Study in a table 

Group 
Name 

Type Quantity 
of students 

A grade 
Students 

B Grade 
students  

C Grade 
students 

D & E Grade 
Students 

Boys Girls 

16 

Students 
F.A -3 16 01 06 06 03 08 08 

 Here students are from same village, almost same socio-economic group, aged between 11 to 12, 
Spends learning time only at school. 

 Experimental variable in this study is NISHTHA TRAINING to Teachers and ICT based 
learning. 

 Control variable is learning outcome. 

 The possible intervening variable are interest of students towards ICT based learning, Home 
factors Etc..    

The duration of the study is 30 working Days. 

Description of the innovation. 

 I have started the study in the time of beginning of Formative assessment-4. The previous 
results of students I.e Formative Assessment-3 results are taken to compere the results with formative 
assessment-4. 
Conducting the Study:  

 The group has exposed to ICT classes every day Like  
Digital Classes are been conducted every working day at digital Class room,  
 
Kyans are used and content was explored with animations and suitable 
videos contains good explanations with examples, 
 

Used simulations in PhET simulations from Ubuntu Software. 
 

Used Virtual Laboratories in Internet for Experimental understanding of 
Concepts.         
           
Used Youtube for Subject related topics to explore.    
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Led the students to use kYans and explain topics in Physical sciences  

as a seminar/Presentation. This work has given to them as project work. 

Totally Experimental group students are in ICT Teaching learning process 
where as Control group members are only exposed to  study hours during the 
ICT classes for Experimental Group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the Experiment: 

After the Experiment, The Formative assessment-4 was taken to the students and results are studied. 

Very favorable results are came with the group.  

 
Outcome of the innovation 

 
the formative assessment- 4 of  the groups are came as followed. And Same was compared with F.A-3 

Group 
Name 

Type Quantity 
of students 

A grade 
Students 

B Grade 
students  

C Grade 
students 

D & E Grade 
Students 

Boys Girls 

16 

Students 
F.A -3 16 01 06 06 03 08 08 

16 

Students 
F.A-4 16 02 08 03 03 08 08 

 
 
 The analysis of Formative Assessments 3 & 4 of 7th Class Students in General Science Ssubject. 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Chart we can Conclude that NISHTHA training and  ICT enabled  learning shows  

increase   in their learning.          

PhET application for Science simulations 
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Implications 
 

 Students at all grade levels ( A,B,C,D & E ) need Individual differences in learning science. And 

It can be possible with ICT Learning. While it is important for  conceptual understanding to be based 

in concrete experiences, school students will learn it by ICT based Teaching learning process. 

 Ans NISHTHA training also improved the performance of teachers in Teaching Learning 

Process 

 Some Implications are.. 

 Students With ICT based Learning showed Good Performance than Non-ICT based learning. 

 Because ICT based Learning uses Audio-Visual content, Simulation and Virtual Laboratories.  

 ICT based leaning group shows much impact on B and C grade students. They are improved 

their learning. 

 ICT based Learning is shown less impact on A grade and E grade students.  

 In experimental group, C grade students increased their learning and got B grade and Some B 

grade students increased to A grade. 

 ICT based learning is Very useful to Rural Area Students. 

 Motivates Backlog ( C Grade ) Students in Science. 

 Information Technology skills also Increases. 

 

References : 

  

 SCERT, UNICEF and SIET Digital Content. 

 UBUNTU software, Internet and Youtube  

 ZPHS Addagudur, Addagudur (Mdl) Yadadri-Bhongir District. 

 ICT Work Shops For Teachers Conducted by RMSA-Telangana Sate. 
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1.TITLE OF THE TOPIC  

Need of ICT in science teaching and challenges. 

 2. OBJECTIVE 

 To improve the quality of science teaching. 

 To make the teaching and learning process easy and interesting with the help of 

technologies.  

 To identify role of computers in science teaching. 

 To give new dimension to science teaching and learning. 

 To apply computer based technology in science teaching. 

 To promote technology literacy in students. 

 To promote culture of science learning.  

 To teach students how to use different softwares like freeplane, spreadsheet, phET 

simulations, inkscape etc.. 

 

 3. SCOPE 

 Television broadcast is one of the best communication media to educate students. 

 LCD projectors can be used for effective teaching 
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 A person from village also can refer the latest science information and research every 

day. 

 The difficult experiments can be used for effective teaching.  

 4. DESCRIPTION   

   INTRODUCTION:  

The use of hardware and software for efficient management of information. ICT refers to 

the forms of technology that are used to transmit, store, create, share or exchange 

particular task.(1) 

ICT enables self-paced learning through various tools such as assignment, computer 

etc..as a result of this the teaching learning enterprise has become more productive 

and meaningful. ICT helps facilitate the transaction between producers and users by 

keeping the students updated and enhancing teachers capacity and ability fostering a 

live contact between the teacher and the student through e-mail, chalk session, e-

learning, web-based learning including internet, intranet, CD-ROM, TV audio-

videotape. Integrated Learning Modules, e-learning etc.. 

National Council of Teachers Education 2006 recommendations about ICT  

 To impart more knowledge with in a shorter period, proper structuring of knowledge  

and use of new transactional strategies  including ICT should be taken up. 

 Information and learning experiences acquired through ICT need to be inter 

connected& transformed into knowledge. If ICT is not utilized as an aid to the 

teacher, it may create alienation between the teacher and the taught.(2)  

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), a 

division of the United Nations, has made integrating ICT into education part of its 

efforts to ensure equity and access to education. The following, taken directly from a 

UNESCO publication on educational ICT, explains the organization's position on the 

initiative. 

Information and Communication Technology can contribute to universal access to 

education, equity in education, the delivery of quality learning and teaching, teachers' 

professional development and more efficient education management, governance and 

administration. UNESCO takes a holistic and comprehensive approach to promoting 

ICT in education. Access, inclusion and quality are among the main challenges they 
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can address. The Organization's Intersectral Platform for ICT in education focuses on 

these issues through the joint work of three of its sectors: Communication & 

Information, Education and Science.(3) 

 

 

 APPS & softwares for learning 

 

 

My ICT teaching experience 

 

  I have taught 10th class Transportation digital lesson in SIET, 

Hyderabad, it was telecasted through T-SAT channel. 

I have taught some bioscience complicated topics with 

PowerPoint presentation and related videos. 

I have implemented  TISS ,CLIX ecosystem module with field 

visit, students have given more response than normal black board teaching , they 

involved more in the lesson. 
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5. NEED OF ICT IN  SCIENCE TEACHING & LEARNING 

 Life-long learning, it can be ensured by e-learning.  

 A teacher can teach his students through the use of ICT eventhough geographically 

dispersed.  

 ICT has ability to perform impossible experiments by using simulations.  

 Possibility for students to have individual learning. 

 Effective learning and improved learning outcomes. 

 Speedup learning process. 

 Process of learning is much easier and more pleasant facilitating non formal 

education. 

   6. CHALLENGES IN SCIENCE TEACHING & LEARNING THROUGH ‘ICT’ 

 Expensive or large cost involved to purchase different electronic devices.  

 Students and sometimes teachers can get  engaged in the technology aspect rather 

than subject/content. 

 Students can misuse the technology.  

 Student imagination power decreases. 

 

REFERENCES 

1. "Information and Communication Technology from". FOLDOC. 2008-09-19 . 

2. Techniques of teaching in biological science . Dr.P.Ameetha , Neelkamal 

publications.  2009. 

3. "ICT in Education". Unesco. Unesco. Retrieved 10 March 2016. 
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Experiential learning in science and development of science skills 

 
Title : Science Teaching Through Hands on Experiences. 

 
Abstract: science is nothing but truth, which is based on experimentation. Science teaching 

and learning processes should be based on hands on experiences. These experiences create 

interest among pupil. All their senses are involved the learning process. But most of the 

teachers still following traditional methods of teaching science. Methods I am following are 

helpful in satisfy my pupil’s head, heart and hands…they are experimentation, field 

investigation, project method ,dissections, science toys making, models and working models 

making, investigation through fold scope etc. leads to the development of scientific attitude 

and process skills. Hands on experiences helps in self employment in future. Learners might 

become as innovators, discoverers or investigators. Not only a science teacher everyone in the 

school should involve their students in teaching learning process. 
 
Introduction : Learning is the main aim of our teaching. Teaching learning process should be 

student centred, student always be an active participant in the process. Direct experiences, hands 

on practice strengthens their knowledge and it leads to socially useful productive work. So, science 

could not be taught in lecture method .That is why I always follow experimental, project, field 

investigation, investigation through microscope, model making methods. 

 

Through these methods pupil get valuable experiences and creates enthusiasm, curiosity, in 

doing science. They also performs experiments with alternative materials . scientific temper, 

scientific attitude, develops in children. 
 

Objectives: 
 

 To ensure that hands on experiences better than lecture method in teaching science.
 To prove that experimentation, field investigation, toy making, model making, 

investigating through microscope, project method, dissections etc, helps in 

constructing the knowledge.
 To develop scientific attitude, temper and to remove superstitious beliefs .

Hypothesis: 

Hands experiences are more better than oral methods of teaching science. 
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Methodology: I used to make my students to learn things on their own . I acts as a guide and 

gives instructions wherever they need. While learning concepts they poses some doubts and I 

clarifies them .I conducted an experiment on my students to show that hands experiences are 

better than oral methods of teaching science. Sample I selected as follows.. 
 

S.No.  class Total sample Experimental group Control group 

1 6  30 15 15 

2 7  30 15 15 

3 8  30 15 15 

4 9  30 15 15 

5 10  30 15 15 

 

 

Experimental group was facilitated through hands on practice and control group was taught 

through lecture method. The following pictures shows the hands on experiences of my pupil. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My pupil prepared the vermicompost, vermiwash, nutrient rich pots( mixture of coco 

peat, dung, saw dust, husk, coconut coir, etc. ) Eco friendly rakhies, mushrooms from 

leftovers of harvesters in the paddy field, investigates in field visits, investigstes through 

fold scope about microbial world, makes models, toys, doing experiments and dissections 

etc. 
 

Tools I used to measure the learning experiences of my students are. 
 

Continues  comprehensive Evaluation and MCQs based on NAS. 
Data Analysis: Experimental group showed good results when compared to control group. 

Both the groups has equal number of above average ,average, below average students. 
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Below average students also actively participated in hands on activities not only that they 

showed curiosity in doing the activities. Following check list says the achievement of both 

groups. 
 

S.No. Competencies Experimental Group Control Group 

1 Applies knowledge All almost in all Very little chance 

 to daily life situations cases  

2 Following scientific   

 method in problem Yes No 

 solving.   

3 Proving truths of possible Not possible 

 nature   

4 Superstitious beliefs Don’t has Yes they might has 

5 Scientific attitude have Does not have 

6 Appreciates scientists Yes No 

 work   

7 Problem solving More Less  

 skills   

8 Inquiring skills developed Not developed 

9 Rot memorisation No chance possible 

10 Direct experiences More Less 

11 Experimental skills More Less 

12 Science toys making Makes toys by using Don’t know much 

  alternative materials about them. 

  available.  

13 Gives future Possible Not possible 

 innovators   
 
 

Learning science concepts mostly 85% are should be through hands on experiences 

.only 15% of science concepts should be taught through the lecture method and lecture 

cum demonstration method like scientists ,history and importance of science concepts, 

different systems structures in animal body and their functions etc. 
 

Results: work experiences develops self employment in children 

 

Makes as active learners 

 

Improves problem solving skills 

 

Decreases  superstitious beliefs. 
 

Different or innovative toys might be developed by pupil. 
 

Scientific attitude, scientific temper improved in pupil. 
 

Future scientists, innovators , discoverers might be developed. 
 

Conclusion : work experiences gives assurance to pupil and this may leads to 

selfemployment in their future. My study revealed that hands on experiences are 

more effective than lecture method in teaching science. 
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II.THEME:- “EMERGING TRENDS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION” 

 

III. SUB THEME: EXPERIMENTAL LEARNING IN SCIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF   
SCIENCE SKILLS. 

 

IV. TITTLE OF THE TOPIC: “LEARNING THROUGH REFLECTION ON DOING” 

 

V.AIM: “ ర ల - జ న ాల ” ాట  ం ం  త  ప ధక జ న ాస ఉ ా య ల 

 

VI.INTRODUCATION:- 

“ప గం   - భ తక  జ నం 

న  ఆల చ  -ఆ ష రణక   మ లం 

VII. OBJECTIVES:- 

1. To develop scientific temper amongst the students 
2. To develop Experimental Skill 
3. To make our school as science hub 
4. To reduce dropouts and Irregular students 
5. To develop science related activates 
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2 

 

6. To eradicate superstitions 

7. To motivate students to choose science as career. 
VIII.DESIGN OF THE INNOVATION:- 

 
 To improve learning levels of slow learners and Irregular students in Government 

Schools. 

IX: DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION:- 

 Teacher is a very important part of Education and No Cost; Low Cost Teaching aids have 

an advantage of offering learning by doing approach to the teaching learning process. 

 So I have prepared Low Cost and No Cost teaching and learning material for 8th, 9th, 10th 

Classes in Physical Science. 

1. In our school mainly I have developed attractive Physical Science Lab. 

 

 

 

 

 
2. In this lab physical science material includes 

 

 Toy Telephone: To show that sound travels fastly in solids. 
 

 Magnetic Lines of Force: To show magnetic power is more near poles. 
 

 Pin hole Camera: To show inverted image. 
 

 Oil and Water Solution: To show that oil is less denser than water. 
 

 Plastic Bottles: To show that Types of plastic (Thermo Plastic, Thermo Setting 
Plastic) 

 

 Acrylic Mirror Sheet: To show that Shapes of Plane Mirror, Convex Mirror and 
Concave Mirror. 

 

 Slinky: To show that types of waves and wave motion. 
 

 Half Circle Glass Slab: To show that Light Reflection, Refraction and Total 
Internal Reflection. 
 

 Electricity Board: To show that parallel and series connections. 
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 Electric Motor: To show that Electric Energy converts in to Mechanical Energy. 
 

 Dynamo: To show that Mechanical Energy converts in to Electric Energy. 
 

 Oersted’s Experiment: To show that a wire having Electricity also has Magnetic 
Field. 
 

 Optical Fibers: To show that Total Internal Reflection. 
 

 Charts with Physics Terms: To Display the words related to Physics in 8
th
, 9

th
, 

10th Classes. 

 Science News Scrap Book: Daily Science events are read in School assembly. 
 

 Periodic Table Chart: To show that Elements with Pictures. 
 

 Text Book Diagrams Chart: To Develop 100% Results in science. 
 

 Sadhana Book : Important Questions in all lessons. 
 

 Posters: To identify the Ozone Day, National Science Day etc,,. 
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X: EQUIPMENT USED FOR LOW COST AND NO COST TLM PREPARATION:- 

 
 This TLM is being prepared by the available material like Play Cards, Charts, Old 

Batteries, Copper wires, Spokes Old Wedding Cards, Clay , Thread, News Papers, Laser Light, 

Mirrors, Lenses Rubber Sheet, Pins, Plastic Water Bottles, Paper Cups etc,,,. 

 

XI: OUT COMES & IMPLICATIONS OF THE INNOVATION:- 

 We got 100% result in science. 

 Our students prepared new Experiments by their own. 

 Active participation of all events and got first prizes in district and state level 

competitions. (i.e Elocution, Essay Writing, Science Fairs, NGC, NCSC, Inspire) 

 Improves self confidence of the students to handle any situations. 

 Our students would say the physical science key words easily. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XII. CONCLUSION: 

 Thus I could create interest and scientific attitude of slow learners and irregular students 

with this TLM to perform the lab activates and experiments by their own. 

 

XIII: REFERENCES:- 

 Science Orientation & Training Classes 

 Self Teaching Experiences. 
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INTRODUCTION

 e÷qe⁄&ÉT dü+‘√wü+>±, Äs√>∑́ +>±, kÂK´+>±, düe÷»+˝À yÓ÷düb˛≈£î+&Ü J$+#ê\+fÒ XÊÁd”Ôj·T
|ü]C≤„q+, XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T #ê˝≤ eTTK´yÓTÆq$.

XÊÁd”Ôj·T Ä˝À#·Hê $<Ûëq+ ˝Òø£b˛e&É+ e\q Äs√>∑´|üs¡+>±, kÕe÷õø£+>±, XÊØs¡ø£+>±,
e÷qdæø£+>±, Ä]úø£+>± mH√ï ø£wüºqcÕº\T m<äTs√ÿe\dæ ñ+≥T+~.  ‘·<ë«sê J$‘·+ <äTs¡“¤\eTe⁄‘·T+~.
Je⁄\ eTqT>∑&É nkÕ<Ûä́ eTe⁄‘·T+~.

XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T n\es¡#·T≈£îqï Jeq $<ÛëHê\ <ë«sê HÓ’‹ø£ $\Te\T ô|+bı+<äT‘êsTT.
‘êqT J$dü÷Ô eTs=ø£]ì, eTs=ø£ J$ì J$+#·̇ j·T&É+ e\q JeyÓ’$<Ûä́ + ø±bÕ&Éã&ç Á|üø£è‹ düeT‘·T\´‘·
ô|s¡T>∑T‘·T+~. e÷qe eTqT>∑&É ø=qkÕ>∑T‘·T+~.  ‘·<ë«sê C≤rj·T Á|ü|ü+#ê_Ûeè~∆ »]– uÛÑ÷HêX¯q+
»s¡>∑≈£î+&Ü ñ+≥T+~.

uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ ‘·sê\ |ü⁄Hê<äT\T <Ûäè&É+>± ñ+&Ü\+fÒ düVü≤»eqs¡T\qT ø±bÕ&ÉT≈£îì yê{Ïì m+‘·
dü«#·Ã¤+>± eTq ‘ê‘·eTT‘êÔ‘·\ qT+&ç n+<äT≈£îHêïyÓ÷ n+‘˚ dü«#·Ã¤+>± H˚{Ï ‘·sê\T πs|ü{Ï ‘·sê\≈£î
n+~e«e\dæq ÄeX̄´ø£‘· ñ+~.  ̋ Òø£b˛‘̊ sêuÀe⁄ ‘·sê\ ñìøÏ Á|üXÊïs¡úø£+>± e÷] $|ü‘·ÿs¡ |ü]D≤e÷\T
m<äTs√ÿe\dæ ñ+≥T+~.

eTq uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ ‘·sê\ ø√dü+, n+‘Ó+<äT≈£î ás√E eTq+ eT+∫ Jeq+ ø=qkÕ–+#ê\Hêï Á|ü‹
ˇø£ÿ]øÏ XÊÁd”Ôj·T <Ûäèø£Œ<∏ä+, HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T m+‘√ nedüs¡+. Á|ü‹ e´øÏÔ qs¡qsêq XÊÁd”Ôj·T yÓ’Ks¡T\T @s¡T …̋’
Á|üeVæ≤+#·e\dæq ÄeX¯́ ø£‘· m+‘√ ñ+~.

eT] uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ≈£î |ü⁄Hê~ ªH̊{Ï u≤\\Tµµ ø±ã{Ïº u≤\ u≤*ø£\˝À XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T ô|+bı+~+#·&É+
‘·ø£åD ø£s¡Ôe´+.

πs|ü{Ï bÂs¡T\qT r]Ã ~<˚›~ ñbÕ<Ûë´j·TT\T. XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\qT ô|+bı+~+#˚~ ôd’Hé‡
ñbÕ<Ûë´j·TT\T. ø±ã{Ïº uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ |ü⁄Hê<äT*ï <Ûäè&É+>± ì]à+∫, e÷qyê[ì, Jeø√{Ïì s¡øÏå+∫ eTT+<äT‘·sê\≈£î
ã+>±s¡Tu≤≥ y˚j·Te\dæ+~ ôd’Hé‡ ñbÕ<Ûë´j·TT Ò̋, <ëìøÏ #˚j·Te\dæq~ $<ë´s¡Tú\˝À XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T
ô|+bı+~+|ü#˚j·T&É+.

$<ë´s¡Tú\T @<Ó’Hê ̌ ø£ $wüj·÷ìï mH√ï e÷sêZ\˝À¢ H˚s¡TÃ≈£î+{≤s¡T.  nsTT‘˚ nqTuÛÑe |üPs¡«ø£+>±
H˚s¡TÃ≈£îqï $wüj·÷\T m≈£îÿe>±, m|üŒ{Ïø° >∑Ts¡TÔ+{≤sTT. <ëì Á|üuÛ≤e+ düe÷C≤_Ûeè~∆ MT<ä ñ+≥T+~.
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OBJECTIVE / OBJECTIVES

` $<ë´s¡Tú\˝À XÊÁd”Ôj·T <Ûäèø£Œ<Ûä+, XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T n_Ûeè~∆ #˚j·T&É+.

` e÷qyê[ JeHêìï Äs√>∑́ e+‘·+ #˚j·T&É+.

` uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ ‘·sê\ ñìøÏì ø±bÕ&É&É+.

` $<ë´s¡Tú\T uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ̋ À eT+∫ kÕúHêìï dü+bÕ~+#·Tø√>∑*–, düe÷C≤_Ûeè~∆̋ À uÛ≤>∑kÕ«eTT\j˚T´
$<Ûä+>± r]Ã~<ä›&É+.

Description of  the Presentation

∫qïHê{Ï qT+&ç ôd’Hé‡ |ü≥¢ ÄdüøÏÔ ø£*– j·TT+&ç, XÊÁd”Ôj·T <Ûäèø£Œ<∏ä+, HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\ jÓTTø£ÿ ÁbÕeTTK´‘·
‘Ó\TdüT≈£îì, H˚{Ï u≤\\ <ë«sêH˚, πs|ü{Ï eT+∫ qe düe÷» ìsêàD+ kÕ<Ûä́ eTe⁄‘·T+<äì, Ä u≤\\qT
XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T, XÊÁd”Ôj·T <äèø£Œ<∏ä+ ø£*–q πs|ü{Ï bÂs¡T\T>± r]Ã~~›, ã+>±s¡T uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔøÏ u≤≥\T
y˚j·T&É+˝À H˚qT ( düeTTÁ<ä+˝À ˙{Ï _+<äTe⁄ e …̋) Hêe+‘·T ø£s¡Ôyê´ìï ìs¡«]Ô+#·Tø√e&ÜìøÏ á ôd’Hé‡
{°#·sY eè‹Ôì m+#·T≈£îHêïqT.

` Á|üjÓ÷>∑ |üPs¡«ø£+>± ôd’Hé‡ì uÀ~Û+#·&ÜìøÏ ‘·–q edü‘·T\T ̋ Òeì u≤<Ûä|ü&É≈£î+&Ü ñqï eqs¡T\‘√H̊
kÂø£sê´\T @sêŒ≥T #̊düTø√yê*.  e÷ bÕsƒ¡XÊ\˝À |üìøÏ sê≈£î+&Ü ñqï ̌ ø£ >∑~ì ôV≤&ée÷düºsY düVü‰j·T+‘√
ªªôd’Hé‡ ˝≤´uŸµµ >± @sêŒ≥T #˚düT≈£îHêïeTT.  nìï s¡ø±\ ôd’Hé‡ yÓT{°]j·T˝Ÿì düeT≈£Ls¡TÃ≈£îì ás√E
$<ë´s¡Tú\+<äs¡T ôd’Hé‡ ˝≤´uŸì ñ|üjÓ÷–+#·T≈£îH˚ $<Ûä+>± s¡÷bı+~+#êeTT.

` bÕsƒ¡XÊ\ Äes¡D˝À ñqï≥Te+{Ï $$<Ûä yÓTTø£ÿ\T, Ç‘·s¡ edüTÔe⁄\qT, |ü<ësêú\qT eqs¡T\T>±
e÷s¡TÃ≈£îì ôd’Hé‡ì uÀ~Û+#·&É+ e\q $<ë´s¡Tú\T Á|ü‘·́ ø£å nqTuÛÑyê\ <ë«sê H˚s¡TÃ≈£î+{≤s¡T.  H˚qT ≈£L&Ü
@ ‘·s¡>∑‹øÏ dü+ã+~Û+∫q @ $wüj·TyÓTÆHê $<ë´s¡Tú\T Á|ü‘·́ ø£å+>±, nqTuÛÑe |üPs¡«ø£+>± H˚s¡TÃ≈£îH˚ <ës¡T\T
yÓ‘·T≈£îÿ+{≤qT.

Ex :- Transpiration, Root Pressure, Diversity in Plants and Animals, Preparation of Slides

       (Stomata, Cells, TS of Root and Stem, Tissues etc., )

` ø=ìï bÕsƒê´+XÊ\˝Àì øÏ¢wüºyÓTÆq ìsêàD≤\T, yê{Ï uÛ≤>±\ ô|’q eT+∫ ne>±Vü≤q≈£î n+<äTu≤≥T˝À
ñqï $$<Ûä |ü<ësê∆\‘√ $<ë´s¡Tú\ #˚‘· qeT÷Hê\T #˚sTT+#·&É+ »s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.

` yê‘êes¡D |ü]dæú‘·T\ ø£qT>∑TD+>±H˚ bÕsƒê´+XÊ\ s¡÷|üø£\Œq ñ+≥T+~.  ø±ã{Ïº Crop

Improvement, Soil Properties,Chemical Organic Fertilizers, Plant Diseases, Alcoloid Plants e+{Ï
Ç+ø± mH√ï $wüj·÷\ô|’q field works <ë«sê Á|ü‘·́ ø£å nqTuÛÑyê\ q+~+#·&É+ »s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.
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` XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\ ô|+|ü⁄<ä\˝À uÛ≤>∑+>± Á|üdüTÔ‘· düe÷»+˝À ñqï≥Te+{Ï nH˚ø£ düeTdǘ \ |ü≥¢
$<ë´s¡Tú\ #˚‘· ôd’Hé‡ Hê{Ïø£\T, s√˝Ÿ ù|¢\T, Á&Üe÷\T #˚|æ+#·&É+ <ë«sê yês¡T Äj·÷ bÕÁ‘·̋ À¢ ©qeTe⁄‘·÷,
Äj·÷ n+XÊ\ |ü≥¢ ne>±Vü≤q bı+<äT‘ês¡T.

` e÷ bÕsƒ¡XÊ\˝À á ø±s¡́ Áø£e÷\T ‘·s¡#·T>± #˚|ü&É‘êeTT.  ªªøöe÷s¡ <äX¯ düyêfi¯ófl ` ìyês¡D µµ
ªªkÕàsYº bǫ̀ Hé #Ó&ÉT Á|üuÛ≤yê\T eT]j·TT Girl abusementsµµ, ªªCleanliness, Health and Hygienµµ - nH˚ (3)
n+XÊ\ ô|’q 2018, 2019\˝À¢ »]–q õ˝≤¢ kÕúsTT ôd’Hé‡ s√˝Ÿ ù|¢, Á&Üe÷ b˛{°\˝À¢ e÷ $<ë´s¡Tú\#˚
Á|ü<ä]Ù+|ü#˚dæ es¡Tdü>± (3) kÕs¡T¢ Áô|’C…dt kÕ~Û+#·&É+ »]–+~.

` $<ë´s¡Tú\ #˚‘· ªªMedicinal uses of our surrounding Plantsµµ nH˚ ÁbÕC…ø˘º esYÿ #˚|æ+∫
mdtdæmdtdæ̀ 2018 õ˝≤¢ kÕúsTT˝À bÕ˝§Zì sêÁwüº kÕúsTTøÏ ôd\øº̆ nsTT Ä~˝≤u≤<é̋ À »]–q sêÁwüº kÕúsTT
mHédæmdtdæ ˝À bÕ˝§Zq&É+ »]–+~.

` &çôd+ãsỲ 2019˝À »]–q õ˝≤¢ kÕúsTT »eVü≤sY yÓ’C≤„ìø£ Á|ü<äs¡Ùq˝À ªªuÛÑ$wǘ ‘Y ‘·sê\ ø√dü+
#˚|ü≥ºe\dæq ‘·ø£åD #·s¡́ \Tµµ nH˚ n+X¯+‘√ $<ë´s¡Tú\#˚ Á|ü<ä]Ù+|ü#˚dæ Áô|’CŸ kÕ~Û+#·&É+ »]–+~.

` Á|ü‹ ôd’Hé‡ ù|òsY, mHédæmdtdæ \˝À¢ XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T n_Ûeè~∆ #Ó+<˚≥≥Te+{Ï Á|ü<äs¡Ùq\T,
ÁbÕC…øº̆\‘√ $<ë´s¡Tú\qT bÕ˝§ZH˚≥≥T¢ #˚j·T&É+ »]–+~.

` ªªeT÷&ÛÉqeTàø±\T ` yê{Ï #Ó&ÉT Á|üuÛ≤yê\T, Äs√>∑́ |üs¡+>±, Ä]úø£+>±, kÕe÷õø£+>±, m+‘·
uÛÑj·T+ø£s¡+>± ñ+{≤jÓ÷ ‘·s¡#·T>± $<ë´s¡Tú\ #˚‘· ªªs√˝Ÿ ù|¢µµ \T, ÁbÕC…øº̆ esYÿ‡, #˚|æ+#·&É+ »s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.

á ø±s¡́ Áø£e÷\T $<ë´s¡Tú\˝À m≈£îÿe>± XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\T ô|+bı+<äT‘êsTT.

` H̊{Ï ̌ ‹Ô&çì, ÄVü‰s¡ yê‘êes¡D e÷s¡TŒ\qT ‘·≥Tºø√e&ÜìøÏ, yê´j·÷eT+, <Ûë´q+ m+‘√ nedüs¡+.
ø±ã{Ïº Á|ü‹s√E ø=+‘· düeTj·T+ $<ë´s¡Tú\#˚ <Ûë´q+ #˚|æ+#·&É+ »s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.

` Á|ü‹ |òæÁãe] 28q ôd’Hé‡ &̊, eT]j·TT Ç‘·s¡ ôd’Hé‡ ÁbÕeTTK´‘· >∑\ s√E\˝À yê{Ï |ü≥¢ ne>±Vü≤q≈£î
bÕsƒ¡XÊ\˝À $<ë´s¡Tú*ï uÛ≤>∑kÕ«eTT\qT #˚dü÷Ô nH˚ø£ ø±s¡́ Áø£e÷\T ìs¡«Væ≤+#·&É+ »s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.
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` ôd’Hé‡ ̋ ≤´uŸ̋ Àì $$<Ûä edüTÔe⁄\ |ü≥¢ nìï s¡ø±\ $<ë´s¡Tú\≈£î ne>±Vü≤q ø£*Œ+#·&É+ »s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.

` $<ë´s¡Tú\ #˚‘· bÕsƒ¡XÊ\˝À yÓTTø£ÿ\ ô|+|üø£+, øÏ#ÓHé >±¬s¶Hé ô|+|üø£+ #˚|ü≥º&É+ »s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.

` M …̋’q+‘· es¡≈£î Á|ü‹ bÕsƒê´+XÊìï $<ë´s¡Tú\≈£î nqTuÛÑe|üPs¡«ø£+>± H˚s¡TÃ≈£îH˚≥≥T¢ #˚j·T&É+
»s¡T>∑T‘·T+~.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

` $<ë´s¡Tú\qT düs¡«‘√eTTU≤_Ûeè~∆ #Ó+~+#·&É+ ôd’Hé‡ {°#·sYøÏ m+‘√ düT\uÛÑ+.

` ‘·s¡>∑‹ >∑~˝À H˚s¡TÃ≈£îqï Äj·÷ bÕsƒê´+XÊ\qT πøe\+ e÷s¡Tÿ\T, sê´+≈£î\ ø√düy˚T ø±≈£î+&Ü
$<ë´]ú ‘·q ì‘·́  J$‘·+˝À $ìjÓ÷–+#·T≈£îH˚̋ ≤, #·T≥TºÁ|üø£ÿ\ yê]øÏ ne>±Vü≤q ø£*–+#˚̋ ≤
Áb˛‘·‡Væ≤+#ê*.

` ôd’Hé‡ ` >∑‹o\yÓTÆq~, ùV≤‘·Tã<ä›yÓTÆq~, ãTTEe⁄ #˚ùd≥≥Te+{Ï~. ø±ã{Ïº $<ë´s¡Tú\T Á|ü‘·́ ø£å
|ü]o\q, nqTuÛÑe|üPs¡«ø£+>± H˚s¡TÃ≈£îH˚̋ ≤ uÀ~Û+#ê*.

` ôd’Hé‡˝Àì @ n+X¯yÓTÆHê Á|üjÓ÷>∑+, ÁbÕC…øº̆ , ÄøÏº${°, yÓ÷&É̋ Ÿ y˚TøÏ+>¥, Äã‡πs«wüHé, ø£«#·Ã¤̇ j·TsY,
|ò”̋ Ÿ¶ esYÿ‡, ôV≤πs“]j·TyéT‡ e+{Ï @<√ ˇø£ s¡÷|ü+˝À yÓTT‘êÔìøÏ dü÷º&Ó+{Ÿ‡øÏ nqTuÛÑyê\q+~dü÷Ô,
n+<ä]˙, Á|ü‘·́ ø£å+>± bÕ˝§ZH˚̋ ≤ #˚dü÷Ô H˚]Œ+#ê*.

` eT+∫ JeHêìøÏ n‘·́ edüs¡yÓTÆq ªªXÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\Tµµ $<ë´]ú̇  $<ë´s¡Tú\˝À ô|+bı+~+|ü CÒj·T&É+
Á|ü‹ ôd’Hé‡ {°#·sY jÓTTø£ÿ ‘·ø£åD ø£s¡Ôe´+.

` eT+∫ nuÛÑ́ düq+ >∑‘· nqTuÛÑyê\ MT<ä m≈£îÿe>± Ä<Ûës¡|ü&ç ñ+≥T+~.

` C≤Hé &É÷´sT÷ Á|ü‹bÕ~+∫q≥Te+{Ï ªªnqTuÛÑyê‘·àø£ nuÛÑ́ düq+µµ e\q H˚s¡TÃ≈£îqï $wüj·÷\T
m≈£îÿe ø±\+ >∑Ts¡TÔ+{≤sTT. Äj·÷ $wüj·÷\qT <Ó’q+~q J$‘·+˝À m≈£îÿe>±
$ìjÓ÷–+#·T≈£î+{≤s¡T. ‘·<ë«sê Jeq+ Äs√>∑́ ø£s¡+, Äq+<äeTj·TeTe⁄‘·T+~.

` Á|ü‹ ôd’Hé‡ {°#·sY nìï s¡ø±\ yÓ’j·TTøÏÔø£ uÒ<Ûë\T >∑\ $<ë´]ú̇ , $<ë´s¡Tú\+<ä]ì πøe\+ ‘·s¡>∑‹
>∑~˝ÀH̊ ø±≈£î+&Ü nH̊ø£ s¡ø±\ j·÷øÏº${°dt <ë«sê Á|ü‘·́ ø£å+>± bÕ˝§ZH̊≥≥T¢ #̊dü÷Ô Á|ü‘·́ ø£å nqTuÛÑyê\
q+~dü÷Ô, uÀ~Û+∫, ‘·<ë«sê XÊÁd”Ôj·T HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\qT ô|+bı+~+∫, düe÷C≤_Ûeè~∆̋ À bÕ\T |ü+#·T≈£îH̊
XÊÁd”Ôj·T <Ûäèø£Œ<∏ä+, HÓ’‹ø£ $\Te\T, kÕe÷õø£ $\Te\T, eT+∫ q&Ée&çø£, Áø£eT•ø£åD, ̇ ‹,ìC≤sTTr,
düeTj·Tdü÷Œ]Ô >∑\ πs|ü{Ï uÛ≤$ bÂs¡T\qT r]Ã~<ë›*.
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ONE DAY STATE LEVEL SEMINAR ON  

 

“Emerging Trends in Science Education” 
      
 

PERSONAL DETAILS                            

Name of the participant : BOLLAPU MADHAVI 

Qualification   : MSc,MA,Med. 

Address   :H.No-2-79,Nyalkal  

village,Mugpal,Nzb-503230 

Working Place   :MPUPS,Gaggupally,Armoor mandal,Nizamabad Dist. 

Phone number   : 9491314793 

Email ID                                 :madhavibollapu337@gmail.com 

                                

THEME - “EMERGING TRENDS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION” 

 

SUB THEME –“EXPERIMENTAL LEARNING IN SCIENCE AND  

                             DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE SKILLS.” 

 

TOPIC –“EXPERENTIAL LEARNING – AN EFFECTIVE LEARNING FOR  

DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE SKILLS" 

 

(I) INTRODUCTION: 

“For the things we have  to learn before we can do them. We learn by doing them”.-Aristotle 

John Dewey(1859-1952) 

 

Writes the importance of experimental components educational content,argues education 

should be social and interactive. 

John Dewey suggests that experience refers to an individual’s interaction with his/her external 

environment. 

 

Development of science skills help the learners achieve the aim of acquiring knowledge 

in the true sense of term.Experimental learning arouses curiosity and draws pupils attention to 

the Wonders of the living world in order to promote thinking in students  
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Opportunities should be provided by making all the means to perform activities and 

support students for experimental learning  

A proper training of scientific skills, inculcation of scientific aptitude an attitude must be 

the purpose of teaching biology 

Attaching meaning to information we receive and activities we do. People learn best 

when there personally involved in the learning experience 

A learner must agree, be willing and desire to meet the objective of learning.A learner 

must be open to learning and must beinvolved in the learning process. 

(II) OBJECTIVES: 

1. To develop pupil’s skills in solving everyday problems by means of scientific knowledge. 

2. To develop the habit of observing and reporting results of experiments and measurements. 

3. To develop scientific temper and spirit of scientific enquiry and capacity for independent and 

original thinking. 

4. To develop the habit of working hard and appreciate the contributions of science and scientists 

for human wellbeing 

5. To protect, preserve and conserve the natural environment and to make judicious use of 

natural resources. 

6.To develop leadership capabilities to a significant level. 

(III) DESIGN OF PRESENTATION: 

An activity is significant because it offers a concrete form to develop abstract ideas and 

experiences. 

Experience is not simply any event that happens. It is an event with meaning. 

Students learn best when they are personally involved in the learning experience. 

Experial learning is the process of acquiring skills and expertise by doing things. 

The following are the skills developed by experiential learning (activity based learning) 

1.Observation skill 

2.Classifying 

3.Inferring. 

4.Application skill. 

5 Experimentation skill 

6.Collecting data 
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7.Analysing data  

8.Problem solving  

9.Drawing conclusions 

 

1.OBSERVATION SKILL: 

 This is the first step in getting through the method of acquiring truth.Observation is the skill 

different from merely seeing something.To see some object In order to find out its minute details 

with a view to describe it is called observation. Correct observation leads to correct inferences. 

There are many instances to quote from our Academic books which play a vital role for the 

development of observation skill  

In class sixth standard the first topic “Our Food” 

student starts observation of different types of food 

materials,methods of preparation, how animals and 

plants play a vital role in our daily life 

OUTCOME:students try to list out various food 

ingredients,methods of preparation,utilisation of 

condiments and dry fruits,develop skills by vegetable 

carving by observing. 

In class seventh standard lesson of Reproduction in plants till then student does not have 

the concept about parts of flower and that flowers are Unisexual bisexual complete and 

incomplete flower. 

OUTCOME:Student starts observing whenever he comes across flowers from then he or she 

realises Fruit formation is such a complicated process and the fruit is really the part of the flower. 

In which the seeds grow.He or she developes the concept not to Waste food.He also frames a  

concept about role of insects and birds in fruit formation and that he should not harm them. Until 

then he throws away waste potatoes he will remove the eyes of potatoes and plant in the soil to 

observe them grow.  

After teaching 3rd unit 10th lesson “Changes around us” 

 OUTCOME:Student observes changing milk to curd,finding conditions for making curd. 

He observes the changes in Shadow during winter and summer seasons  

 

After teaching lesson 13 “Seed dispersal” 4th unit to 7th standard students  

OUTCOME: Student observes different types of seeds and collect them.Dispersal through wind 

until then students does not concentrate he is unaware of seeds. Thatfly before him. That is 

milkweed. Maple seeds etc,but after this knowledge of seed dispersal he will observe the seeds. 

He sprinkles water On fruits of Crossandra and observes the seed dispersal. 

He analysis How seed dispersal is essential for life. 
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2.CLASSIFYING SKILLS: 

 

While teaching the lesson Acids And BasesI made students to involved in the activity of 

classification by instructing them prior one day to get all the substances required I made them to 

perform the activity with Litmus papers  

OUTCOME: Students performed activity by themselves and classified acids and bases,identified 

indicators performing experiments with turmeric paper by writing their school name on it with 

great enthusiasm.  

They came to know about the black magic which are very familiar  especially in rural areas they 

came to know that the gas used in the flame extinguisher is carbon dioxide by performing the 

experiments with lime water and egg shell. 

 
 

3.INFERRING : 

 

`In class 6th V unit “Materials And Things” while teaching this chapter several concepts 

where developed  

 

OUTCOME:Student frames a concept about materials and States,solubility and insolubility of 

things by performing an activity. He infers about the materials and he draws conclusions. Basing 

on the observations sinking or floating in water activity finds weather predictions are correct or 

wrong by dropping objects vegetables etc 

 

After teaching lesson 17 Changes Around Us in 7th class 4th unit  

OUTCOME: Student infers various kinds of changes observes the changes in the magnesium 

ribbon .He infers there is a change in composition. 
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After teaching 3rd unit in 6th class Plants Parts And Functions and performing activity on 

transpiration  

OUTCOME: Student inferes about the transpiration and its importance in daily life and infers 

what happens if transpiration does not takes place in plants. 

 

 
 

4.APPLICATION  SKILLS:  

In 6th class 2nd unit Separation Of Substances by teaching this we can develop application skill 

in students  

OUTCOME:By performing several activities like sieving and filtration and chromatography 

student frames a concept about how substances can be separated from a mixture,how impurities 

can be removed from water in rainy season to avoid diseases.Majority of the families are from 

agriculture background in rural areas student applies the process of winnowing practically. 

 

While teaching the lesson 9 Reflection Of Lightin class seventh third unit student identifies the 

application of convex and concave lenses in real life  

OUTCOME : Student admires with enthusiasm Periscope preparation how an image is formed in 

a mirror,Lateral inversion,Formation of multiple images He recognises the importance of its 

application. In real life He applies the principle involved in Garden box preparation and 

kaleidoscope preparation in real life 
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5.EXPERIMENTATION SKILLS: 

In biology certain laboratory skills are crucial to experimental learning. 

Use of microscope arranging the Apparatus correctly and efficiently to perform dissection with 

perfection. 

 

After teaching lesson Food Componentsin class seventh students develop the recognition,listing 

of food components by performing experiments with various food items. 

OUTCOME:Student gain knowledge about balance diet and knows how to avoid junk food. 

 

 In 6th standard 4th unit 13th lesson learning how to to measure after teaching the lesson student 

develops basic concepts about conventional ways like hand-span,foot-span,cubic feet etc for 

measurements in daily life  

OUTCOME:By performing activity on measuring thickness of a coin student tries to frame a 

concept on measuring small things with small thickness in real life and measurement of areas of 

irregular surfaces,measurement of volume of regular solids using a measuring cylinder,He 

frames a concept of volume of solids and its measurement. Volume is the measure of the extent 

of space occupied by a body. 

 

 
 

6.COLLECTING DATA SKILL: 

 

In sixth standard ninth lesson about Plants,parts and Functions.,student frames a concept about 

important part of the plant – Root system and anchoring. 
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OUTCOME:Students collects the different types of leaves as he formed a concept about parts of 

a leaves and its venation. 

 

After teaching the lesson –Playing with Magnets 

OUTCOME: Student collects different types of magnets and gathers information about their 

utilization in real life. 

 

After teaching the Fourth lesson in sixth class “What do animals eat” 

OUTCOME:Student develops the collecting skills he gathers the animals of herbivores, 

carnivores and omnivores. 

7.ANALYSING DATA : 

After teaching third unit of 8th lesson Air Winds And Cyclones, 

student makes illustrations that air is present everywhere. Student utilizes low cost,No cost 

material to perform an activity that air expands on heating. Hot air is lighter than cold air. 

OUTCOME: Student analysis that uneven heating on the earth causes wind moments. Cyclones 

are caused due to wind travelling. At high speed due to difference in air pressure.Student 

analyses that it has become easier to study Cyclones with the help of Advanced technology, like 

Satellites and radars. 

Preparation of Anemometer: 

OUTCOME: Student measures the wind speed and direction counting number of rotations per 

minute and analysis the data. 

 
 

8.PROBLEM SOLVING: 

After teaching the lesson 7 Electricity in class7 second unit  

OUTCOME: Student develops problem solving skills he frames an Idea that wastage of 

electricity can be reduced by using fluorescent tube lights in place of bulbs.He will be made 

aware to use “fuse” as safety device in electric circuit. 

After teaching the topic Water Too Little To Waste.,4th unit of 7th class  

OUTCOME: This leads to thought provoking “Conservation of water and wastewater 

management”(recycle).How waste water should be treated before being released to water bodies. 
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9.DRAWING CONCLUSIONS: 

After teaching the lesson Respiration In Organisms in 3rd unit of 7th class  

OUTCOME: Student compares the animals basing on the respiratory organs and plants basing on 

stomata and lenticelsfor gas exchange. 

He prepares a bottle aquarium and draw conclusions how plants and animals that live underwater 

respire.   

He  imagines the lungs of various animals,size of the animals and size of the lungs. 

 

After teaching the lesson 15 Light Shadows And Images in 

class 6th standard  

Student understands about the need of light to see objects  

OUTCOME: Student draws conclusion about 

Opaque,Transparent and translucent substances and the type 

of substances which form Shadows. 

 

Various Other Activities For Developing Science Skills  

PROJECT WORKS: 

As project work is one of the the tools of field activities in the the CCE method We are giving 

project works on current issues which are related to to our textbooks to students to gather 

information in group  

OUTCOME: It enables the students to develop problem solving skills along with 

Coordination,Corporation and Convergence. 

 

We conducted a project on “Utilisation of toilets-prevention of open defecation”  in our village 

Gaggupally to  create awareness among villages by conducting survey.We brought change in 

attitude of people towards open defecation. 

Happy to be part of swachh Bharat Abhiyan.We participated in in National Children Science 

Congress-19 NCSC and appreciated by our DEO ShriDurga Prasad sir. 

 

 
 

FIELD TRIPS: 

We visited a vermicompost unit in our nearby village in Armoor with sixth and seventh standard 

students. 
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OUTCOME: Students had a practical experience about how compost is prepared from domestic 

waste and agricultural waste.Rearing of earthworms. 

We participated in science exhibition at Nizamabad with a project on”Vermicompost-a boon to 

agriculture” and got selected to state level participated at Siddipet for 3 days,appreciated by 

Siddipet DEO and SCERT director Sheshu Kumari madam. 

 

 

 

In October 2019 we participated in Science exhibition with Topic “Anaemia free India –A dream 

worth dreaming” and got selected at district level. 

 

We also visited our nearby field to have a practical experience on  

1. Working of  Harvester. 2. Working of a Turmeric Boiler. 

OUTCOME: Students came to know about the working system of this machines and how  

science and technology has made agriculture easy by manufacturing such machines. 

Students had a practical view about utilisation of timber in a large scale for steaming turmeric 

which leads to deforestation and also evolving of huge amount of smoke and hence there should 

be  a planningfor supplement.   
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HarithaHaaram: 

1.Since 2015 I am planting a sapling on occasion of my birthday along with students in school 

premises to bring about awareness of importance of plants to motivate them in the same direction 

2.In this academic year 2019-2020  I distributed 105 plant saplings to all my students on 

occasion of my birthday by gathering plant saplings from nearby nursery personally this was 

published in Eenadu daily news paper on 3-08-2019. 

OUTCOME: Student started taking special care air about the plants,they also started planting 

saplings on their birthdays. 

 

(IV) IMPLICATIONS: 

1.By conducting all these activities student gains concrete experiences 

2.Memorable activities can be performed by students which acts as good motivation to learn 

3.Commitment to learning is highest when people are free and actively engaged 

4.Easy to transfer knowledge and skills in which people and consequences are real 

5.Eco friendly behaviour can be nurtured from childhood itself by all these activities 

 

(V) CONCLUSION: 

Science is progressive pragmatic and modifiable.New ideas,theories and generalizations should 

be warmly welcomed 

Open mindedness , not believing in superstitious and being  always ready for accepting new 

ideas supported by sound evidences are the core characteristics of science. 

As a teacher we should aim at developing these characteristics in students 

 

(VI) REFERENCES : 

1.Textbook of biological science 6
th
 and 7

th
 classes TS government. 

2.My own experiences in classroom and field level  

3.Various articles about experiential learning and development of science skills  

4.Books on methods of teaching biological science. 
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Sub Theme -   EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN SCIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF 

SCIENCE SKILLS. 

TITLE :  USE OF VARIED & STIMULATING TEACHING-LEARNING RESOURCES.    

INTRODUCTION-                                         

Most of the schools in our country are not well equipped with labs and appropriate teaching aids. 

Teachers, irrespective of their subject can plan to use the simple and domestic materials available around them 

as teaching aids which have access to children and have correlation of contents to daily life for better 

understanding and long retention. These resources which are easily found in every house can be used or 

demonstrated by children at home by themselves without any ones help for self learning and good kinesthetic 

activities. 

1.. Effervescence: Take soda water and drop an antacid tablet in to it. We observe bubbles of carbon dioxide 

gas evolving out from the solution or shake any cold aerated drink available in the market open the lid after 

shaking it well. 

2. Chemicals in kitchen: 

(i) Acids:  lemon extract or orange juice(citric acid), sour curd(lactic acid), tomato juice(oxalic acid),grape 

extract (ascorbic acid) etc. 

(ii)Bases: Baking soda(sodium bicarbonate), quick lime(chuna =calcium oxide),tooth pastes. 
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(iii)Indicators: Turmeric paste acts as a natural indicator which remains 

yellow in acids and turns red in bases. Boiled and filtered thick extract of 

beetroot or purple cabbage also is a good natural indicator( magenta in acids  

green in bases). 

 

3.Corrosion and its removal : Corroded layers of copper and Aluminium 

vessels can be cleaned using lemon, tamarind etc containing acids which shows reaction between metal oxides 

and acids forming salt and water. 

4.Bernoulis principle  can be demonstrated in the following 3 ways -  Hold a straw vertically and blow air 

from one end and the other end place a small plastic ball, it starts floating in the air at the same place or Take a 

small strip of paper of rectangular shape and hold one end of it with two fingers and blow air on top of it so that 

the air blown flows over the paper and the paper moves up or floating a small plastic ball on the fast moving air 

of hair dryer. 

5.Air pressure: a) A glass is fully filled with water up to its rim and is covered with a cardboard of 

approximately 5x5cm and leave it upside down. The pressure exerted by air on cardboard makes it stick to glass 

without falling. b) Having cold drink using straw involves air pressure and this principle is involved in the 

working of pipette in laboratory. c) Taking ear drops using dropper involves air pressure difference and this 

principle is involved in the working of dropper in laboratory. 

6. The inverse relation of pressure and surface area –  can be explained by the sharp end of knife, safety 

pins,  iron nails etc and on the other hand use of wide strap bags, use of flat shoes and not pointed sandals give 

example of reducing the pressure by increasing the surface area. 

7.White cotton cloth as filter paper- Take a plastic bottle and cut the bottle horizontally towards  its mouth 

end in such a way that from the opening end downwards  to 4 to 5 cm, so that it acts as funnel and we can use it 

by placing a small piece of white cloth on to it. 

8. Pascals Law Demonstration-Take a one litre plastic bottle(any cold drink or pet bottle) and make 3 holes 

having 5 to 6 cm difference them on the same line and cover the holes with tape.  Fill the bottle with water and 

slowly remove the tape from the 3 holes and you observe the difference in pressure with which water comes out 

from the three holes. 

9. Exosmosis- Take three glass tumblers, half filled with pure water and label them as P,Q and R. Take pure 

water in P, add one spoon of salt in tumbler Q and two spoons of salt in tumbler R. Drop few raisins in three 

tumblers and leave it for few hours and we observe the process of endosmosis and exosmosis with difference in 

concentration of solutions taken . 

10. Diffusion: The property of diffusion can be explained by lighting an incense stick at some distance  or 

placing a drop of water on cotton cloth. 

11. Funnel : Take a 500ml plastic bottle and cut it horizontally from the mouth end of the bottle for about 5cm 

height so that it can be used as a funnel and place a white and clean cotton cloth of  circular shape which is 5cm 

to 6cm  radius, so that it can be used as filter paper and this setup can be used for filtration process. 
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12. Convection: Place a drop of ink or turmeric, slowly in a glass of hot water, we observe the colour spreading 

to complete water with out mixing showing the process of convection. The three different processes of 

transmission of heat conduction, convection and radiation can be explained easily by arranging the students 

stand in a line and pass an object in three different ways. 

13. Humidity: we can prove that humidity is present in air by placing cold water in a bottle on a table and by 

observing the droplets of water formed on its outer surface. 

14. Conductivity of water by stem: place a small twig containing white flowers in a glass tumbler containing 

coloured water and leave it for few minutes. we observe colour on the petals of flower due to the  conductivity 

by stem. 

15. kinesthetic learning:  

 (i). To explain the “Types of chemical Reactions”. For eg. 

a)Combination Reaction –(A+B  AB) Student A sitting on a bench and student B sitting on the other bench 

can be asked to sit together on one bench. 

B )Decomposition Reaction - (PQ   P+Q) students P&Q sitting on a bench can be asked to move and sit 

separately on two benches. 

c) Displacement Reaction- (X+YZ---XZ+Y)one student X can ask other student Y sitting with Z to move to 

other bench and X sits with Z. 

d) Double Displacement Reaction-  (AB+CD---AD+CB) Two pairs of students sitting on separate benches 

can be asked to exchange their friends positions. 

 

 (ii) After explaining the structure of plant and animal cells by drawing the diagram on the board ,all the 

students of the class can be involved to form different cell organelles like central nucleus, vacuoles, cell 

membrane etc.and mention the functions.(next it can be followed by lab activity by observing cells under 

microscope) 

(iv) A student can be asked to start from a point in the class room and walk towards one direction and next 

change the direction and walk few steps. Measure the distance & displacement of the student practically using a 

scale. This activity can be performed similarly by drawing a circular path in the class room or outside the class 

room a Its exciting for the students.   

 (v) Time and speed activity can be found by making the students run and pick few items at the same distance .       

Calculate these values in other units too.   
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16.Property of transparency of light –pour water in a glass tumbler, a steel tumbler and a tinted glass tumbler 

to show the properties of transparent, opaque and translucent. 

 

17.Mirrors: A new steel spoon forms a clear image and acts as mirror .The hollow end of spoon acts as 

concave mirror (real and magnified image) and bottom end of spoon as convex mirror (forms virtual and erect 

image). 

 18.Thermal conductivity-place a steel spoon, wooden spoon, plastic spoon ,copper or brass spoon in a bowl 

of     boiling water (students can be asked to touch other end of spoons ) and also boiled water in a tea kettle 

with    plastic or wooden handle. 

19.Density-one Kg of iron(small block of iron ) and one Kg of wooden piece have same mass but different 

volume, but show different densities.(Density =mass/volume). 

Fill half of a glass tumbler with water ,slowly drop a stone or a  banana or a  potato, these all solids sink in 

water showing that they have high density than water .If cap of a bottle or a plastic ball are dropped in water, 

they float showing that they are lighter than water. To explain the difference in densities of liquids, we can 

slowly add a spoon of any edible oil to a half filled glass, where oil being lighter than water floats on water and 

if we add a spoon of honey in water it slowly sinks to bottom being heavier than water. 

20.Relative Density(R.D.)-  a) R.D. >1 :place a tomato in a glass bowl  of water(half filled with water) and we 

observe that it sinks to the bottom of the container,it shows that the relative density of tomato  is greater than 

1.(b) R.D.<1 :place a brinjal in other  glass bowl of water and we observe that it floats on water, showing that 

the relative density of brinjal is less than 1.c)R.D.=1 :place a lemon in the third glass bowl of water and we 

observe it floats inside water. 

 Take 3 similar glass tumblers and fill half of them with pure water. Add one spoon of common salt in second 

tumbler and stir well and add two or three spoons of common salt in third tumbler and stir well so that we get 

pure water, salt water and high salty water. Drop one egg slowly in each tumbler and we observe egg sinks  in 

first tumbler(R.D>1), egg floats in second tumbler(R.D<1) and in third egg floats inside water(R.D=1). 

21. Miscibility or Solubility:  (i) Miscibility –  a)liquid +liquid(water +milk or cooking oil + ghee or water+ 

honey)  b) liquid + solid(water +sugar or water +salt or milk +sugar) 

(ii) Immiscibility- a) liquid +liquid (milk +ghee or water +oil  or  milk + cooking oil)                                                          

b) liquid +solid ( oil + salt or water + pulses) 
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(iii) To show the solubility of gases in water, boil the water and observe the bubbles of dissolved oxygen 

evolving out of water which remain dissolved in water at room temperature and open the lid of an aerated drink 

bottle to show how bubbles of carbon dioxide gas become insoluble with increase in temperature to the room 

temperature. 

22.Rectilinear propagation of light: Take a 300 or 500ml empty plastic or glass bottle and fill ¾ th of it with 

water. Light an incense stick and hold it inside the bottle in the top empty area so that the smoke emitted from it 

fills the empty area for few minutes(around 10 min).Next close the bottle with its cap and bring a laser light(a 

small laser light which kids play having button cells) to focus the light on to the smoke filled top area of bottle 

.we can clearly see the straight path of laser light in the smoke (smoke acts as colloid and scatters the light , 

making the path of the light visible).This activity can be performed to show the straight path of light rays at any 

time without the need of dark room  . 

23 .Refraction of light: place a straw or spoon in a glass half filled with water and observe bending of straw 

and spoon due to refraction property of light. Lemon placed inside a glass of water or sweets in sugar syrup 

appear big due to refraction of light. (A  plastic bottle cut in the given shape can be used as tumbler).You can 

see the difference in densities of various items resulting in floating and sinking. 

24. Model making- simple available domestic materials can be used for model making like, card board, wood, 

newspaper, vegetables, fruits, cloth, etc. A model of bacteria is made using bottle gourd, and a cake, 

paramecium with a sole of slipper etc. these can be low cost and bring creativity of children. 

 

CONCLUSION- 

These are few illustrations which can be given to students to understand the science concepts much more, 

easier by connecting to daily life. It is the duty of Teachers to connect the science topics to surroundings 

in simpler ways where ever possible for not only better understanding and long term retention too. 
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INTRODUCTION  : -                        

        ాంప క  బ ధనల  అభ సన ప య ఉ ా య డ  ం కృతం ా జ . ా  మ ర త న  ఆధు క 

ాం కతను ం ం ంచుక ంట న  ఈ ాలంల  ర వడం ా అభ సనం అ  ప య అత ంత మ ఖ ం . ప గ 

ర హణ ా, వ గత మ య  ామ క ాజక ల  ేయడం ా ,   ా ా ం ాలను ర ల  చ ంచడం ా, 
బ మ ల  యడం, నమ ల  తయ ర  ేయడం, ప మ యప క ాలను తయ ర ేయడం ా ర ల  బ ధన 

ామ ా లను సులభం ా ర క ంట ర . ఈ ా ణ త క నంల  ర ల  తమ  పనుల  చుర ా ఉండడ  

ాక ం  ా  మధ  ఒక స త న గ ణ త క న సంబం ల  ర గ పడ . త ా సులభం ా  పమ ణ లను 

ా ంచ గల గ ర . 

ర వడం ా అభ ించడం అ  ప యల  ఉ ా య ల క  ాత:-- 

● ఉ ా య డ  తన వృ  ంచడం ల  గం ా ేయవల ినమ ఖ న ప య. 

● ర లను ర వడం ా అభ ించడం శ ా ించడం  అనుగ ణం  ాజ   

అం ంచటం. 

● ప ంచద న అనుభ ాలను ఎంచు వడం ర లక  త న వనర లను అం ంచడం ా రక  

మ య  మ న ిక భదత క  ప తి లను సృ ించడం అభ సన ప య సులభతరం ేయడం . 

● ఉ ా య  క  ల ణ ల .ఉ ా య డ  స యం లక అ స అవ ా ాలను గ ం  ాట   

ర ం లే  త ం  

● అం ే ాక ం  ప ాల ర హణ మ య  స న ప ా ాల  ఆ ష రణ వంట షప తి ల   

ఉ ా య డ  సహక ం . 

● ర ల మధ  ట ా వరణ  క ంచడం ,అం ే ాక ం  ర ల మధ  స  సంబం లను ం ం ం లే  

ేయడం. 

● ఉ ా య డ  తన ర న బ ధ  ామర ం  తన అనుభ ాలను జ గత ా ఎను క  బ ధ సన ేపట . 
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● ఈ బ ధ సన ప యల ా ర లల  ౖప ణ ల  అ వృ  ంెద , అనూహ  ప తి లను 
ఎదు వ  ా  అభ స  డ డ  ,సహజ ప ణ మ ల నుం  ర వ , మ య  

జయ పజయ లను ం ంట  సమ నం ా చూ  వన ం ం ంచడం ా ా యీ  పమ ణ ల  ఇల  ేయడం 

ఉ ా య ల క  ాత ల  లకం. 

ల ల :-  

● మ ర, అమ ర వ ల స త  వ ాసం.  

● వ ాస బ ధన పథమ సూత న ఆచరణ ా అభ ర లను అమల  ేయడం ప గ పద  మ య  బ మ ల  

యడం,నమ ల  తయ ర  ేయడం ా ర లల  బ ధన ామ ా లను ం ం ంచడం. 

● వ ా ా  సంబం ం  అమ ర వ లను ప ాల ా స వరం ా వ ం  ేపయత ం ేయడం. 

● మ ర వనల  ం ం ంచ  సం బ మ ల  యడం మ య  నమ ల  తయ ర  ేయడం ా ర లల  

స ా ాత క న జ  అం ంచటం. 

●  ేయడం ా ర క న  జ నం ఎం  ల ౖన  ాబట ఈ ధం ా ప ాల  ేయ ల  మ య  నమ ల  

తయ ర  ేయ లన  ాట  ప మ య ఉపకరణ లను  తన ప స ాల  గ ం ేల  ేయడం 

● ర లను గ ా మ ల  ేయడం వలన ా ల  సృజ త కత ా యీ ౖఖ  ప ల శ  సహ ార వం , 

హసల ఘవం ౖప ణ లను ం ం ం ేల  ేయడం.  

● త ా ర లల అభ సన ఆస యకం ా ేయడం. 

ప మ య  బ ధ పకరణ ల ా ప ాల  ే ి, నమ ల ర ం ంచడం : - 

● ప ాల ర హణక  ప క ాల  నడం ఖర  క న షయం. ట  ర ల  తమ ప స ాల  ల ం ే 
వసువ ల  ప క ాలను తయ ర ేసుక  ఉప ంచడం వలన ం  ే  జ నం ర లక  ఎక వ ాలం 

జ పకం ాఉంట ం . 

● ర ల  యేడం ా ర వడం వలన పత  అనుభవం ందు ర . త ా ర ల  అరవంత న అభ సన 

క  ోహదపడ . 
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● ర లక ా యీ పద ల  ణ ల సుం . ా యీ ౖఖర ల  ం ం ం  ేపడ . 

● ర లల  మ ర, అమ ర వనల ంతన ామ ా ల , మర  శ ం ం ం  ేపడ . 

● ర లల  ప లన, ా ణ త క ౖప ణ ల , సృజ త కత అ వృ  ంెదు . 

● ప మ య ఉపకరణ ల తయ  వలన ర ల  ఆత ా సం త ాద దృక థం, చత రత అ వృ  ెందు . 

● ఉ ా య ల  ర ల  తయ ర ే ని ఉపకరణ ల ా ాఠ ాల  సంవత ాలల  స యంసమృ  అవ త ం . 

● ర ల  మ  ే ిన ఉపకరణ లక  ౖజ క పదర నల  ఉం న తమ ామ ా  ర ంిచు వచు . 

  సం ను ప  తరగ  ల  ర లను గ ప ల ా భ ం  ఆయ  తరగత ల వ ాస ా ాలక  సంబం ం న 

 ప ాల  మ య  నమ ల  ర ం ం న త న సమ రం క ం  ే ధం ా త ంచడం జ ం  .త ా ఆయ  

ా ా ం ాలక   సంబం ం న ప మ య ప క ాలను ర లను గ ం  ా ా ంశంల  ప ాలను ర ంచ  ాను 
తమ ప స ాలల  ల ం  ేప గ ప క ాలను గ ంచడం జ ం . 

మ  ర ల  తమ ప స ాలల  ల ం న ప మ య ఉపకరణ ల జ  : - 

ప మ య ఉపకరణం అసల  ఉపకరణం ప జనం 

ి  పం బ  బర  ప ాలను  యే ట సం 

కంట, ె  ి  ప  ంి  ి  సూ కలను య  

 బ  నూ  డబ  ల  క  ా   దవప ాలను ల వ  

మం ర ప వ  ై  ఆ ం  సూ క 

మ రసం ం య ఆమం ప ాల  

క న కలప బ ద యం  టౖటష   

 

 

LAB ACTIVITIES 
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ఆ ం న ఫ తం 

ఉ ా య డ  తన ర ల  ర ప గం ా ఉన  వసువ ల  ప మ య ప క ాలను తయ ర  ే  ిఉప ంచడం 

మ య  ాట  నమ ల  తయ ర  ేయడం వల ప క ాల రత రడ  ాక ర లల  ప లన, ా ణ త క 

ౖప ణ ల  మ య  సృజ త కత అ వృ  ంెదు . 

ల  యడం నమ ల  తయ ర  ేయడం ా వ ప ారం. 

ాసవ వసువ ల  ప ర ాల నమ ల . ట  య దృశ  ఉపకరణ ల  అ  క  అంట ర . 

ఒక ాస క వసువ ను ర లక  చూ ంి నప డ  ర లల   గ ం  అ ాయం ఏర డ త ం  ఒక ళ అ  

ాధ ం ా  ప ంల  నమ ల  చూ ంిచడం వల అల ంట అనుభవం ఏర డట  అవ ాశం ఉంట ం . ఇ  వలం క త 

అనుభ ాలను మ త  క ా  ార  వసువ  ఎంత ప మ ణంల  ా  , న ా ా  ల  ద ా  ఉంట ం  . 

నమ ల  ర ాల  

I)  వ ం  డ  : - 

ాసవ వసువ  ఎల  ప  ేసుం ో ఆ ప  అల  సులభ న ల  చూ ంి  ేవ ం  డ . 

ఉ హరణక  మ నవ  ల  రక పసరణ వ వస, సరక వ వస దలగ న . 

II)  ా ణ సంబంధ నమ ల :- 

ఒక అం ా  ంె న ాసవ తర  అం ాలను చూప . 

ఉ హరణక  గ ం  ె ా ణమ  దడ  ా ణం వ వ ాయ ప మ ట  ల ంట నమ ల . 

III)  సర కృత నమ ల  :-  

ఈ నమ ల  ాస క వసువ  క  బ హ  ా ణ  య తధం ా ాక ం  ఇంచు ంచు ా చూప . 

ఉ హరణక  ర ల  తయ ర  ే  జంత వ ల , జల చకం, దలగ న . 
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ఇ  ాసవ తర  ల  దగర ా లనప ట  క  ా ణ త క ల వలను క  ఉంట . 

 ఇల ంట నమ లను ర ల  తయ ర  ేయడం వల , ా ల  ప ణత, సృజ త కత మ య  ౖప ణ ల  

ం ం ంచబడ . 

 

FEM ALE REPRODUCTION        WATER CYCLE 

 INNOVATION IN M ODEL M AKING : - 

నమ ల  ర ం ంచడం ా ర లల  మ ర వ లను ం ం ంచవచు . 

ను పదవ తరగ  వ ాసం ల  యంతణ సమన య వ వస ాఠంల  దడ  ా ణమ  మ య  ధులక  సంబం ం న  

షయ  నమ ా తయ ర  ేయడం జ ం .  

దడ  ా ణం మ య  ధుల  ర వడం ర లక  ంత కషతర న  ను ం ను. ారణం నలబల  ౖ దడ  

ా ణ  సంబం ం న బ మ   ి ాల  గ ం  ా  వ ం నప డ  తరగ ల   42 ర లక  ాను వలం 6 మం  

ర ల  మ త   అరం ేసుక ర .  

దడ  ా ణం మ య  ధులక  సంబం ం  ా ా ంశం ర ల ర వడం కషతరం అవ త న  ావ న సం ాత 

ల  బౖ  ను సు   ౖ దడ ల  ాలను ం    ి  ఎ ఈ  బల ల ను మ య  ఆ  /  ఆ  ి  లను 
అమ  వ ం నప డ   ిలల  ఎం  ఆస కరం ా ను ర ం ం న దడ  ా ణం నమ ను ప ంచడ  ాక 

 ర లందర  అవ ాహన ేసుక ర . 

ఈ ధం ా ాఠ  ప సకంల  అం ాలను ధ పమ ణ లక  అనుగ ణం ా, 
ర లక సులభం ా ర క  ధం ా ే ినప డ  ా ల  బ ధన ామ ా ల  

ం ం ంచబడ .  
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ప గ ర హణ, బ మ ల  యడం నమ ల  తయ ర  ేయడం వంట  పమ ణ ల ా 
ర లల  ర వడం ా అ సనం ప యను సులభతరం ేయడంల  ా ం న ఫ ల  

ఉ ా య డ  తన ర ల  ర ప గం ా ఉన  వసువ ల  ప మ య ప క ాలను తయ ర  ే  ిఉప ంచడం మ య  

ాట  నమ ల  తయ ర  ేయడం వల ప క ాల రత రడ  ాక ర లల  ప లన , ా ణ త క ౖప ణ ల  మ య  

సృజ త కత అ వృ  ెందు . 

● నమ ల  గ  ల  భ ష త ను ెల పగలవ .బ ధన అం ాలను  తరగ  గ  సుక  ావడం ాధ ం ా  సంద ా లల  

నమ లను ఉప ంచవచు . 

● నమ ల  ర లక  మ ర వన లను  క ా . 

● ౖప ణ లను పద ం  యేవల  ివ నప డ  క  ాడవచు .. 

● వ ాస వ లక  సంబం ం న ల  యడం ా, నమ ల  తయ ర  యేడం, ా  యడం ా తన సమ ర 

వ పసరణ ామ ా  ం ం ంచుక ంట ర . 

● బ మ ల  ి వ ంచడం, ల ా అ వ కరణ ల ంట అం ాల  ర క ంట ర . 

● సూ వ లను సూ  ద  స యం  చూ  ాట బ మ ల  యడం. 

● తమ అ ాయ లను ,ఆల చనలను సృజ త క ల ా, నమ ల , ప మ య ప క ాల  ేయడం ా 
వ క ార . 

● తను క ం న సమ ా , ఫ లను ధ ఖ  ల ర పంల  వ క ార . 

 

PANCREAS                                        HUM AN KIDNEY 
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Sub theme : 
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Title of the topic : 

Science experiments in primary level 

Introduction : 

There is a need for inculcating the mathematical and scientific skill in the minds of 

students in the primary level. Learning by doing is necessary to teach the concepts of science and 

technology. Teaching the scientific and technical skills practically to the students will become  

useful to them in their future. Not only the theoretical but practical knowledge is very important 

to the students. If practical knowledge is inculcated in the minds of students from the primary 

level it will be an inspiration to them. Experiments may look like small ones in primary level. It 

may not appear to us like an experiment but it will be a good thought to them. Topic can be 

understood comprehensively. 

Objectives : 

1) Inculcating interest among children in science and technology. 

2) Improving the attitude of learning by doing. 

3) Making the future icons of India. 

4) Developing philosophical ideology in pupils. 

5) Simple and effective methods of teaching and learning. 
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6) Developing keen observation skills. 

 

Description of the presentation : 

 There are small experiments in the primary text books to teach them the properties of 

wind around us. They must be done.  Wind creates sound and gives pressure it occupies place. 

We can teach them very attractively through the experiments. We can create sound by tying a 

paper with rubber band to the bowl of a coconut and beating it. We can explain to the students, 

that wind contains weight through an experiment. Take a stick and two balloons. One balloon 

full of air another is empty. These two balloons tie to the stick two sides. What happened? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take a 12 cm long and 1 cm wide paper on both the edges leave a centimeter distance 

and cut the paper partially. Join both the cut ends like a fish. Drop the fish from a certain height 

and observe. What has happened know why it has happened? It’s moved like a fish because air 

pressure on the paper.  

Take a piece of newspaper draw a line in your classroom stand on the line and throw the 

paper. Measure the distance of the paper from the line write down in the table. Now make a loose 

ball with the paper and throw. Note down the distance. Now make a tight ball and throw and note 

down the distance.  

Sl. No. Throw object Distance (cm/m) 

1 Paper 50 cm 
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2 Loosely bound paper 2 m 

3 Tightly bound paper 6 m 

The paper has air around it so it could not travel a long distance. It falls very near. Air did 

not let the paper travel long distance. When the paper is bound loose there is air in the folds of 

the paper which made the ball travel smaller distance when the ball is bound tight it was able to 

push the air and reach a longer distance. 

PARACHUTE 

 Take a polythene cover, cut it into a square in four corners, tie rope individually. And 

then tie the four threads collectively to a small stone as shown in the figure. Throw the cover 

high into the air. Observe the stone falling with the cover. In this way parachutes working in the 

basis of air pressure principle parachute fall slowly to the ground because air stops it from falling 

freely. That is why, the person holding the parachute descends slowly to the ground. Aeroplane 

and helicopters have parachutes. They are use in case of emergencies situations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

POWER OF AIR WIND WILL 

Take    a square shaped paper. Fold the paper into half and fold it further to make it 

square again. Now fold it vertically and horizontally. Now it looks like a flower place this on the 

tip of the pencil lead and blows air though your mouth. This is acts like a wind will.  

With this activity students are understand flowing air has power. It can move that is why 

the paper flower and the wind mill rotate. This power of air is utilized in production of electricity 

with the help of wind mills. This is called wind electricity.  
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In order to inform that air can create pressure, there is another experiment. Take some 

water in a glass and place a thick paper upside and down. If the glass is done upside and down, 

the water in the glass will not come out, as air pushes the paper up from down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There will be bubbles when an empty bottle is dipped into the water. How are the bubbles 

formed? Where have they come from? If you think so there will be air in the bottle advanced. If 

it is dipped into the water bucket. Water will enter the bottle, the air which is already in it will 

come out. As air comes out, the air is seen in the form of water bubbles. 

Through this experiments two things are known to the students. 

1) There will be air in empty vessels.  

2) Liquids will occupy the empty place. 
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Magic : Taking water into the half part of a plate, we have to place a one rupee coin and then we 

have to take the one rupee coin from it without being touched with water. We have to place a 

candle in it (plate) and light it and immediately we have to close the candle with a glass. There 

after the candle will automatically be put out. Then the water which is in the plate will go into 

the glass. The plate will be vacated then it is known to us that the liquids will occupy the empty 

place. Through the glass upon the candle, the oxygen which is in the glass will be consumed to 

light the candle. Zero is formed to light the candle. Water can occupy the place of oxygen. In 

order to acknowledge.  

A student is blowing air into the balloon, on the balloon some note books are placed with 

a support of wood plate. The balloon is bulging upwards. With this experiment we can teach with 

pressure of air we can lift weights. 

Conclusion and implications : 

In addition to the above experiments in primary level there are many other experiments 

for the children to do. When they are turned to so called experiments and doing them they will 

improve the understanding skills they will automatically increase the curiosity. They will have 

thought of experiments in future they should visit temples villages, post office, local offices, 

towns etc as a result they will have thought of all these things and improve their knowledge.  

When we are doing this experiments in classroom children are participated actively. We 

done a experiment in so many times to get good result. This type of so many trails students will 

get logical thinking and patience. It will be very useful in their future.   

References : 

4
th
 & 5

th
 classes EVS 
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I. Abstract 

 Efforts have been made to improve science 

teaching in schools; yet, students performance is 
poor in science subject. Many innovative 
teaching strategies have been developed by 
educators and found to impact significantly on 

students’ academic performance when utilized. 

Hence, the purpose of this paper is to evaluate 
the traditional methods of teaching and to 

suggest other useful teaching methods that can 
be attempted in imparting knowledge to the 

students. The use of innovative methods in 
educational institutions has the potential not 

only to improve education, but also to empower 
people, strengthen governance and galvanize the 

effort to achieve the human development goal 

for the country. 

 

II. Introduction 

Schools have numerous responsibilities, 

including teaching the students observation, 
critical thinking, mathematical reasoning, 

communication and problem-solving skills. The 

science curriculum needs to be strengthened in, 
so that it encourages students to more actively 
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explore their environment. Science when 
properly taught, can help schools fulfill these 

responsibilities because students can apply the 

knowledge and skills learned in their academic 
subjects to solve practical problems in their 

science classes. In particular, developing 
student's conceptual understanding and 

analytical abilities through innovative activities 
enhances student's self-worth and confidence, 

and consequently improves their school-wide 

academic achievement. 

III. Objectives 

The strategic, active engagement of students 

in opportunities to learn through doing, and 
reflection on those activities, which 

empowers them to apply their theoretical 
knowledge to practical endeavors in a 

multitude of settings inside and outside of 
the classroom. The objectives of this paper 

are to focus the following aspects to each 
class room such that they can have a 

pleasure in learning. The teacher's duty is to 
make the student learn science by doing. 

1. Laboratory based learning 

2. problem-based learning 

3. case-based learning 

4. project-based learning 

5. inquiry-based learning 

6. Cooperative learning. 

Experiential learning focuses on learners 
reflecting on their experience of doing 
something, so as to gain conceptual 
insight as well as the practical expertise. 
Kolb’s experiential learning model 
suggests four stages in this process. 

1. active experimentation 

2. concrete experience 

3. reflective observation 

4. Abstract conceptualization. 
 
 

 

IV. Methodology 

Currently science curricula in middle 
schools are failing because teachers and 

students become discouraged with science 
because of the emphasis on math and 

literacy testing, and science gets pushed 
aside for those content areas. Students’ 

interested to produce innovative things 
related to what they learned in science but 

teachers are not able to give importance due 
to a changing of education system. Here are 

a few strategies that can be followed. 

 

a. Live Experimentation 

Design of the Innovation- We, the science 
teachers has many topics such as Mechanics, 
Wave optics, ray optics, electricity, 
electromagnetism, thermodynamics and 
many more... 

In this segment I want to unbox a very 
innovative and useful inexpensive device 
that I use in my class room to explain all the 
activities of ray optics as well as wave 
optics. 

 

Description of the presentation- 

RAY BOX 

Materials required: An empty shoe box, 
LED bulb 10W (AC) or LED bulbs (DC) 

[even sunlight works], sum card board with 
different slits, plane mirror, Concave mirror, 

convex mirrors, bi concave lens, bi convex 
lens, prism, white charts etc. 

 

Dark class room is more effective for ray 
box experiment. Instead of drawing the ray 
diagrams on the black board live 
experimentation creates interest towards 
learning physics among the students 
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It is really a simplest device for no cost and 
students in a group can perform all the 
activities with the help of this. 

Reflection of light by a plane mirror:  

 

 

Place a single slit  in front  of the ray box such 

that  only a beam of light  comes out . Place a 

plane mirror in front  of the beam. We can 

clearly see a reflection of light . 

 

Dispersion of light by a prism:  

 

Place a prism in front of single beam of light  

and on the other side place a white paper. 

We can observe the dispersion of light i.e, 

formation of a rainbow. 

Newton’s prism experiment: 

 

Place another prism in front of the 

formation of rainbow; surprisingly we can 

see the format ion of white colour. 

 

Light rays converging by concave mirror:  
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Place a concave mirror in front of double or 

triple slit, we can clearly understand why a 
concave mirror is called as a converging 

mirror. 

Light rays diverging by a convex mirror:  

 

 

 

Place a convex mirror in front of double or 
triple slit, we can clearly understand why a 

convex mirror is called as a diverging 
mirror? 

 

Light rays diverging by a bi convex lens: 

 

Place a bi convex lens in front of double or 
triple slit, we can clearly understand why a 
bi convex lens is called as a converging 
mirror. 

Interference of waves: 

 

Place a laser light and a double slit in light 
box and keep a piece a CD in front of it and 
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observe its light on the wall. We can clearly 
observe the interference of the waves. 

 

Is it bending of light or total internal 

reflection? 

 

Take a bottle and make a hole in the middle 
of its height. Pour water onto it and beam a 
laser light on to the water coming out of the 
bottle. Now we can observe the light is 
bending but the water flow there behaves 
like an optical fiber there. 

 

V. Conclusions and Implications 

Effective teachers of science create an 
environment in which they and students 

work together as active learners. An 
innovative teaching involves differentiating 

the perspective of the students towards the 
objects in the real world. Teach differently 
and the approach of the students to the 
concepts will change to a great extent. These 
kinds of activities create interest for the 
students to learn more. Concepts like Air 
Pressure, Optics, Kinematics, Dynamics, 
Gravitation, Magnetism, Electricity involve 
terminology that makes students feel 
difficult to learn. The aim of an innovative 

teaching method is to formulate them easily 
through the basic experiments. 

Outcomes-Student's perception towards the 
subject would totally change. The gap 
between "What I am learning and Why I am 
learning" is reduced. These innovative 
techniques improve a rigorous higher order 
and critical thinking skills. It enhances the 
ability to understand even a very difficult 
topic.More interactive teaching and learning 
is involved which help the students to well-
versed with the subject. All-round 
development of an individual takes place. 
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SUB THEM E  

EXPERIM ENTAL LEARNING IN SCIENCE AND DEVELOPM ENT OF SCIENCE 

SKILLS 

TITLE OF THE TOPIC  

D EVOLOPIN G TH E SCIEN C E SKILLS TH ROU GH  

EXPERIM EN TA L LEA RN IN G 

Since the independence, The government of India trying to encourage the scientific 

methods of learning in the country. SCERT and NCERT are trying to involve experiments as 

well as technology in education. 

The education commissions in independent India are also advised to strengthen the 

experiments in science teaching. To encourage the experiments in science the science fairs, 

science seminars, science congress and INSPIRE like programmes are designed and 

sponsored by government.  
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For to develop experimental method in science state and central governments are 

construct and develop the laboratories along with the sanctioning the subject wise posts in 

secondary and higher secondary schools in the country. 

Aim: 

1. By the experiments the students learn better than other methods of learning and 

actively participate. 

2. The participated students develop positive attitude towards science learning. 

3. By this the child will able to understand the science better. 

  The aim of this project to develop the interest and scientific temper among the 

students   

How would the experiments make big impact in science learning? 

 To encourage the students learn better when I asked VI class students to do the 

transpiration experiment after demonstration some of the students like ROSHNI conducted 

the experiment again at their home on holiday with polyethylene cover and a potted plant it 

inspired the  other students to do the same. 

 When the completion of the lesson our food the children made various models from 

vegetables (vegetable carving) 

 

 

 While discussing about the magnets they prepared their own magnets and observed 

the functioning of prepared compass made with the alu pin. 

 In lesson the pupil divided in groups and conducted filtration experiment and 

chromatograph with filter paper and chalk piece. 
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 When we show how to measure the area with graph paper and tape the children divided in 

groups and measured the area of various types of leafs and key chains etc. with graph paper 

and measured the area of table, bench, black board etc 

Result of conducting the lab activity of measuring the volume of liquids by measuring jar.  

When I demonstrated the measuring the volume of liquids and solids by using measuring jar 

in class VII  the students like VISHNU PRIYA, VARSHA and SUCHITRA  have tried to 

measure the volumes of oil and other liquids used in kitchen by self made measuring jar. The 

students like UDAY KIRAN, YASHWANTH were measured the volumes of pens, carom 

board sticker, coins and small stones by using the same method.  

When I conducted the experiments to prove presence of carbohydrate, proteins and 

fats in food materials children collected various food materials like rice, vegetables and tried 

identified the presence of chs, prot and fats in various food materials.  

When conducting the experiments the children brought various fruits and vegetables 

and find out the nature of them. 

After completion of the lesson the children visited the mulberry fields and silk reeling 

unit which is located nearby our school.  

While discussing the electricity lesson the children divided in groups and opened the 

used dry cell and observed the internal parts of it. 

While we are discussing about reproduction in plants the children collected no of 

flowers and observed the number of sepals and petals androecium and gynaecium present in 

various flowers. 

When thy saw the rizopus under microscope they wondered and try to see various 

types of fungus  they collected under it. 

Identifying the microbes present in their surroundings 

 When used to Identify the microbes present in the pond water in VIII Class, Sharanya, 

Akhil and M.Akhil were collected various samples to observe the microbes present in their 

surroundings.   

 The students felt very happy when they saw the live microbes under the microscope 

then they draw the pictures of the same, labelled and pasted on the class room walls. 
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When observing the onion peel the children felt very happy to see nucleus and cell 

wall. 

 in discussion about the microbes children gathered various fungus to observed them. 

While discussion on compost the children visited the compost pit in our school 

ground and collected the samples from that. 

In the lesson reproduction they gathered the frog larva and observed the eggs, tadpole 

ect... 

 

 

Effect of demonstrating the classification of plants in school garden  

 After completion of classification lesion the  students of class IX collected samples of 

nearly 100 plants of their surroundings and prepared a  HERBARIUM with them ANU, 

SRIJA, BHUVANESHWARI and ALEKHYA were involved and gathered the classification 

of the plants and posted them on Herbarium sheets.            
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 Some students were enjoyed by collecting the medicinal plants in their surroundings. 

 

While testing for the blood groups the pupil tested  all the children of their class with 

the kit. 
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In lesson movement of material across the cell membrane the children divided in four 

groups and conducted the experiments with  

1. Kishmish 

2. potato 

3. Egg membrane  

4. Onion peel   

Along with diffusion experiment 

Impact of these activities the children actively participated in science fair in our 

school  
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 While the discussion with the children understands that it is very easy to explain the 

hard and complex concepts through this method very easily and it created the interest and 

scientific temper among the poor standard students also. 

CONCLUSION: 

  By the experimental learning in the science may develop the various skills along with 

the interests and scientific temper among the children of various standards.  

 

        

X class students Observing hydrilla experiment.  
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Emerging trends in science Education 

SUB THEME 

Experiential Learning in science and development of science skills. 

TITLE OF THE TOPIC 

Development of science skills by Experiential learning 

C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ª¶mAhÐ ËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼ç Csû¹ï¶ª¶mAhÐ ËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼ç Csû¹ï¶ª¶mAhÐ ËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼ç Csû¹ï¶ª¶mAhÐ ËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼ç     

v°¸ïvÀ(v°¸ïvÀ(v°¸ïvÀ(v°¸ïvÀ(objectives) 

• ËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµA ¶pdô OµÀhµÀ¶¬vA ÈpAVµfµAËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµA ¶pdô OµÀhµÀ¶¬vA ÈpAVµfµAËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµA ¶pdô OµÀhµÀ¶¬vA ÈpAVµfµAËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµA ¶pdô OµÀhµÀ¶¬vA ÈpAVµfµA    

• C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vOµÀ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµÀdC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vOµÀ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµÀdC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vOµÀ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµÀdC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vOµÀ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµÀd    

• ¥¹¾ªñþå±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¢¸dÀVÉ±ÀµÀfµA¥¹¾ªñþå±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¢¸dÀVÉ±ÀµÀfµA¥¹¾ªñþå±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¢¸dÀVÉ±ÀµÀfµA¥¹¾ªñþå±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¢¸dÀVÉ±ÀµÀfµA    

• CAlµÀs¹dÀ Ê¢À±µOµÀ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶pñhµï°µAS¸ ¶p±¼§wAVÇ C¶CAlµÀs¹dÀ Ê¢À±µOµÀ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶pñhµï°µAS¸ ¶p±¼§wAVÇ C¶CAlµÀs¹dÀ Ê¢À±µOµÀ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶pñhµï°µAS¸ ¶p±¼§wAVÇ C¶CAlµÀs¹dÀ Ê¢À±µOµÀ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶pñhµï°µAS¸ ¶p±¼§wAVÇ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA    

• ¶ªÀñYm¸hµîOµhµ¶mÀ ¶pñlµ±¼÷AVÇ ¤vÀ OµwêAVµfµA¶ªÀñYm¸hµîOµhµ¶mÀ ¶pñlµ±¼÷AVÇ ¤vÀ OµwêAVµfµA¶ªÀñYm¸hµîOµhµ¶mÀ ¶pñlµ±¼÷AVÇ ¤vÀ OµwêAVµfµA¶ªÀñYm¸hµîOµhµ¶mÀ ¶pñlµ±¼÷AVÇ ¤vÀ OµwêAVµfµA    

• Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ¶ªÀvsûµhµ±µA VÉ±ÀµÀfµACsû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ¶ªÀvsûµhµ±µA VÉ±ÀµÀfµACsû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ¶ªÀvsûµhµ±µA VÉ±ÀµÀfµACsû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ¶ªÀvsûµhµ±µA VÉ±ÀµÀfµA    

• C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ sû¹¶¢¶mv¶mÀ nhµïa£hµ ¶ªnéÊ¢¥¹vvÑ C¶mÀ¶¢±¼åA¶p VÉÊªv C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ sû¹¶¢¶mv¶mÀ nhµïa£hµ ¶ªnéÊ¢¥¹vvÑ C¶mÀ¶¢±¼åA¶p VÉÊªv C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ sû¹¶¢¶mv¶mÀ nhµïa£hµ ¶ªnéÊ¢¥¹vvÑ C¶mÀ¶¢±¼åA¶p VÉÊªv C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ sû¹¶¢¶mv¶mÀ nhµïa£hµ ¶ªnéÊ¢¥¹vvÑ C¶mÀ¶¢±¼åA¶p VÉÊªv 

qÒñhµù»¬AVµfµA.qÒñhµù»¬AVµfµA.qÒñhµù»¬AVµfµA.qÒñhµù»¬AVµfµA.    

SUB THEME 

TITLE OF THE TOPIC 

THEME 
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INTRODUCTION 

Œ£lû¸ï±µÀæv ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ Csû¹ï¶ª¶m «¸Œ£lû¸ï±µÀæv ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ Csû¹ï¶ª¶m «¸Œ£lû¸ï±µÀæv ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ Csû¹ï¶ª¶m «¸Œ£lû¸ï±µÀæv ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ Csû¹ï¶ª¶m «¸æ±ÀÀvÀ , Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀv sûÑlµ¶m «¸æ±ÀÀvÀ , hµl¸ö±µ £l¸ï æ±ÀÀvÀ , Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀv sûÑlµ¶m «¸æ±ÀÀvÀ , hµl¸ö±µ £l¸ï æ±ÀÀvÀ , Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀv sûÑlµ¶m «¸æ±ÀÀvÀ , hµl¸ö±µ £l¸ï æ±ÀÀvÀ , Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀv sûÑlµ¶m «¸æ±ÀÀvÀ , hµl¸ö±µ £l¸ï 

¶pñ¶¢Ãg¸vÀ È¢À±µÀËSÇ¶m ¶pñ¶¢Ãg¸vÀ È¢À±µÀËSÇ¶m ¶pñ¶¢Ãg¸vÀ È¢À±µÀËSÇ¶m ¶pñ¶¢Ãg¸vÀ È¢À±µÀËSÇ¶m ±¿ivÑ OÍ¶m«¸S¸vAdÉ ËÈª´mù sûÑlµ¶m m¸vÀSµÀ SÐfµvOµÀ J¶¢ÃhµñA ¶p±¼£ÀhµA ±¿ivÑ OÍ¶m«¸S¸vAdÉ ËÈª´mù sûÑlµ¶m m¸vÀSµÀ SÐfµvOµÀ J¶¢ÃhµñA ¶p±¼£ÀhµA ±¿ivÑ OÍ¶m«¸S¸vAdÉ ËÈª´mù sûÑlµ¶m m¸vÀSµÀ SÐfµvOµÀ J¶¢ÃhµñA ¶p±¼£ÀhµA ±¿ivÑ OÍ¶m«¸S¸vAdÉ ËÈª´mù sûÑlµ¶m m¸vÀSµÀ SÐfµvOµÀ J¶¢ÃhµñA ¶p±¼£ÀhµA 

VÉ±ÀµÀ±¸lµ¶mél¼ m¸ sû¹¶¢¶m.VÉ±ÀµÀ±¸lµ¶mél¼ m¸ sû¹¶¢¶m.VÉ±ÀµÀ±¸lµ¶mél¼ m¸ sû¹¶¢¶m.VÉ±ÀµÀ±¸lµ¶mél¼ m¸ sû¹¶¢¶m.    ¶pñ¶ªÀåhµ q¸e¸ï¶pÁ¶ªåO¸vvÑ CÊmOµ ¶pñ¶ªÀåhµ q¸e¸ï¶pÁ¶ªåO¸vvÑ CÊmOµ ¶pñ¶ªÀåhµ q¸e¸ï¶pÁ¶ªåO¸vvÑ CÊmOµ ¶pñ¶ªÀåhµ q¸e¸ï¶pÁ¶ªåO¸vvÑ CÊmOµ కృ�� ల Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ,Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ,Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ,Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ ,»pvôvÀ, »pvôvÀ, »pvôvÀ, »pvôvÀ, 

సృజ�త
 కత ¶pñ¶pAV¸né £¶ªÀñhµA VÉ¶ªÀOÍÊmv Gm¸é±ÀÀ CAhÉO¸Oµ ±¸¶¨àò ¶pñg¸wOµ ¶p±¼lû¼ ¶phµñA ¶pñ¶pAV¸né £¶ªÀñhµA VÉ¶ªÀOÍÊmv Gm¸é±ÀÀ CAhÉO¸Oµ ±¸¶¨àò ¶pñg¸wOµ ¶p±¼lû¼ ¶phµñA ¶pñ¶pAV¸né £¶ªÀñhµA VÉ¶ªÀOÍÊmv Gm¸é±ÀÀ CAhÉO¸Oµ ±¸¶¨àò ¶pñg¸wOµ ¶p±¼lû¼ ¶phµñA ¶pñ¶pAV¸né £¶ªÀñhµA VÉ¶ªÀOÍÊmv Gm¸é±ÀÀ CAhÉO¸Oµ ±¸¶¨àò ¶pñg¸wOµ ¶p±¼lû¼ ¶phµñA –    2011 2011 2011 2011 
D¶¥±ÀµÃv ¶pñO¸±µA £lû̧ ï±µÀæv¶mÀ ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀAS¸ DvÑWAVÇ ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼¥ÑlûµOµÀvS¸ ¶¢Ã±ÉAlµÀOµÀ D¶¥±ÀµÃv ¶pñO¸±µA £lû̧ ï±µÀæv¶mÀ ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀAS¸ DvÑWAVÇ ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼¥ÑlûµOµÀvS¸ ¶¢Ã±ÉAlµÀOµÀ D¶¥±ÀµÃv ¶pñO¸±µA £lû̧ ï±µÀæv¶mÀ ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀAS¸ DvÑWAVÇ ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼¥ÑlûµOµÀvS¸ ¶¢Ã±ÉAlµÀOµÀ D¶¥±ÀµÃv ¶pñO¸±µA £lû̧ ï±µÀæv¶mÀ ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀAS¸ DvÑWAVÇ ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼¥ÑlûµOµÀvS¸ ¶¢Ã±ÉAlµÀOµÀ 
IAhµS¸mÐ IAhµS¸mÐ IAhµS¸mÐ IAhµS¸mÐ hÐfµêfÇ £lûµAS¸ Gm¸é±ÀÀ.hÐfµêfÇ £lûµAS¸ Gm¸é±ÀÀ.hÐfµêfÇ £lûµAS¸ Gm¸é±ÀÀ.hÐfµêfÇ £lûµAS¸ Gm¸é±ÀÀ.    CAhÉO¸Oµ VµÀ±µÀËOÇ¶m Ê¢Àlûµ¶ªÀùvOµÀCAhÉO¸Oµ VµÀ±µÀËOÇ¶m Ê¢Àlûµ¶ªÀùvOµÀCAhÉO¸Oµ VµÀ±µÀËOÇ¶m Ê¢Àlûµ¶ªÀùvOµÀCAhÉO¸Oµ VµÀ±µÀËOÇ¶m Ê¢Àlûµ¶ªÀùvOµÀ    ¶¢À±¼Ahµ ¶plµÀ¶mÀ ÈpdÉàv¹ ¶¢À±¼Ahµ ¶plµÀ¶mÀ ÈpdÉàv¹ ¶¢À±¼Ahµ ¶plµÀ¶mÀ ÈpdÉàv¹ ¶¢À±¼Ahµ ¶plµÀ¶mÀ ÈpdÉàv¹ 
Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ OÍ¶m«¸S¸w. ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸vAdÉ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ËÈª´mù Clû̧ ï±ÀµÀg Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ OÍ¶m«¸S¸w. ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸vAdÉ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ËÈª´mù Clû̧ ï±ÀµÀg Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ OÍ¶m«¸S¸w. ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸vAdÉ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ËÈª´mù Clû̧ ï±ÀµÀg Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ OÍ¶m«¸S¸w. ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸vAdÉ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ËÈª´mù Clû̧ ï±ÀµÀg 
ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸wù¶m s¹lûµïhµ Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀvÀS¸ ¶¢À¶mA SµÀ±¼åAW ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ DvÑVµ¶mvÀ ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸wù¶m s¹lûµïhµ Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀvÀS¸ ¶¢À¶mA SµÀ±¼åAW ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ DvÑVµ¶mvÀ ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸wù¶m s¹lûµïhµ Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀvÀS¸ ¶¢À¶mA SµÀ±¼åAW ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ DvÑVµ¶mvÀ ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÒAl¼AV¸wù¶m s¹lûµïhµ Gq¸lû¸ï±ÀµÀÀvÀS¸ ¶¢À¶mA SµÀ±¼åAW ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ DvÑVµ¶mvÀ 
OµwS¼¶mOµwS¼¶mOµwS¼¶mOµwS¼¶m    ¶mÃhµ¶m hµ±µA ±µÃ¶pÁl¼lµÀçOÍÊmv ¶¶mÃhµ¶m hµ±µA ±µÃ¶pÁl¼lµÀçOÍÊmv ¶¶mÃhµ¶m hµ±µA ±µÃ¶pÁl¼lµÀçOÍÊmv ¶¶mÃhµ¶m hµ±µA ±µÃ¶pÁl¼lµÀçOÍÊmv ¶pñ±ÀµÀiél¸pñ±ÀµÀiél¸pñ±ÀµÀiél¸pñ±ÀµÀiél¸çA .çA .çA .çA .    
    

Design of the innovation(D£¶¨Ö±µg ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ GlÉç¶¥A)D£¶¨Ö±µg ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ GlÉç¶¥A)D£¶¨Ö±µg ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ GlÉç¶¥A)D£¶¨Ö±µg ±ÀÇÀÀOµÖ GlÉç¶¥A)    
    

1.1.1.1.£¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA£¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA£¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA£¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA    
( hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)( hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)( hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)( hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)    

2.2.2.2.ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼èËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼èËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼èËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è    
(¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v)(¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v)(¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v)(¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v)    

3.3.3.3.C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ 
Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA(°Éhµñ«¸æ±ÀÀ)Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA(°Éhµñ«¸æ±ÀÀ)Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA(°Éhµñ«¸æ±ÀÀ)Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA(°Éhµñ«¸æ±ÀÀ)    

4.4.4.4.O¸±¸ïVµ±µg O¸±¸ïVµ±µg O¸±¸ïVµ±µg O¸±¸ïVµ±µg 
(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)    

 

              

                  

Description of the innovation:- 

1. £¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)£¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)£¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)£¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼) 
• sÑlû¼AV¸wù¶m q¸e¸ïA¥¹nOº ¶ªAsûµAlû¼AW¶m £¶¥±ÀµÃné hµ±µSµi Sµl¼vÑ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA.sÑlû¼AV¸wù¶m q¸e¸ïA¥¹nOº ¶ªAsûµAlû¼AW¶m £¶¥±ÀµÃné hµ±µSµi Sµl¼vÑ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA.sÑlû¼AV¸wù¶m q¸e¸ïA¥¹nOº ¶ªAsûµAlû¼AW¶m £¶¥±ÀµÃné hµ±µSµi Sµl¼vÑ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA.sÑlû¼AV¸wù¶m q¸e¸ïA¥¹nOº ¶ªAsûµAlû¼AW¶m £¶¥±ÀµÃné hµ±µSµi Sµl¼vÑ ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA. 

• Vµ±µÛ l¸ö±µ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AVµfµA, hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA.Vµ±µÛ l¸ö±µ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AVµfµA, hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA.Vµ±µÛ l¸ö±µ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AVµfµA, hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA.Vµ±µÛ l¸ö±µ £lû¸ï±µÀævÑô ¶pñ¦éAVÉ hµhµöA ÈpAqÒAl¼AVµfµA, hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA. 

• C¶mÀsûµAlµ OµÀñh¸ïv l¸öC¶mÀsûµAlµ OµÀñh¸ïv l¸öC¶mÀsûµAlµ OµÀñh¸ïv l¸öC¶mÀsûµAlµ OµÀñh¸ïv l¸ö±µ £¶¨±ÀµÃ¶¢S¸¶¬¶m ±µ £¶¨±ÀµÃ¶¢S¸¶¬¶m ±µ £¶¨±ÀµÃ¶¢S¸¶¬¶m ±µ £¶¨±ÀµÃ¶¢S¸¶¬¶m  

• £¶¨±ÀµÃnOº ¶ªAsAlû¼AW Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ JÊ¢À±µOµÀ C¶¢¶ª±µÈ¢Ã n±¸ç±¼AVµfµA£¶¨±ÀµÃnOº ¶ªAsAlû¼AW Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ JÊ¢À±µOµÀ C¶¢¶ª±µÈ¢Ã n±¸ç±¼AVµfµA£¶¨±ÀµÃnOº ¶ªAsAlû¼AW Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ JÊ¢À±µOµÀ C¶¢¶ª±µÈ¢Ã n±¸ç±¼AVµfµA£¶¨±ÀµÃnOº ¶ªAsAlû¼AW Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ JÊ¢À±µOµÀ C¶¢¶ª±µÈ¢Ã n±¸ç±¼AVµfµA 
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                    Vµ±µÛVµ±µÛVµ±µÛVµ±µÛ    

 

 

      

                                    

    కృ�� ల �ర� హణ  £¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹ä¶m «¸æ±ÀÀ£¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹ä¶m «¸æ±ÀÀ£¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹ä¶m «¸æ±ÀÀ£¶¨±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹ä¶m «¸æ±ÀÀ    SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁSµÀ±¼åA¶pÁSµÀ±¼åA¶pÁSµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ    

2. ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è (¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ ¥¹v)(¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ ¥¹v)(¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ ¥¹v)(¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ ¥¹v) 

• D±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶pñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬g D±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶pñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬g D±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶pñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬g D±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶pñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬g  

• ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±µ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±µ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±µ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±µ    CA¥¹v ËÈp C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m CA¥¹v ËÈp C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m CA¥¹v ËÈp C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m CA¥¹v ËÈp C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m  

• ¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµv  ¶pûwh¸v l¸ö±¸ n±¸è±µgOµÀ ±¸¶¢fµA.¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµv  ¶pûwh¸v l¸ö±¸ n±¸è±µgOµÀ ±¸¶¢fµA.¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµv  ¶pûwh¸v l¸ö±¸ n±¸è±µgOµÀ ±¸¶¢fµA.¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµv  ¶pûwh¸v l¸ö±¸ n±¸è±µgOµÀ ±¸¶¢fµA. 

¶¶¶¶pñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬gpñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬gpñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬gpñ±ÀÇÃS¸v n±µö¶¬g    

 

                  

  

 

                                                                                                                    ¶p±¼§v¶m                   n±¸è±µg¶p±¼§v¶m                   n±¸è±µg¶p±¼§v¶m                   n±¸è±µg¶p±¼§v¶m                   n±¸è±µg    

• q¸ô«¸î qÏ±µSµÀAf¸ ¶pl¸±¸æv ±µ¢¸g , DvÀSµfµâ OÐfºSµÀfµÀâ ¶phµñ ±µAlû¸ñvÀ , C±ÀµÀ«¸ÖAhµ q¸ô«¸î qÏ±µSµÀAf¸ ¶pl¸±¸æv ±µ¢¸g , DvÀSµfµâ OÐfºSµÀfµÀâ ¶phµñ ±µAlû¸ñvÀ , C±ÀµÀ«¸ÖAhµ q¸ô«¸î qÏ±µSµÀAf¸ ¶pl¸±¸æv ±µ¢¸g , DvÀSµfµâ OÐfºSµÀfµÀâ ¶phµñ ±µAlû¸ñvÀ , C±ÀµÀ«¸ÖAhµ q¸ô«¸î qÏ±µSµÀAf¸ ¶pl¸±¸æv ±µ¢¸g , DvÀSµfµâ OÐfºSµÀfµÀâ ¶phµñ ±µAlû¸ñvÀ , C±ÀµÀ«¸ÖAhµ 
°Éh¸ñvÀ ¶pÁ©¸êvÀ ¶ph¸ñvvÑ ËÈ¢£lûµïA, JOµlµv l¼ölµv uY È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¶¢Àlûµï sûÉl¸v°Éh¸ñvÀ ¶pÁ©¸êvÀ ¶ph¸ñvvÑ ËÈ¢£lûµïA, JOµlµv l¼ölµv uY È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¶¢Àlûµï sûÉl¸v°Éh¸ñvÀ ¶pÁ©¸êvÀ ¶ph¸ñvvÑ ËÈ¢£lûµïA, JOµlµv l¼ölµv uY È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¶¢Àlûµï sûÉl¸v°Éh¸ñvÀ ¶pÁ©¸êvÀ ¶ph¸ñvvÑ ËÈ¢£lûµïA, JOµlµv l¼ölµv uY È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¶¢Àlûµï sûÉl¸v    
SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ ¶¢Adº CA¥¹vÀ EAlµÀOµÀ IAhµS¸mÐ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµh¸±ÀÀ.SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ ¶¢Adº CA¥¹vÀ EAlµÀOµÀ IAhµS¸mÐ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµh¸±ÀÀ.SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ ¶¢Adº CA¥¹vÀ EAlµÀOµÀ IAhµS¸mÐ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµh¸±ÀÀ.SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ ¶¢Adº CA¥¹vÀ EAlµÀOµÀ IAhµS¸mÐ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµh¸±ÀÀ.    

3.3.3.3. C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ.C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ.C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ.C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ.( °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)( °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)( °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)( °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)    
• ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹é¶mAhÍ ¶p±¼§wAVÉ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA.¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹é¶mAhÍ ¶p±¼§wAVÉ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA.¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹é¶mAhÍ ¶p±¼§wAVÉ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA.¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼Y¹é¶mAhÍ ¶p±¼§wAVÉ C¶¢O¸¶¥A OµwêAVµfµA.    

• CÊmö¶¨g ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ n±µä±ÀÀAVµÀOÐ¶¢fµACÊmö¶¨g ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ n±µä±ÀÀAVµÀOÐ¶¢fµACÊmö¶¨g ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ n±µä±ÀÀAVµÀOÐ¶¢fµACÊmö¶¨g ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ n±µä±ÀÀAVµÀOÐ¶¢fµA    

• CA¶¥A ¶pdô ¶ª¶¢ÀSµñ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA CA¶¥A ¶pdô ¶ª¶¢ÀSµñ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA CA¶¥A ¶pdô ¶ª¶¢ÀSµñ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA CA¶¥A ¶pdô ¶ª¶¢ÀSµñ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA     

• D±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlD±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlD±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlD±ÀµÃ CA¥¹vOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬g , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv¶mÀ SµÀ±¼åAVµfµA.û¼AW ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬g , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv¶mÀ SµÀ±¼åAVµfµA.û¼AW ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬g , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv¶mÀ SµÀ±¼åAVµfµA.û¼AW ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬g , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv¶mÀ SµÀ±¼åAVµfµA.    

• ¶¢ÀÀP¹ ¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶plµçhµÀv l¸ö±¸ CAlµÀOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µA ÊªOµ±¼AVµfµA.¶¢ÀÀP¹ ¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶plµçhµÀv l¸ö±¸ CAlµÀOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µA ÊªOµ±¼AVµfµA.¶¢ÀÀP¹ ¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶plµçhµÀv l¸ö±¸ CAlµÀOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µA ÊªOµ±¼AVµfµA.¶¢ÀÀP¹ ¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶plµçhµÀv l¸ö±¸ CAlµÀOµÀ ¶ªAsAlû¼AW¶m ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µA ÊªOµ±¼AVµfµA.    

• £¶¢±¸vÀ ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA£¶¢±¸vÀ ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA£¶¢±¸vÀ ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA£¶¢±¸vÀ ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA    

• nÊ¢lû¼OµvÀ hµ±ÀµÃ±µÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA nÊ¢lû¼OµvÀ hµ±ÀµÃ±µÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA nÊ¢lû¼OµvÀ hµ±ÀµÃ±µÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA nÊ¢lû¼OµvÀ hµ±ÀµÃ±µÀ VÉ¶ªÀOÐ¶¢fµA     

• ¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ I¶mÀéOÐ¶¢fµA¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ I¶mÀéOÐ¶¢fµA¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ I¶mÀéOÐ¶¢fµA¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ I¶mÀéOÐ¶¢fµA    

• nhµï a£hµAvÑ C¶¢ÀvÀ nhµï a£hµAvÑ C¶¢ÀvÀ nhµï a£hµAvÑ C¶¢ÀvÀ nhµï a£hµAvÑ C¶¢ÀvÀ VÉ±ÀµÀfµAVÉ±ÀµÀfµAVÉ±ÀµÀfµAVÉ±ÀµÀfµA    
    

Œ£¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀAŒ£¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀAŒ£¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀAŒ£¶¨±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Vµ±ÀµÀA    

(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)(hµ±µSµi Sµl¼)    

ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïv Ctû¶¢Áýñl¼è 

¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v    
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S¸w, o±µÀ, Êmv O¸vÀ©¸ïvÀ , ¶ª¶¬Y ±µ«¸±ÀµÀ¶m I±µÀ¶¢ÁvÀ ¶¢À±¼±ÀµÀÀ Oºñ£À ¶ªA¶®±µO¸vÀ, S¸w, o±µÀ, Êmv O¸vÀ©¸ïvÀ , ¶ª¶¬Y ±µ«¸±ÀµÀ¶m I±µÀ¶¢ÁvÀ ¶¢À±¼±ÀµÀÀ Oºñ£À ¶ªA¶®±µO¸vÀ, S¸w, o±µÀ, Êmv O¸vÀ©¸ïvÀ , ¶ª¶¬Y ±µ«¸±ÀµÀ¶m I±µÀ¶¢ÁvÀ ¶¢À±¼±ÀµÀÀ Oºñ£À ¶ªA¶®±µO¸vÀ, S¸w, o±µÀ, Êmv O¸vÀ©¸ïvÀ , ¶ª¶¬Y ±µ«¸±ÀµÀ¶m I±µÀ¶¢ÁvÀ ¶¢À±¼±ÀµÀÀ Oºñ£À ¶ªA¶®±µO¸vÀ, 

£À¶¥ñ¶¢À ¶pAdv «¸SµÀ, ¶pAdv ¶¢Ã±¼êfº , DlûµÀnOµ ¶¢ï¶¢«¸±ÀµÀ ¶pn¶¢ÀÀdÀô , tAlµÀ £À¶¥ñ¶¢À ¶pAdv «¸SµÀ, ¶pAdv ¶¢Ã±¼êfº , DlûµÀnOµ ¶¢ï¶¢«¸±ÀµÀ ¶pn¶¢ÀÀdÀô , tAlµÀ £À¶¥ñ¶¢À ¶pAdv «¸SµÀ, ¶pAdv ¶¢Ã±¼êfº , DlûµÀnOµ ¶¢ï¶¢«¸±ÀµÀ ¶pn¶¢ÀÀdÀô , tAlµÀ £À¶¥ñ¶¢À ¶pAdv «¸SµÀ, ¶pAdv ¶¢Ã±¼êfº , DlûµÀnOµ ¶¢ï¶¢«¸±ÀµÀ ¶pn¶¢ÀÀdÀô , tAlµÀ 

ÊªlµïA, hµÀA¶p±µ ÊªlµïA, ¶¢±¼ «¸SµÀÊªlµïA, hµÀA¶p±µ ÊªlµïA, ¶¢±¼ «¸SµÀÊªlµïA, hµÀA¶p±µ ÊªlµïA, ¶¢±¼ «¸SµÀÊªlµïA, hµÀA¶p±µ ÊªlµïA, ¶¢±¼ «¸SµÀ    ±ÀµÃY¶¢Ã¶mï ¶plµèhµÀvÀ YAhµÀ¶¢Áv È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¢¸±ÀµÃY¶¢Ã¶mï ¶plµèhµÀvÀ YAhµÀ¶¢Áv È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¢¸±ÀµÃY¶¢Ã¶mï ¶plµèhµÀvÀ YAhµÀ¶¢Áv È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¢¸±ÀµÃY¶¢Ã¶mï ¶plµèhµÀvÀ YAhµÀ¶¢Áv È¢ÀÀOµÖv ¢¸ïlûµÀvÀ ïlûµÀvÀ ïlûµÀvÀ ïlûµÀvÀ 

OµvÀ¶pÁ È¢ÀÀOµÖvÀ, q¸¶¥ÛË±ÇYÉ¶¨´m , YAhµÀ¶¢Áv , È¢ÀÀOµÖv l¸ö±µ D¶®±Ðhµêiå ¶¢Adº OµvÀ¶pÁ È¢ÀÀOµÖvÀ, q¸¶¥ÛË±ÇYÉ¶¨´m , YAhµÀ¶¢Áv , È¢ÀÀOµÖv l¸ö±µ D¶®±Ðhµêiå ¶¢Adº OµvÀ¶pÁ È¢ÀÀOµÖvÀ, q¸¶¥ÛË±ÇYÉ¶¨´m , YAhµÀ¶¢Áv , È¢ÀÀOµÖv l¸ö±µ D¶®±Ðhµêiå ¶¢Adº OµvÀ¶pÁ È¢ÀÀOµÖvÀ, q¸¶¥ÛË±ÇYÉ¶¨´m , YAhµÀ¶¢Áv , È¢ÀÀOµÖv l¸ö±µ D¶®±Ðhµêiå ¶¢Adº 

CA¥¹vÀ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸vhÐ  °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ ¶¢À±¼Ahµ £¶ªÀåòhµ ±¿i¶m CA¥¹vÀ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸vhÐ  °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ ¶¢À±¼Ahµ £¶ªÀåòhµ ±¿i¶m CA¥¹vÀ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸vhÐ  °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ ¶¢À±¼Ahµ £¶ªÀåòhµ ±¿i¶m CA¥¹vÀ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸vhÐ  °Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ ¶¢À±¼Ahµ £¶ªÀåòhµ ±¿i¶m 

sûÑl¼AVµ¶¢VµÀÛ. CAhÉO¸Oµ Ë±ÇhµÀvÀ , Clû¼O¸±µÀvhÐ ¶¢ÀÀP¹¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ sûÑl¼AVµ¶¢VµÀÛ. CAhÉO¸Oµ Ë±ÇhµÀvÀ , Clû¼O¸±µÀvhÐ ¶¢ÀÀP¹¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ sûÑl¼AVµ¶¢VµÀÛ. CAhÉO¸Oµ Ë±ÇhµÀvÀ , Clû¼O¸±µÀvhÐ ¶¢ÀÀP¹¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ sûÑl¼AVµ¶¢VµÀÛ. CAhÉO¸Oµ Ë±ÇhµÀvÀ , Clû¼O¸±µÀvhÐ ¶¢ÀÀP¹¶¢ÀÀQ ¶¢Adº ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ EAlµÀOµÀEAlµÀOµÀEAlµÀOµÀEAlµÀOµÀ    

hÐfµêfµÀh¸±ÀÀ.hÐfµêfµÀh¸±ÀÀ.hÐfµêfµÀh¸±ÀÀ.hÐfµêfµÀh¸±ÀÀ.        

    

                                                                                ¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ  ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m    CÊmö¶¨g       Clûµï±ÀµÀ¶mA       ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ  ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m    CÊmö¶¨g       Clûµï±ÀµÀ¶mA       ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ  ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m    CÊmö¶¨g       Clûµï±ÀµÀ¶mA       ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ  ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m    CÊmö¶¨g       Clûµï±ÀµÀ¶mA       ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m        

 

 

                                   nÊ¢lû¼Oµv hµ±ÀµÃ±¼ nÊ¢lû¼Oµv hµ±ÀµÃ±¼ nÊ¢lû¼Oµv hµ±ÀµÃ±¼ nÊ¢lû¼Oµv hµ±ÀµÃ±¼     sÉ±sÉ±sÉ±sÉ±¿YÂ Ê¢±ÀµÀfµA   £¶¢±¸v ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ¿YÂ Ê¢±ÀµÀfµA   £¶¢±¸v ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ¿YÂ Ê¢±ÀµÀfµA   £¶¢±¸v ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ¿YÂ Ê¢±ÀµÀfµA   £¶¢±¸v ¶mÈ¢ÃlµÀ        ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv SµÀ±¼åA¶pÁ     

    

4.4.4.4. O¸±¸ïVµ±µg (nhµïa£hµAvÑ)O¸±¸ïVµ±µg (nhµïa£hµAvÑ)O¸±¸ïVµ±µg (nhµïa£hµAvÑ)O¸±¸ïVµ±µg (nhµïa£hµAvÑ)        

• Csûµï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀv l¸ö±¸ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m CA¥¹v , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv ¶pdô ¶ªêAl¼AVµfµA.Csûµï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀv l¸ö±¸ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m CA¥¹v , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv ¶pdô ¶ªêAl¼AVµfµA.Csûµï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀv l¸ö±¸ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m CA¥¹v , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv ¶pdô ¶ªêAl¼AVµfµA.Csûµï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀv l¸ö±¸ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m qÏAl¼¶m CA¥¹v , ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïv ¶pdô ¶ªêAl¼AVµfµA.    

• È¢ÀÀlµd hµ¶m DVµ±µghÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ q¸ñ±µAtûAVµfµA È¢ÀÀlµd hµ¶m DVµ±µghÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ q¸ñ±µAtûAVµfµA È¢ÀÀlµd hµ¶m DVµ±µghÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ q¸ñ±µAtûAVµfµA È¢ÀÀlµd hµ¶m DVµ±µghÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ q¸ñ±µAtûAVµfµA     

• ¶ª¶¢ÃYAvÑ Ehµ±µÀvOµÀ¶ª¶¢ÃYAvÑ Ehµ±µÀvOµÀ¶ª¶¢ÃYAvÑ Ehµ±µÀvOµÀ¶ª¶¢ÃYAvÑ Ehµ±µÀvOµÀ    C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµAC¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµAC¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµAC¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµA    

• CAlµ±¼VÉ DVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀf¸nOº ±ÀµÀiéAVµfµA , ¶p±µïÊ¢°ºAVµfµACAlµ±¼VÉ DVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀf¸nOº ±ÀµÀiéAVµfµA , ¶p±µïÊ¢°ºAVµfµACAlµ±¼VÉ DVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀf¸nOº ±ÀµÀiéAVµfµA , ¶p±µïÊ¢°ºAVµfµACAlµ±¼VÉ DVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀf¸nOº ±ÀµÀiéAVµfµA , ¶p±µïÊ¢°ºAVµfµA    
    
                                                                    C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµAC¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµAC¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµAC¶¢S¸¶¬¶m OµwêAVµfµA    
    
 

  

 

        

    

                                DVµ±¼AVµfµADVµ±¼AVµfµADVµ±¼AVµfµADVµ±¼AVµfµA                                                                                                                                                                                                                        DVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀfµADVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀfµADVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀfµADVµ±¼A¶pYÉ±ÀµÀfµA    

    

    

    

C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ(°Éhµñ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ(°Éhµñ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ(°Éhµñ C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ(°Éhµñ «¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)«¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)«¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)«¸æ±ÀÀvÑ)    

O¸±¸ïVµ±µg O¸±¸ïVµ±µg O¸±¸ïVµ±µg O¸±¸ïVµ±µg 
(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)(nhµïa£hµAvÑ)    
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• ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼    

• C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ OÍ¶m«¸SµÀh¸±ÀÀC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ OÍ¶m«¸SµÀh¸±ÀÀC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ OÍ¶m«¸SµÀh¸±ÀÀC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ªm¸vÀ OÍ¶m«¸SµÀh¸±ÀÀ    

• ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lûµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lûµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lûµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lûµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼    

• ËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀh¸±ÀÀËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀh¸±ÀÀËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀh¸±ÀÀËÈª´mù ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀh¸±ÀÀ    

• ËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµAvÑ D¶ªOºå Oµ¶ms±µÀ«¸å±µÀËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµAvÑ D¶ªOºå Oµ¶ms±µÀ«¸å±µÀËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµAvÑ D¶ªOºå Oµ¶ms±µÀ«¸å±µÀËÈª´mù Êm±µÀÛOÐ¶¢fµAvÑ D¶ªOºå Oµ¶ms±µÀ«¸å±µÀ    

• ¾ªö±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA ¶¢vô Dhµî£¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀS¾ªö±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA ¶¢vô Dhµî£¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀS¾ªö±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA ¶¢vô Dhµî£¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀS¾ªö±ÀµÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶mA ¶¢vô Dhµî£¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼µÀhµÀAl¼µÀhµÀAl¼µÀhµÀAl¼    

• OÍhµå £¶̈ ±ÀµÃvÀ hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¢¸v¶mé hµ¶p¶m Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼OÍhµå £¶̈ ±ÀµÃvÀ hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¢¸v¶mé hµ¶p¶m Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼OÍhµå £¶̈ ±ÀµÃvÀ hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¢¸v¶mé hµ¶p¶m Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼OÍhµå £¶̈ ±ÀµÃvÀ hÇvÀ¶ªÀOÐ¢¸v¶mé hµ¶p¶m Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼    

• Csû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ Ê¢SµAS¸ Y±µÀSµÀh¸±ÀÀCsû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ Ê¢SµAS¸ Y±µÀSµÀh¸±ÀÀCsû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ Ê¢SµAS¸ Y±µÀSµÀh¸±ÀÀCsû¹ï¶ª¶m ¶pñOºñ±ÀµÀvÀ Ê¢SµAS¸ Y±µÀSµÀh¸±ÀÀ    

• ¶ª¶¬YhµöA, ¶ª¶¬YhµöA, ¶ª¶¬YhµöA, ¶ª¶¬YhµöA, OµWOµWOµWOµWhµhµöAhµhµöAhµhµöAhµhµöA    SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ , n¦hµ ¶p±¼§v¶m M»pOµ Ê¢W GAfµfµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ , n¦hµ ¶p±¼§v¶m M»pOµ Ê¢W GAfµfµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ , n¦hµ ¶p±¼§v¶m M»pOµ Ê¢W GAfµfµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ , n¦hµ ¶p±¼§v¶m M»pOµ Ê¢W GAfµfµA Cv¶¢fµÀhµÀAl¼    

• D¦AW¶m ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdºà Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼ D¦AW¶m ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdºà Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼ D¦AW¶m ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdºà Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼ D¦AW¶m ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdºà Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA Èp±µÀSµÀhµÀAl¼     

• ¶pn ¶pdô SÓ±µ¶¢A¶pn ¶pdô SÓ±µ¶¢A¶pn ¶pdô SÓ±µ¶¢A¶pn ¶pdô SÓ±µ¶¢A    ¶m¶¢ÀîOµA OµvÀSµÀhµÀAl¼¶m¶¢ÀîOµA OµvÀSµÀhµÀAl¼¶m¶¢ÀîOµA OµvÀSµÀhµÀAl¼¶m¶¢ÀîOµA OµvÀSµÀhµÀAl¼    

• ¶ª¶¢ÃY »¬hµA OÐ¶ªA CÊmOµ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶p±¼¶¨Ö±¼AV¸wù¶m C¶¢¶ª±µA GAlµn SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ¶ª¶¢ÃY »¬hµA OÐ¶ªA CÊmOµ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶p±¼¶¨Ö±¼AV¸wù¶m C¶¢¶ª±µA GAlµn SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ¶ª¶¢ÃY »¬hµA OÐ¶ªA CÊmOµ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶p±¼¶¨Ö±¼AV¸wù¶m C¶¢¶ª±µA GAlµn SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ¶ª¶¢ÃY »¬hµA OÐ¶ªA CÊmOµ ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvÀ ¶p±¼¶¨Ö±¼AV¸wù¶m C¶¢¶ª±µA GAlµn SµÀ±¼å«¸å±µÀ    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

OUT COMES 
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                                                                                                                                                    IMPLICATIONS 

C¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA ¶¢vô £¶¨±ÀµÃné ¶ªÀvsûµAS¸ C±µæA VÉ¶ªÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸éC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA ¶¢vô £¶¨±ÀµÃné ¶ªÀvsûµAS¸ C±µæA VÉ¶ªÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸éC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA ¶¢vô £¶¨±ÀµÃné ¶ªÀvsûµAS¸ C±µæA VÉ¶ªÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸éC¶mÀsûµ¶¢¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csû¹ï¶ª¶mA ¶¢vô £¶¨±ÀµÃné ¶ªÀvsûµAS¸ C±µæA VÉ¶ªÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ. ¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v ¶¢ÀÀ. ¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v ¶¢ÀÀ. ¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v ¶¢ÀÀ. ¶pñ±ÀÇÃSµ¥¹v 
CAlµÀs¹dÀvÑ GAfµfµA ¶¢vô CA¥¹vËÈp Vµ±µÛvOµÀ Ê¢lû¼OµS¸ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµÀhµÀm¸é±ÀÀ. OÍhµå CAlµÀs¹dÀvÑ GAfµfµA ¶¢vô CA¥¹vËÈp Vµ±µÛvOµÀ Ê¢lû¼OµS¸ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµÀhµÀm¸é±ÀÀ. OÍhµå CAlµÀs¹dÀvÑ GAfµfµA ¶¢vô CA¥¹vËÈp Vµ±µÛvOµÀ Ê¢lû¼OµS¸ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµÀhµÀm¸é±ÀÀ. OÍhµå CAlµÀs¹dÀvÑ GAfµfµA ¶¢vô CA¥¹vËÈp Vµ±µÛvOµÀ Ê¢lû¼OµS¸ G¶p±ÀÇÃSµ¶pfµÀhµÀm¸é±ÀÀ. OÍhµå 
DvÑVµ¶mOµÀ ¤vÀOµvÀSµÀhµÀ¶mél¼.DvÑVµ¶mOµÀ ¤vÀOµvÀSµÀhµÀ¶mél¼.DvÑVµ¶mOµÀ ¤vÀOµvÀSµÀhµÀ¶mél¼.DvÑVµ¶mOµÀ ¤vÀOµvÀSµÀhµÀ¶mél¼.    

        sthµ 9¶¢ hµ±µSµisthµ 9¶¢ hµ±µSµisthµ 9¶¢ hµ±µSµisthµ 9¶¢ hµ±µSµi    

    

¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fº ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fº ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fº ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ lµÀñOµêhµA Cv¶¢fº ËÈm¶pÁg¸ïvÀ ÈpAqÏAlµÀVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.    
¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m ¶pñ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m ¶pñ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m ¶pñ¶pñhµï°µ C¶¢S¸¶¬¶m ¶pñ±ÀÇÃS¸vÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±¸ ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdàfµAhÐ Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA±ÀÇÃS¸vÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±¸ ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdàfµAhÐ Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA±ÀÇÃS¸vÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±¸ ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdàfµAhÐ Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA±ÀÇÃS¸vÀ ¶p±¼§v¶m l¸ö±¸ ¶pwh¸vÀ ±¸sdàfµAhÐ Dhµî £¥¹ö¶ªA    
Èp±µÀSµÀhÐAl¼.Èp±µÀSµÀhÐAl¼.Èp±µÀSµÀhÐAl¼.Èp±µÀSµÀhÐAl¼.        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    OÇ.YÇ È¢AOµdÉ́¨ 10¶¢ hµ±µSµiOÇ.YÇ È¢AOµdÉ́¨ 10¶¢ hµ±µSµiOÇ.YÇ È¢AOµdÉ́¨ 10¶¢ hµ±µSµiOÇ.YÇ È¢AOµdÉ́¨ 10¶¢ hµ±µSµi    

¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¾ªö±ÀµÀ ¾ªö±ÀµÀ OµÀñh¸ïv l¸ö±¸ £¶̈ ±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Y¹äOµÀñh¸ïv l¸ö±¸ £¶̈ ±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Y¹äOµÀñh¸ïv l¸ö±¸ £¶̈ ±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Y¹äOµÀñh¸ïv l¸ö±¸ £¶̈ ±ÀµÀ¶p±¼Y¹ä¶mA ÈpAVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ. C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸nOº ¶mA ÈpAVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ. C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸nOº ¶mA ÈpAVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ. C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸nOº ¶mA ÈpAVµÀOÐSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ. C¶mÀsûµ¶¢ ¶pÁ¹±µöOµ Csûµï¶ªm¸nOº 
C¶¢O¸¶¥A lµOµÀÖhµÀAfµfµAhÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ IlµÀ±µ±ÀÉÀï ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvOµÀ ¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ DvÑWAVÉ C¶¢O¸¶¥A lµOµÀÖhµÀAfµfµAhÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ IlµÀ±µ±ÀÉÀï ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvOµÀ ¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ DvÑWAVÉ C¶¢O¸¶¥A lµOµÀÖhµÀAfµfµAhÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ IlµÀ±µ±ÀÉÀï ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvOµÀ ¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ DvÑWAVÉ C¶¢O¸¶¥A lµOµÀÖhµÀAfµfµAhÐ nhµï a£hµAvÑ IlµÀ±µ±ÀÉÀï ¶ª¶¢À¶ªïvOµÀ ¶p±¼©¸Ö±µ ¶¢Ã±¸ØvÀ DvÑWAVÉ 
¶¥Oºå Èp±¼S¼Al¼.¶¥Oºå Èp±¼S¼Al¼.¶¥Oºå Èp±¼S¼Al¼.¶¥Oºå Èp±¼S¼Al¼.    

                
    Cnhµ 8¶¢ hµ±µSµiCnhµ 8¶¢ hµ±µSµiCnhµ 8¶¢ hµ±µSµiCnhµ 8¶¢ hµ±µSµi    

¶p±¼§v¶mvÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀm¸vÀ ¶p±¼§v¶mvÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀm¸vÀ ¶p±¼§v¶mvÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀm¸vÀ ¶p±¼§v¶mvÀ Clû¸ï±ÀµÀm¸vÀ C¶mÀsûµ¢¸vÀ ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg, nÊ¢lû¼Oµ hµ±ÀµÃ±¼ ¶¢vô  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªï C¶mÀsûµ¢¸vÀ ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg, nÊ¢lû¼Oµ hµ±ÀµÃ±¼ ¶¢vô  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªï C¶mÀsûµ¢¸vÀ ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg, nÊ¢lû¼Oµ hµ±ÀµÃ±¼ ¶¢vô  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªï C¶mÀsûµ¢¸vÀ ¶ª¶¢ÃV¸±µ ÊªOµ±µg, nÊ¢lû¼Oµ hµ±ÀµÃ±¼ ¶¢vô  ¶ª¶¢À¶ªï 
Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶m ¶plµèi Cv¶¢fºAl¼ . ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ n±µÃ¶pgvÀ IAhÍ ¶pñlû¸¶m¶¢Àn SµÀ±¼åAVµSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶m ¶plµèi Cv¶¢fºAl¼ . ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ n±µÃ¶pgvÀ IAhÍ ¶pñlû¸¶m¶¢Àn SµÀ±¼åAVµSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶m ¶plµèi Cv¶¢fºAl¼ . ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ n±µÃ¶pgvÀ IAhÍ ¶pñlû¸¶m¶¢Àn SµÀ±¼åAVµSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.Clû¸ï±ÀµÀ¶m ¶plµèi Cv¶¢fºAl¼ . ¥¹¾ªåò±ÀµÀ n±µÃ¶pgvÀ IAhÍ ¶pñlû¸¶m¶¢Àn SµÀ±¼åAVµSµvÀSµÀhµÀm¸é¶¢ÀÀ.    

    

    sûµ¢¸n 8¶¢ hµ±µSµi.sûµ¢¸n 8¶¢ hµ±µSµi.sûµ¢¸n 8¶¢ hµ±µSµi.sûµ¢¸n 8¶¢ hµ±µSµi.    
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Abstract: A scientific attitude can be defined as a way of viewing things, with a curiosity to 

know how and why things happen with an open mind a governed by facts. Scientific attitude 

is governed by factors like intellectual honest, open mindedness and creativity. Having a 

scientific attitude means accepting only facts that have been carefully verified, together with 

a willingness to discard old theories that new facts tend to displace. The importance of the 

scientific attitude is that it leads to truths, and these truths are bases upon objectivity, 

coupled with a fair degree or skepticism and humility, as opposed to overconfidence and 

bias. A scientific attitude is also important because it dictates that answers to questions be 

arrived at through a process of critical and rational thinking. 
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 Scientific attitude is solving a problem objectively by using logical thinking without bias. A 

person views everything around him based on his scientific knowledge. He accepts 

everything in a scientific background. Scientific attitude comprises curiosity, questioning, 

making hypothesis, rationality, objectivity, open mindedness, aversion to superstitions etc. 

as characteristics of behavior. 

  In the present investigation an attempt has been made to study the scientific attitude of 

Secondary school students in Adilabad district in Telangana state. The study also tries to 

find out whether there exists any significant difference between characteristics of Scientific 

attitude between  the various subsamples like Gender, Locality and type of management of 

school. The sample consists of 160 students of secondary schools in Adilabad district. 

Investigations used descriptive statistical techniques for the analysis of data. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

"We should be teaching students how to think. Instead, we are teaching them what to think." 

       -Clement and Lochhead. 
 

Science has occupied almost all spheres of human life and living and it is the intellectual 

heritage of man. Since man became aware of his surroundings, started wondering about the 

natural phenomena in which he plays an important role. He started searching for the secrets of 

nature. This not only changed his outlook but also changed the way he solved problems of 

everyday life. Nowadays people are aware of the impact of science on society and new age of 

science.  

Our society is completely drawn into the scientific environment. Mankind cannot think of 

a world without science. Science is considered as an assemblage of knowledge of systematic and 

organized. Science “is a process of enquiry” Resulting in building a body of systematized 

knowledge. Science is a form of inquiry which develops ability to think in a person. Albert 

Einstein explains science in terms of experiences. According to him- “The object of all sciences 

are to coordinate our experiences and bring them into a logical system.” The American education 

commission opines that it embodies “The spirit of rational inquiry.” due to the advancement in 

science. Secondary education commission has recommended “Every school pupil should study 

general science as a compulsory subject, so that he gains a basic quantum of scientific 

knowledge as a part of his general education.”  

Science education develops knowledge to science, science process skills and scientific 

attitudes among individuals. However the assessment of scientific attitude is difficult compared 

to that of scientific knowledge and science process skills, and this scientific attitude is one of the 

most important aspects of today’s science throughout the world (Khan, Shah, Mahmood and 
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Zareen,2012). Flegg and Hukins argued that the assessment of Scientific Attitude has been 

generally omitted in the evaluation of student progress in science classrooms. Lack of assessing 

scientific attitude may be a factor responsible for the poor scientific orientations among science 

students which are thus made manifest in various facets and aspects of their daily life, some 

which include declining productivity, haphazardness in development, disorderliness in society, 

non-functioning utilities due to inadequate maintenance, distorted values and so on (Oloruntegbe 

& Omiofo,2005).Science education can provide patience, honesty, humility, respect for logic, 

consideration of consequences and understanding of causal relationship; all these attributes can 

be seen as scientific attitudes. (Ivowi, 1984). 

 

SCIENCE 

Science has derived from Latin word “scientia” which means knowledge. Science is a 

systematized body of knowledge. This knowledge may pertain to any subject or field of life. 

According to Kothari Commission (1964-66), “Science is universal and so can be its benefits. 

Its material benefits are immense and for reaching industrialization of agriculture and release of 

nuclear energy, to mention two examples but even more profound is its contribution to culture”. 

According to Skinner (1986), “Science is first of all a set of attitudes. It is disposition to deal 

with facts rather than with what someone has said about them.” 

Science and technology have been playing an important role in our lives and hence become 

integral parts of our social and cultural life. Various activities are controlled and governed by 

science. It has helped men to acquire supremacy over nature. In the literal sense, science means 

the pursuit of knowledge, but it has wider connotation for our purpose and can be said to mean 

knowledge of nature in the widest possible form. This includes nature study, Physics, astronomy, 

meteorology and much more. It is equally important to look beyond mere precise definition and 

see what science includes and the following are of fundamental importance to the approach of 

this subject:- 

• Direct and indirect observations. 

• Scientific inquiry-asking questions. 

• The drawing interference from evidences. 

• Recording observations. 

• Developing ways and means to find answers. 

• Classification & checking evidence. 

 

ATTITUDE 

A mental or neural state of readiness, organized through experience, exerting a directive and 

dynamic influence upon the individual's response to all objects and situations with which it is 

related. Attitudes are simply expressions of how much we like or dislike various things. They 

represent out evaluation-preferences towards a variety of attitude “objects”. Our attitudes are 

based on information. 
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Our lives are filled with opportunities for attitude change. They are based on belief and often 

have import for guiding behavior. Any given attitude is a summary of the evaluations made of 

different characteristics of the attitude object. 

Eagly & Chaiken (1993). “Attitude is a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating 

a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor”. 

Fazio (2009), “Attitudes are summary judgments of an object or event which aid individuals in 

structuring their complex social environments”. 

 

SCIENTIFIC ATTITUDE 

There are different perspectives on Scientific Attitude among different authors. For 

example Moore and Sutman (1970) defined it as an opinion or position taken with respect to a 

psychological aspect in the field of science. Several authors had classified various components 

of Scientific Attitude. Emina(1986) classified the components into five, rationality, curiosity, 

open mindedness, objectivity, aversion to superstition. Persons who possess scientific attitude 

are open minded, experiment oriented, systematic in approach, posses love for knowledge, 

intellectually honest, unbiased, truthful, and possess scientific temper and the expectations that 

the solution of the problem will come through the use of verified knowledge (Jhancirani, 

Devakrishnan &Devi,2012). Scientific attitude is the desire to know and understand, questioning 

to all statements, search for data and their meaning, search for verification, and consideration of 

consequences (Gardner, 1975; Osborne, Simson & Collins, 2003). According to Lawson (1982), 

scientific attitude is necessary to, dispel ignorance and backwardness; it will bring a balanced 

perspective to bear social evils and conflicts which could lead to a better world. If we act 

favourably or unfavourably towards some external class of stimuli, according to the ethics of 

science it is called scientific attitude (Munby,1983). 

The National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) conducted a workshop at 

Chandigarh and evolved the following specific behavior of a pupil who has developed scientific 

attitude.  

The pupil: 

1. Is clear and precise in his statements and activities. 

2. Bases his judgment on verification facts (not on options) 

3. Reacts favorably to efforts made to use science towards human welfare. 

4. Is prepared to reconsider own judgments. 

5. Arranges the apparatus, material etc. in their proper places at the end of work. 

6. Suspends judgment in the absence of sufficient data. 

7. Is free from superstition. 

8. Is objective in his approach? 

9. Is honest and truth in recording and collecting scientific data. 
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Scientific Attitudes are the most important outcomes of science teaching. The development of 

scientific attitudes should not be left to chance. The science teacher should make a special effort 

to develop them. Some characteristics of scientific attitude in an individual are : 

1. Open mindedness 

2. Curiosity 

3. Able to question “why?”, “How?” 

4. Able to make hypotheses 

5. Judgment based on verified facts. 

6. Ready to test and verify conclusion. 

7. Faith in cause and effect relationship 

8. Ready to reconsider his judgment. 

9. Free from superstitions and false beliefs. 

10. Honest in recording, collecting and reporting scientific data. 

11. Critical in observations. 

12. Accepting no conclusions a final or ultimate. 

13. More faith in the books written by specialists in their respective fields etc. 

 

 An individual with scientific attitude consciously or unconsciously thinks and displays 

traits which are common to scientists. It is the ability to do things based on proven principles. A 

student having scientific attitude is always free from superstitions, unverified assumptions and 

popular opinions that has no empirical basis. Every science teacher should undertake the 

responsibility to develop scientific attitude in their children through planned activities. As India 

is a developing country education is very important in all the fields of society. India needs a 

number of scientists in agriculture, industries, research, and other related scientific institutions. 

Hence scientific attitudes should be nurtured among students in the science classrooms. 

II. OBJECTIVES  

 

● To study the scientific attitudes among secondary school students based on gender. 

● To study the scientific attitude among secondary school students based on type of 

school. 

● To study the scientific attitude among secondary school students based on locality. 

 

III. HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

Ho1: There is no significant difference in the Scientific Attitude of secondary school students 

based on gender. 

Ho2: There is no significant difference in the scientific attitude of secondary students based on 

type of school. 

Ho3: There is no significant difference in the scientific attitude of secondary students based on 

locality. 
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IV. METHOD OF STUDY 

Sampling 

Normative survey method is used to study the present problem. Sample consists of 160 
secondary school students of Adilabad District .Details of the sample took for the studies are 
given below. 

Schools 

S.No Name of the School Management Locality No.of 
Students 

1 ZPSS.Mannur, Gudihathnur Mandal Government Rural 100 

2 Swamy Vivekananda H.S Private Urban 60 

 

Sub Samples 

S.No       Sample Number 

1 Entire sample 160 

2 Boys 90 

3 Girls 70 

4 Government School Students 100 

5 Private School Students 60 

6 Rural School Students 100 

7 Urban School Students 60 
Tool for the study 

Tool used for the study was Scientific Attitude Scale developed by Dr.Shailaja Bhagwath (2006) 
which consists of 24 items and items taken from position paper of APSCF-2011. 

Scientific attitude helps to approach different problems objectively without any bias and it 

promotes logical thinking. It helps to take proper judgment. It is the “scientific spirit” which 

creates rational outlook. On the basis of these characteristics, scientific attitude can be explained 

as follows: 

Objectivity: A person having scientific attitude looks at the situation without any bias and tries 

to reach the conclusion on the basis of reality. 

Verification: Such person never believes anything blindly. He tries to verify the problem as 

accurately as he can. He evaluates all aspects of the issue analytically and careful to take into 

consideration all aspects without excluding any fact. 
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Rational Outlook: He accepts anything when it is based on some reason and rejects that which 

is unreasonable or based on some fake information. He accepts whatever is based on scientific 

background. 

Aversion to Superstition: Superstitious beliefs being irrational and based on some unknown 

fear, they are never followed by a person having scientific attitude. 

Flexible: He is always flexible and changes his beliefs when some additional knowledge is 

contradicting. He never tries to defend himself in such situation. 

He tries to improve according to new evidence. 

Critical Approach: Scientific approach is progressive, such a person is never too certain of his 

facts. He encourages systematic doubts and critical thinking. 

It results in thorough evaluation of the situation.  

Identification of Cause and Effect Relationship: He tries to understand the situation by 

questioning such as knowing “why” and “how”s of observed phenomenon. Thus, he always tries 

to know the cause of the event and identification of cause and effect relationship. 

As per the position paper of teaching sciences of  APSCF-2011 

 Questioning: He questions ‘what’, ‘why’ and ‘How’ anything when it is based on some reason 

and tires to search for the answers to his questions which are unreasonable or based on some 

fake information. 

Making hypothesis: When he questions ‘what’, ‘why’ and ‘How’ anything when it is based on 

some reason and tires to search for the answers to his questions in form of hypotheses based 

upon known previous facts. He tries to find the answers by suitable reasons with logical 

reasoning. Hence he initiates for Experimentation to check his Hypotheses 

 

Statistical Techniques 

● Basic statistical techniques such as mean, median and standard deviation 
● t - Test 
● Significance of difference between means 

 
V. Analysis and Interpretation of data 

Ho1: Scientific Attitude of Secondary School Students Based on gender 

 

In order to find out whether the scientific attitude of secondary school students vary with 

gender ,the mean and the standard deviation of the scores on the scientific attitude of secondary 

school students –boys and girls were calculated. To know whether two groups varied 

significantly in their scores on scientific attitude, the t-test of non-equivalent groups was 

administered. The values thus obtained are given below. 
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Table. 1 Results showing significance of difference between means of scores of scientific 

attitude of secondary school students based on gender 

Gender Sample size Mean SD t-value 

Boys 90 109.61 13.65 
1.08 

Girls 70 115.31 30.21 

(not significant at 0.01 level of significance) 

The mean and standard deviation of secondary school boys are 109.61and13.65 and that 

of secondary school girls are 115.31and 30.72 respectively. When the differences in means of 

boys and girls were tested for significance, got a t- value of 1.08which is less than the values for 

.01 and .05 levels of significance. Hence, it is inferred that there is no significant difference in 

the scientific attitude of secondary school students based on Gender. 

Ho2: Scientific Attitude of Secondary School Students Based on Type of Schools 

In order to find out whether the Scientific Attitude of secondary school students vary 

with type of school, the mean and the standard deviation of the scores of scientific attitude of 

Government and Aided secondary school students were calculated. To know whether the two 

groups varied significantly in their scores on scientific attitude, the t-test of non equivalent 

groups was administered. The values thus obtained are tabulated below. 

Table 2 Results showing significance of difference between means of scores of scientific 
attitude of secondary school students based on type of schools 

 

Type of school Sample size Mean SD t-value 

Government 100 113.21 15.53 
0.03 

Private 60 114.48 13.68 

(not significant at 0.01 level of significance) 

The mean and standard deviation of scientific attitude of Government secondary school 

students are 113.21 and 15.53 and that of students who are studying in Private Secondary 

Schools are 114.48 and 13.68 respectively. When their differences in means were tested for 

significance of difference between means, we get a t-value of 0.03 which is not significant at 

0.01 and 0.05 levels. Hence, it is inferred that there is no significant difference in the scientific 

attitude of secondary school students based on type of school. 

Ho3: Scientific Attitude of Secondary School students based on locality 

In order to find out whether the Scientific Attitude of secondary students vary with 

locale, the mean and the standard deviation of the scores on the scientific attitude of secondary 

school students of the rural and urban locality were calculated .To know whether the two groups 
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varied significantly in their scores on the scientific attitude, t-test of non equivalent groups was 

administered. The values thus obtained are calculated below. 

Table 3 Results showing significance of difference between means of scores of scientific 
attitude of secondary school students based on locality. 

Local Sample size Mean SD t-value 

Rural 100 112.42 15.51 
0.03 

Urban 60 113.43 13.68 

(not significant at 0.01 level of significance) 

The mean and the standard deviation of scientific attitude of rural secondary school 

students are 112.42 and 15.51 and that of urban school students are 113.43 and 13.68 

respectively. When their differences in means were tested for significance, got a t-value of 0.03, 

which is less than the values for .01, and 0.05 levels of significance .Hence it is inferred that 

there is no significant difference in scientific attitude of secondary school students based on their 

locality. 

VI. MAJOR FINDINGS 

● The secondary school students are identically distributed among each group based on 

Scientific Attitude 

● There is no significant difference in the scientific attitude of secondary school students 

based on gender. 

● There is no significant difference in the scientific attitude of secondary school students 

based on type of management. 

● There is no significant difference in the scientific attitude of secondary school students 

based on locale. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This study revealed that the level of Scientific Attitude among secondary school students 

is not significantly influenced by gender, type of school and locality. There is a need for 

developing teaching learning strategies so as to inculcate scientific attitudes among students. 

Every child has natural abilities like observing, having curiosity to know ‘what’, ‘why’ and 

‘how’, questioning, giving conclusions etc. Teaching learning strategies has to be developed so 

that scientific attitudes can be developed by using their natural abilities. Teachers can inculcate 

scientific attitude in their students by purposeful preparation of scientific activities, arranging 

scientific discussions, conducting experiments in a novel manner, assigning projects, giving 

training to make improvised equipments etc. Institution can organize science exhibitions, science 

fairs, science quizzes, science debates, etc to develop scientific attitude among secondary school 

students. There should be an informative science library in schools having modern science 
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magazines, journals etc. Interesting and innovative science teaching methods can increase 

scientific attitude of secondary school students. Thus the learning of science should focus more 

on activities that support students’ culture and experiences in order to relate it to their day today 

lives. By doing this, students will feel that their ideas are important and valued, thus it will 

increase their self concept in science. For this to happen, teachers need to consider that learning 

science needs to have more emphasis on making connection between science and student’s life. 

In these strategies, the child should be habituated to question like ‘what’, ‘why’ and 

‘how’, hypothesise to answer his questions, initiate for experimentation to test his hypotheses 

and make conclusions without bias and superstitions on the basis of experimentation and proof. 

These habits would develop scientific attitudes among children and prepare them as future 

scientists for India. 
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Sub Theme: “Experimental learning in science and development of science   

skills” 

Title of the Topic: “Inculcating Creativity” through experimental learning and 

development of science skills. 

Introduction: 

 School is a miniature society. It is the place where the formal education is implemented 

through curriculum. Curriculum enlists subjects to be taught, practices to be conducted as 

well as co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. All commissions stressed for 

experimental learning in science. Because Experiment is the heart of the science teaching .by 

touching the apparatus, tools, field investigations, observations, precautions. There is  

A choice to learn move the student with self-experience (or) handling. 

Physical Science is one of the important subjects in the curriculum. It also reflects some 

values. Such as love with nature like Natural phenomena’s, various energies like heat, light, 

sound electric and magnetic etc. The importance of elements in daily life. Chemical reactions 

chemical Bandings etc. 

By doing experimental students feels the touching experience.  

           Science is not only a curriculum subject; it leads to develop the science skills through 

co-curricular science activities. The aim of the present paper is to know how the creativity 

developing among the students through science experimental learning and developing science 

skills. 

Objectives: 

(1) To create a good opinion on physical science subject. 

(2) To identify the daily life activities are included with physical science subject. 

(3) To improve among the students learning by doing. 

(4) To give a choice to the student to present creativity towards co-curricular science 

activities. 

(5) To develop pupils’ skills in solving everyday problems of scientific knowledge. 

(6) To develop scientific temper and spirit of scientific inquiry and capacity for 

independent and original thinking. 
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(7) To develop the habit of observing and reporting result of experiments measurements 

honestly and truthfully. 

(8) To provide maximum situations among the students to present their creativity in 

various activities belongs to science. 

(9) To educate the students to become responsible citizens in their personal and social 

lives. 

Design of the Innovations: - Presenting activities in my school by me. 

1) Role Plays 

2) Discussions 

3) Field trips and project works 

4) Lab activities (practices) 

5) Poster presentations 

6) Dramas 

7) Seminars 

8) Science fairs 

9) Science talent tests 

(10) Career and personal counseling and guidance 

(11) Occasional celebrations (Mechanic) playing science games with pluck cards 

Description of the innovation 

(1) Role Play: 

 

(a)After explaining the story “the Plastics and Environment” lesson of class VIII. It could be 

converted in to role play by giving characters to the students then they performed role play. 

Student participated in it with immense enthusiasm besides they learnt the concept easily and 

sent message. 

Outcomes: By performing this role play student understood the how plastics are polluting 

our environment. They have learned reducing of the plastics. They passed message to their 

homes about 4Rs and using of Jute, cloth bags instead of plastic covers. The young minds are 

became a responsible citizen it reflects live and let live. 

(b)while teaching of the lesson “laws of motion” for class IX role play conducted on states of 

matter and important of matter. 

Out comes:  In our daily life where we using these three laws students performed a role play 

they known present the scientists how they are sending rockets satellites based on Newton 
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third law. They send message physical science is not a hard subject it is included in our daily 

line. 

 

(2) Experiments:  

 

 

(a) I did an experiment an image formation of an object through the concave mirror for X 

Class. 

Outcomes: Students come to know that what is Focal length, Focal point, center of curvature 

and changing position of the object and they observed the characteristics of the image. 

(b)I have conducted several experiments like Reflection laws, refractions, sound has energy, 

acid, bases, testing of PHS, electrolysis, Identifying natural and synthetic fibers, indicators, 

newton laws, Floating bodies etc. 

Outcomes: Students observed above experiments Keenly Honestly and truthfulness are 

inoculated among the students while reporting the results of experiments and measurements. 

(3) Poster Presentation: 
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 I prepared Poster Presentation activity on “importance of periodic table in our daily life” and 

another one is Global Warming. Students came forward and explained about how elements 

are part of our line. And which also what is the need of discussion about Global Warming. 

Out comes: students appreciated the scientists who invented the elements and periodic table. 

They explained how elements are using in our daily life in various fields. And another poster 

how to control the pollution to project our global environment. 

(4)Discussions: 

 

 (a) While teaching the chapter friction of class VIII conducted discussion on “Friction is 

both good and evil” 

Outcomes: students understood that friction force is playing an important role in our daily 

life works. They known without friction a person cannot to walk, write etc.If the friction high 

they know noise will arises  

(b) I conducted discussion on renewable and non-renewable resources for class IX on 2 vital 

points.by indiscriminate usage of resources they may not be available to next generation and 

indiscriminate usage leads to pollution causing Global warming 

 Outcomes: Students realize how the resources are used judiciously for sustainable 

development. This helps the students to listen conscious and even suggests other towards 

righteous attitude. 

(5) Project works: 
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As project work is one of the tools of formative assessment in the CCE method. We are 

giving projects works on different current issues which are related to our text books to the 

students to gather information in a group. 

Outcomes: while collecting and gathering information (In group) project work co-ordination, 

co-operation and convergence are inculcated among the students. 

(6)Field Trips: 

 

 We have visited a Pillalamarri science museum at Palamuru as part of field trip. 

Out comes: 

Students get surprised to see the several things in museum, especially to the multiple images 

of a person in reflection box. 

(7) Dramas: 

 

 (a) I prepared the students to participate the “Southern Indian Science Drama Festival 2019-

20”. Superstitions cleanness and education on these title students performed. 

(b) In this only TelanganaLalitha Kala Thoranam organized the drama festival. In this also I 

participated with my students. 

Outcomes: Students are enjoying to act their various roles and they feel emotionally. They 

are very satisfied to participated in this drama festival. 
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Mehandi celebrations in school. 

1. We are also conducting National Science Day, Yoga Day, Mehandi Day to inculcate 

Eco-Friendly behaviour among the students. 

2. We are also conducting Quiz Competitions on the occasion of science day. Talent 

tests to develop positive attitude towards physical science. 

In this academic year (2019-20) we conducted a project on “Technology Using in “Poetry 

Making” for NCSC-2019 and it is selected as District Level Base-Project and participated 

State Level NCSC at Khammam district my student awarded in this project. In this project 

students conducted a survey on 30 families, which type of technology is used to prepare a pot 

and also how many families are using Eco-friendly utensils. We felt glad the we did our duty 

as a responsible citizen in the part of  

CREATE A CLASSROOM THAT RECOGNIZES OF CREATIVITY 

Implications: - 

1 By conducting these activities effective and psychomotor domain of the pupils can be 

developed to lead creative based knowledge. 

2 These teaching learning activities can be conducted in an integrated approach by not 

separating the conduct and creativity. 

3 These strategies and activities are helpful in science teaching to foster values among the 

students. 

4 Broad thinking friendly behavior can be nurtyred through above a activities among young 

minds. 

5 By conducting these activities collaborative creative thinking develops towards the young 

scientists. 

CONCLUSION: 

→ To take the fear from the students about physical science subject it is very important to 
participate in co-curricular activities effectively. 

→ By involving the students in experimental and observation we can bring out the creativity 
among the pupils. 

→ We can create the interest among the students towards physical science by Embracing 
curriculum in co-curriculum. 

→ So inculcation of creativity through experimental learning and science skills within 

curriculum may help tomorrows citizens to lead value based lives in the society. Hence it is 

the responsibility of all teachers to mould children in to becoming good citizens. 
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 Sub Theme: - Experimental Learning in science and Development of science skills. 

 Title of the Topic: - Learning science with Experiments to improve the scientific 

skills in the students. 

 Introduction: - Now-a-days, we need to improve scientific skills in the students. 

 

Our Sence organs are the gate ways of our knowledge. 

We can get 83% of knowledge through Eyes. 

                   35% of knowledge through Nose   

 11% of knowledge through Ears 

                    1% of knowledge through Tongue 

                    1.5% of knowledge through Skin 

 As the science teachers we can teach the science by involving these science organs for 

best learning 

 When these science organs involves in science learning, students can get scientific skills 

directly. 

 As the same way they can learn science through the learning by doing and it leads to 

learn science with experiments. So they can learn science with experiments then improve 

their scientific skills. 

Objectives:-  

 To develop scientific skills & scientific temper 

 To utilize sense organs for science learning 

 To improve learning by doing method 

 To pursuit innovations in science 

 To develop scientific knowledge  

 To develop curiosity in science and experiments 

 To improve the experimental skills 

 To achieve the academic standards 

 To develop the interest on experiments 

 To develop scientific values, at the same time moral values 

 To attract the students by attractive and scientific experiments 
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 To change the mind set of students and divert them towards the scientific 

research 

 To teach the science effectively 

 Description of the presentation :- 

 According to edgerdale’s Experience – cone direct experiences play an important 

role in teaching. 

 So fallowed, conducted Experiments and many science activities 

 From VI to X Classes I taught the lessons practically with experiments 

For VI Class:-   

Fruit & Vegetable salads, Different types of magnets, poles of a bar magnet, Directional 

property of a magnet, attraction and repulsion of magnets, making our own magnet, magnetic 

induction, magnetic compass, transparent, opaque, and translucent objects, sinking and 

floating, sedimentation, chromatography, parts of the plants, root systems and leaf venation, 

absorption of water, stomata, transpiration, conditions for making curd, simple electric 

circuits, circuit with a switch, insulators and conductors, thick ness of a coin, curved path, 

Irregular plane surface, volume of irregular solids, pinhole camera, response to stimuli, bread 

mould,  bacteria and butter milk, micro – organisms in water. 

For VII Class:-  

Test for starch, fats & proteins, natural indicators, Acids, bases and natural substances, acids 

with metals, acids with marbles, stop watch, rain gauge, making of a cell, series connection of 

bulbs parallel connection of bulbs, expansion of air on heating, hot air and cool air, flow of air, 

periscope, real images and virtual images, gases in our breath, respiration inplants, parts of a 

flower, budding in yeast, bread mould, physical change, chemical change, chemical change in 

copper, vinegar and baking soda, crystallization, my students had done these tests & activities. 

For VIII Class:- 

1) Conducting Experiment with different soils (What is science), observation of cells in 

match stick (cell- the basic unit of life, observation of cells in onion cell, cheek cells, 

observation of nucleus in onion peel, cheek cell, observation of floating slime, fungi 

(story of micro – organisms), bacteria, curdling of milk, observation of 

tadpole(Reproduction in animals, testing of voice frequency, reaching the age of 

adolescence), seed testing (food production from plants), oil paper experiment (Not for 

drinking not for breathing) 

For IX Class:-    

1) Observing plant cell and cell membrane (cell its structure and functions) 

2) Observing nucleus ( cell its structure and function) 

3) Observing mitochondria  

4) Observing vacuole in succulent plant 

5) Observing the arrangement of cells in onion peel (plant tissues) 

6) Observing the meristamatic tissues in root tip and shoot tip 

7) Preparation of temporary mount of decoct stem 

8) Observation of epithelial tissues in a chicken piece (animal tissues) 

9) Observation of muscle tissue 

10) Testing of blood group  
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11) Dry grapes in different solutions (plasma membrane) 

12) Potato osmometer  

13) Asmo sis with egg 

14) Semi permeable membrane 

15) Osmosis with semi permeable membrane 

16) Specimen observations 

17) Observation of animal behavior observation of plants in different habitals (adaptation) 

For X Class:- 

 

1) Presence of starch in leaves  

2) Mohls half leaf experiment  

3) Hydrilla experiment  

4) Black paper experiment  

5) Experiment with yeast  

6) Combustion of sugar 

7) Release of Co2 in respiration  

8) Release of heat in respiration  

9) Root pressure 

10) Tropic movements  

11) Action of saliva on flour in life processes 

12) The heart  

13)  L.S of kidney  

14) Rhizopus 

15) Pollen Grain 

16) Mitosis in onion root tip 

 

Conclusion and implications:- 

 

 It created interest on science 

 It improved best participation of the students 

 More engagement of the students 

 It improved their scientific skills 

 It developed their observation skills 

Implications:-  

 

 Experimental learning can enable students to grasp concepts more quickly and fully, to 

connect theory and applications 

 It offer students rappid feed back on their understanding 

 It improves practical knowledge, scientific attitude amongst the children 

 It improves scientific knowledge & scientific temper in the students 

   It helps to achieve the all round development of the children 
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 I taught lessons with experiments and I developed scientific skills in my students. So I 

got good achievements in last academic year. In last academic year my students got 

prizes in science drama, science folk dance, science congress – 2019, science fair 2019. 

 In science congress (NCSC – 2019) my students selected for slate level. This is 3
rd

 time, 

from 2017 onward they selected  for state level NCSC – 2017,18,19) 

 In Dist. Level science Exhibition my students got dist. Level 1
st
 prize in science fair 

 (A study on problems of diabetic patients and finding solutions by Traditional methods 

– NCSC-2019) 

 Dissolving & Decomposition of plastics by acetone, cow dung, fruit-flower waste science 

exhibition-2019) 

 My students were also participated in state level Agastya science fair  at Nizamabad 

and got prizes 

For these achievements I got TEACHER INNOVATOR MENTORS AWARD 2019 

(FROM OU AND TS CELL, at OU UNIVERSITY, TEACHING EXCELLENCE 

AWARD-2019 at TELUGU UNIVERSITY (TEA-2019), INSPIRING TEACHER 

AWARD -2020 at NIZAMABAD 

 

References:-  
VI, VII, VIII, IX, X Science & Biology Text Books, pedagogy of Biological Sciences, & 

Upadhyaya Kara Deepika 

- Biology. 
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